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Abstract
The Mansell Power Lifter is an electrically powered emergency transport stretcher. This device
facilitates lifting through use of a user control panel, and as such can be raised and lowered at
the touch of a button. This system operates at two speeds, and alleviates the strain placed on
emergency personnel when loading or unloading patients and equipment into an emergency
vehicle. The purpose of this project was to present an alternative control system design for the
Mansell Power Lifter. The focus of this redesign task was to simplify the existing circuitry
to make the control system easier to fault find. It was also a desirable feature to provide
the adjustability of system parameters such as timers and voltage thresholds that facilitate the
required functions of the Mansell Power Lifter. It was concluded that the most suitable method
to achieve these outcomes was to replace elements of the analogue circuity in the existing
system with a microcontroller.
In order to determine which features of the Mansell Power Lifter control system could be pro-
vided by the microcontroller, a review and analysis of the existing circuitry was conducted.
Once a familiarity with the existing system was established it was necessary to consider other
design alternatives that could be implemented into the new control system design. Research
was conducted into alternative methods to provide the bi-directional driving of motors. The
viability of using of pulse width modulation to facilitate the speed changing of the Mansell
Power Lifter was also considered. As the new control system is based around the use of a mi-
crocontroller, it was necessary to research programming methodologies for real-time systems.
This included a review of finite state machine theory and round-robin scheduling which were
implemented in the new control system design. This dissertation documents details of the new
hardware and software design that was developed for the updated Mansell Power Lifter control
system. A fully functioning physical prototype was constructed as part of this research project.
Using this prototype, a series of tests were conducted on the Mansell Power Lifter to verify and
validate the functionality of the new control system design.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The Mansell Power Lifter is a key element of the Mansell Infant Retrieval System which func-
tions as a means to seamlessly transport by both aircraft and road ambulances, neonates and
infants who are in a critical condition. It is one element of a three-part system which is shown
in Figure 1.1 being unloaded from an ambulance. The Mansell Power Lifter can be identified in
the figure as the mobile support structure which carries the other two components of this three
part system; the Neosled and Neocot. In reference to Figure 1.1, the Neosled, is the aluminium
frame which locks onto the Mansell Power Lifter and houses additional medical and electrical
equipment, as well as the capsule-like structure, which is the Neocot. The Neocot is essentially
a portable capsule which provides a temperature stable environment for critically ill neonates
(Grant-Thomson 2014).
By detaching both the Neosled and Neocot, the Mansell Power Lifter is also able to accommo-
date adult patients, functioning as a stand-alone electrically powered alternative to traditional
ambulance stretchers. The main advantage of the Mansell Power Lifter is that it is specifically
designed to alleviate the physical strain placed on its operator when loading and unloading
both patients and medical equipment into emergency vehicles. This is possible through the
unique framework of the system that allows the Mansell Power Lifter to raise and lower in a
scissoring action from 270mm above ground to an approximate maximum height of 1 meter.
This functionality is engaged by the operator using a control panel that drives two electrical
actuators to raise or lower either separately or simultaneously, the front and rear of the Mansell
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Figure 1.1: The Mansell Infant Retrieval System unloaded from an ambulance in Sweden (source:
Grant-Thomson 2014).
Power Lifter. The presence of isolated control between the front and rear of the device allows
operators to adjust the height of the front or rear of the Mansell Power Lifter for emergency ve-
hicle loading and unloading purposes . The Mansell Power Lifter is equipped with large solid
rubber wheels, and the frame of the device is constructed from aluminium which both provide a
degree of flexibility when transversing rough terrain. To minimise patient unloading and load-
ing times, and for operator convenience, the Mansell Power Lifter is capable of functioning at
two speeds, controlled automatically by the internal circuitry of the device, depending on the
mechanical load being lifted (Grant-Thomson 2014).
1.2 Project Motivation, Aims and Objectives
The Mansell Power Lifter was developed over a decade ago, and is constructed mainly of
analogue circuitry. This makes the existing system unadjustable, and difficult to fault find, with
a large number of components needed to provide the necessary control functions. The aim of
this project is to explore design alternatives that may simplify elements of the existing circuitry
while allowing system adjustability. The new design must maintain the required functions of
the existing control system. Throughout the design process it will be essential to consider
compatibility and interchangeability with the existing system. As a result, the focus for this
project will be as follows:
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• Develop an understanding of the existing functions of the systems control circuitry.
• Conduct research into technological improvements which may be appropriate to this
system.
• Develop a proposal for redesign, and discuss the benefits of this change.
• Present a design alternative to the existing system.
The project specification for this dissertation is provided in Appendix A. This outlines the
specific objectives for this research project.
1.3 Overview of Similar Systems
The Mansell Power Lifter is a part of the niche industry of electrically powered emergency
transport stretchers. These devices allow easy and secure loading and unloading of patients
and equipment into emergency vehicles. Since the development of the Mansell Power Lifter a
number of similar systems have become available from competing companies. The following
provides a brief overview of these similar systems.
Stryker® Power-PROTM Incubator Transport
The Power-PROTM Incubator Transport system by the Stryker® Corporation is an alternative
emergency transport system. This device caters specifically for incubator transport and is
shown in Figure 1.2. This device is operated using push buttons on a control panel situated
on the rear of the frame. A high-speed hydraulic lift system facilitates the raising and lowering
of the device. The system is powered by two 24V internal batteries and features a retractable
head section on the front of the frame. The Power-PROTM Incubator Transport system is capa-
ble of lifting a maximum mechanical load of 317.5kg (Stryker 2013).
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Figure 1.2: Stryker® Power-PROTM Incubator Transport (source: Stryker 2013).
Ferno® POWERFlexx®+
The POWERFlexx®+ by Ferno® is another alternative emergency transport system. This sys-
tem caters for patients ranging from adults to infants and is capable of lifting a maximum
mechanical load of 317.5kg. This devices facilities its lifting operation using a hydraulic actu-
ator unit and is raised and lowered using a colour-coded user control panel situated on the rear
of the frame. The POWERFlexx®+ operates using two internal 12V sealed lead-acid batteries
and features a charging system that initiates automatically when loaded into compatible emer-
gency vehicles. The device also features a 5-way adjustable head position as seen in Figure 1.3
(Ferno 2014).
Figure 1.3: Ferno® POWERFlexx+ (source: Ferno 2014).
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1.4 Resource Analysis
The Mansell Power Lifter
This project is based on the Mansell Power Lifter which is shown in Figure 1.4. In order to
redesign the control system, access to the Mansell Power Lifter will be required. It will be nec-
essary to examine the existing system through analysis of physical circuitry, circuit schematics
and the operating characteristics of the device. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive analysis
of the existing system. The Mansell Power Lifter will also be required for prototype testing
purposes throughout the development of the new control system design. Access to the Mansell
Power Lifter will be provided by Wenross Holdings Pty Ltd.
Figure 1.4: The Mansell Power Lifter (source: Grant-Thomson 2014).
LabJack U6
A LabJack U6 unit will be used in this project for testing purposes. The LabJack U6 is a data
acquisition unit used in this project to read analogue input signals and record an equivalent
digital signal (LabJack-Corporation 2014). This unit interfaces via a USB connection to a
personal computer which facilitates storage of the sampled signals. These sampled signals can
then be manipulated using an appropriate software package to produce test result plots for this
dissertation. The LabJack U6 unit is shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: The LabJack U6 (source: LabJack Corporation 2014).
A/D Chart LabJack Software
The ‘A/D Chart LabJack’ software is used with the LabJack U6 unit. This program conve-
niently allows the digital signals recorded by the LabJack U6 unit to be stored as a comma
separated value file (.csv). This file can be used for manipulating results with an appropriate
software package. The sample rate, input voltage range and the number of channels used can
be adjusted accordingly to suit a particular test. A total of 4 channels can be used at one time,
providing a sample rate of 250Hz. The user interface for the ‘A/D Chart LabJack’ software is
shown in Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: A/D Chart LabJack software (image: author).
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Electronic Components and Additional Equipment
To develop a prototype for the new Mansell Power Lifter control system a variety of electronic
components will be required. This will take the form of resistors, capacitors and integrated
circuits. The specifics of these electronic components will be determined as the new control
system design is developed and will be purchased as necessary. Additional equipment required
for testing and prototyping purposes will be provided by Wenross Holdings Pty Ltd and is listed
below.
• A multimeter.
• A soldering iron and solder as necessary.
• A breadboard and prototyping board for construction of the new prototype.
• Wire as necessary.
• An oscilloscope.
Computer System and Appropriate Software
In order to compile this dissertation, access to a personal computer will be required. A personal
computer will also facilitate the use of the LabJack U6 unit and the ‘A/D Chart LabJack’
software. The student version of MATLAB® will also be required to manipulate test results
and provide graphs as necessary. Additional software requirements will be determined as the
design of the new Mansell Power Lifter control system is developed.
1.5 Methodologies, Timelines and Safety
To complete this research project in a thorough and timely manner the specific tasks necessary
to achieve the project objectives outlined in Appendix A must be identified. The identification
of these specific tasks allows the organisation of a project timeline. This timeline will establish
the order of task completion and identify concurrent tasks. The execution of tasks will be
based on three basic steps; research, execute and review (Dowling, Carew & Hadgraft 2010).
Relevant information will be gathered concerning a specific task. This information will then
be implemented as necessary towards the development of the new control system design. The
outcome of these two processes will be reviewed and analysed to determine the quality of the
completed task. An outline of the main tasks for this research project is provided in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Project timeline for completion of tasks.
Task Description Tasks to be completed prior to 
commencing of this task. 
a. Gain an understanding of the existing Mansell Power 
Lifter control system. 
None. 
b. Conduct mechanical load tests on the Mansell Power 
Lifter to observe the operating characteristics of the 
system. 
None. 
c. Research design alternatives to be considered for use in 
the new Mansell Power Lifter control system. Potential 
areas of research are listed below. 
 
• The viability of microprocessor control in the 
new Mansell Power Lifter. 
 
• Alternative methods to facilitate speed 
changing of the Mansell Power Lifter. 
 
• Alternative methods to facilitate the bi-
directional driving of motors. 
 
• Real-time systems programming 
methodologies. 
 
None. 
d. Implement design decisions to develop a prototype of 
the new Mansell Power Lifter control system. Interface 
this with the necessary components of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
a), b), c) 
e. Test the new Mansell Power Lifter control system to 
validate the functionality of the new design. 
a), b), c), d), 
f. Compile dissertation for submission. An ongoing process. !
To ensure all the tasks listed in Table 1.1 are completed in a safe manner a risk assessment was
completed before any practical tasks were carried out. For the risk assessment for this research
project, refer to Appendix H.
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1.6 Overview of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 describes and provides an analysis of the existing Mansell Power Lifter functions
and circuitry. This is accompanied with mechanical load tests of the existing Mansell
Power Lifter system.
Chapter 3 describes the design considerations that were necessary in order to conclude on the
final design. This includes circuit design alternatives and programming methodologies.
Chapter 4 discusses the hardware design and development process for the new system.
Chapter 5 concerns the software design and development process for the new system.
Chapter 6 provides software and hardware design validation. This chapter focuses on testing
the new system design to ensure reliability and correct functionality.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and suggests further work necessary for the Mansell
Power Lifter control system redesign.
Chapter 2
Analysis of the Existing System
2.1 Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to review the functions of the existing Mansell Power Lifter
control system. This will be achieved by first presenting an overview of the main features of
the existing system, followed by a review of how these functions are achieved in circuitry. In
order to consider options for redesign of this circuitry, it is necessary to become familiar with
the existing system. This chapter will conclude with test results which examine the operating
characteristics of the Mansell Power Lifter. The original Mansell Power Lifter circuit schemat-
ics are referred to throughout this chapter for explanatory purposes. However, these original
circuit schematics are not included with this dissertation for privacy reasons.
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2.2 Overview of the Mansell Power Lifter
Figure 2.1: Mansell Power Lifter block diagram (source: Grant-Thomson 2014).
The function block diagram of the Mansell Power Lifter (MPL) is shown in Figure 2.1. The
main operation of the Mansell Power Lifter is based around the control of two electrical actu-
ators, which facilitate the lifting action. When the electrical actuators are driven in a forward
direction, the Mansell Power Lifter ‘extends’, and when driven in reverse, the system ‘retracts.’
The actuators are controlled independently from each other by the user to provide isolated lift-
ing of either the front or the rear of the Mansell Power Lifter. Typically, these actuators are
powered by two 12V sealed lead-acid battery packs. The connection of these battery packs is
controlled by internal mechanical load sensing circuitry which measures the current through
the two actuators. This is the aspect of the system that facilities the two speeds of operation. A
slow speed occurs when these batteries are connected in parallel, providing 12V to each actu-
ator, and a fast speed occurs when the batteries are connected in series, providing 24V to each
actuator. The system also has the capability of being charged from a 240V AC input, during
which the battery connections of the system are restricted to parallel for charging purposes.
Alternatively, the Mansell Power Lifter may be operated from an external 12V DC supply such
as a vehicle ‘cigarette lighter’ connection. Operation of the Mansell Power Lifter is provided to
the user via the ‘MPL Control Box’. This consists of a ‘Power’ on/off toggle switch, and four
push button switches (‘Front Extend’, ‘Front Retract’, ‘Rear Extend’ and ‘Rear Retract’) which
control the raising and lowering of the front and rear of the Mansell Power Lifter. The main
functionality of the system is governed by the ‘MPL Power Box’ shown in Figure 2.1. This
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essentially consists of all the necessary circuitry to drive the two actuators, change the battery
connections, and facilitate control functions that ensure correct operation of the device. The
system is also fitted with other safety features such as a limiting switch, which stops the actu-
ators when the Mansell Power Lifter mechanical frame has reached its upper limit (i.e. fully
extended) or lower limit (i.e. fully retracted). A safety sensor is also included in the system to
ensure operator misuse when locked into the floor of an emergency vehicle does not damage
the Mansell Power Lifter (Grant-Thomson 2014). To illustrate the functionality of the Mansell
Power Lifter, Figure 2.2 shows the system as it is raised from ground level to maximum height
(Grant-Thomson 2014).
Figure 2.2: Mansell Power Lifter operation (source: Grant-Thomson 2014). Shown from the top
left to bottom right extending from ground level.
Note in Figure 2.2 the separation of lifting between the front and rear of the Mansell Power
Lifter as the system extends. This functionality is beneficial when loading the Mansell Power
Lifter into an emergency vehicle such as an ambulance. This was shown in Figure 1.1 of
Chapter 1. In this situation, the system may go from being fully extended, to retracting only
one side of the Mansell Power Lifter at a time. Support wheels are in place under the lifting
surface of the Mansell Power Lifter to assist with loading and unloading of the system from
emergency vehicles.
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2.3 Mechanical Features of the Mansell Power Lifter
The Mansell Power Lifter is constructed with an aircraft-grade aluminium frame and has typical
dimensions of 1950mm length by 565mm width. The system has a variable height ranging from
270mm above ground level to 1030mm maximum height. The system typically weighs 60kg
and is capable of lifting a maximum mechanical load of 200kg. This maximum mechanical
load must be centrally loaded onto the lifting surface of the system. The Mansell Power Lifter
is also fitted with a ‘Lifeport Clipdeck’ locking system. This is to secure items such as the
Neosled and Neocot for safe transportation. This locking system is an industry standard for
medical transportation, and as such the Mansell Power Lifter is compatible with other Clipdeck
devices (Grant-Thomson 2014). For more details on the ‘LifePort Clipdeck’ locking system,
refer to the reference list of this document (Aircraft 2011).
The Mansell Power Lifter is also fitted with two emergency collapse levers. Should a system
failure occur in an extended position, these levers can be engaged to make it possible to collapse
the Mansell Power Lifter system. These two levers are coloured red, and located on the Mansell
Power Lifter frame, near the two actuators. By pulling on each lever in a controlled manner,
it is possible to slowly lower the Mansell Power Lifter to the ground level (Grant-Thomson
2014). Further analysis of the mechanical components of the Mansell Power Lifter will not be
discussed in this dissertation, as the electrical control system used for the device is the focus of
this redesign project.
2.4 System Circuitry and Selected Component Analysis
For the purpose of redesign it is necessary to develop an understanding of the existing circuitry
that allows the Mansell Power Lifter to function correctly. This will enable educated design
decisions to be made concerning which elements will be considered for redesign. This analyse
will also allow the identification of what elements of the design must be maintained to ensure
backwards compatibility with existing Mansell Power Lifter systems. The main Mansell Power
Lifter printed circuit board is shown in Figure 2.3. Note the large track width on the bottom
view of this image. This is to support the high currents that occur when operating the Mansell
Power Lifter.
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Figure 2.3: Mansell Power Lifter existing printed circuit board. Top image: top view; bottom
image: bottom view (photo: author).
2.4.1 Mansell Power Lifter Control Box
The Mansell Power Lifter control box is the main component of the system used by an operator.
The control box consists of four push button switches, with two switches allocated to each
actuator. Each pair of switches is able to provide signal to the corresponding actuator to drive it
in a forward or reverse direction. This facilitates the raising or lowering of the Mansell Power
Lifter frame. The four push button switches are labelled according to their function. These
are ‘Front Extend’ and ‘Front Retract’, for the front actuator, and ‘Rear Extend’ and ‘Rear
Retract’ for the rear actuator. If a pair of push buttons allocated to an actuator are activated
at one time, that is, extending and retracting is attempted simultaneously, the actuator will not
function. The Mansell Power Lifter control box also consists of a main ‘Power’ on/off switch
accompanied with a ‘Power’ LED, which illuminates when the ‘Power’ switch is in the on
position. The control box also has a ‘Charging’ LED and a ‘Charged’ LED, which function
when an external 240V AC source is connected to the system. These LED’s illuminate as would
be expected, with the ‘Charging’ LED illuminating when the system is charging the batteries,
and the ‘Charged’ LED activating when the batteries are determined to be fully charged. The
Mansell Power Lifter control box also has a ‘Lifter Locked!’ LED, and an accompanying push
button on the under side of the device housing. These features are associated with the safety
sensor housed within the control box and as such are discussed further in the ‘Safety Sensor’
subsection of this chapter. The Mansell Power Lifter control box is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Mansell Power Lifter control box (photo: author).
The control box receives a constant 12V source from the internal batteries of the Mansell Power
Lifter, which are housed underneath the lifting surface of the device. This 12V source typically
comes from the internal battery supply of the Mansell Power Lifter, but may be source from
an external DC voltage connection such as a ‘cigarette lighter’ port of an emergency vehicle.
This wire is identified in the original circuit schematics as ‘Red’ as it is always active, even
when the ‘Power’ switch is in the off position. The ‘Red’ wire is also connected to the anode of
each LED indicator in the control box. This means that the ‘Power’, ‘Charging’ and ‘Charged’
LED’s will illuminate when a connection to a signal ground is made. The ground connection
for the ‘Charging’ and ‘Charged’ LED’s can be made even when the ‘Power’ switch is in the off
position. This occurs when an external 240V AC source is connected to charge the batteries.
Essentially, when 240V AC is connected, and the batteries are less than 80% capacity, the
‘Charging’ LED illuminates. When the batteries are greater than 80% capacity, the ‘Charged’
LED will illuminate.
A summary of the control box circuit configuration is shown in Figure 2.5 with the wire colours
and components labelled as per the original circuity schematics. When the ‘Power’ switch is
toggled to the ‘on’ position, the 12V source from the ‘Red’ wire makes a connection to the
‘Orange’ wire which provides the necessary voltage supply to a number of electronic devices
on the main Mansell Power Lifter printed circuit board (PCB). This main printed circuit board
is housed under the lifting surface of the Mansell Power Lifter. With the ‘Power’ switch in
the on position, and 12V applied to the ‘Orange’ wire, the ‘Black’ wire makes a connection to
ground through a common emitter transistor configuration. As this common emitter transistor
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Figure 2.5: Circuit description of the Mansell Power Lifter control box (diagram: author).
configuration switches to ground, the ‘Power’ LED illuminates. When the ‘Power’ switch is
on, this also provides a voltage to the ‘Purple’ wire shown in Figure 2.5. This wire provides
a 12V signal to one side of each push button switch, which are the components S2, (‘Rear
Extend’), S4 (‘Rear Retract’), S3 (‘Front Extend’), and S5 (‘Front Retract’). The other side
of these push button switches essentially has a direct connection to the circuitry that drives the
electrical actuators. Therefore, when a button is pressed, 12V is applied to the motor driving
circuitry.
2.4.2 Actuator Driving Circuitry
The basis of driving each electrical actuator in two directions is a H-bridge circuit. The ability
to drive these actuators in two directions (forward or reverse) enables the ‘extend’ or ‘retract’
functions of the Mansell Power Lifter. A summary of the actuator driving circuitry is provided
in Figure 2.6. This circuit represents the configuration used for both the f ont and rear actuators.
In reference to Figure 2.6 the H-bridge has a NAND logic circuit in place for protection pur-
poses. This circuit ensures that M1 and M2 can never be on at the same time, and similarly
that M3 and M4 cannot be on simultaneously. If either of these pairs of MOSFETs were on at
the same time, this would cause a direct short of the H-bridge. This direct short of a H-bridge
is often referred to as ‘shoot-through’. The occurrence of shoot-through would cause a larger
current to flow through either M1 and M2 or M3 and M4, and likely destroy these components.
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Figure 2.6: Summary of the Mansell Power Lifter actuator driving circuitry (diagram: author).
For further protection, the logic circuit also provides a time delay between switching M1 on
and M2 off, and vice versa. This is also the case for M3 and M4. In this configuration, when
no push button is active on the user control box, the low-side MOSFETs M2 and M4 are al-
ways on. This effectively shorts the motor to ground when it is not being driven. This feature
is useful to short the back electromotive force (emf) that occurs when the electrical actuators
transfer from being driven to stopping.
When an ‘extend’ push button is activated by the user on the control box, a voltage appears
at the input of the logic circuit. In response to this, a logic ‘0’ is provided to the n-channel
MOSFET M2, and switches it off. Next, an analogue time delay is then in place, before the
logic circuit provides a logic ‘1’ to transistor T1, which switches it on. The output voltage of
this logic circuit is close to 5V. This will connect the gate terminal of M1 to ground, which acts
as a p-channel MOSFET and as such, it is switched on. When this occurs, the MOSFET M4
remains on, and this causes a current to flow from ‘+Motors’ through M1 and the actuator A1,
finding a path to ground via M4. The same concept applies when the ‘retract’ push button is
pressed, and voltage is applied to the input of the right side logic circuit shown in Figure 2.6.
If both ‘extend’ and ‘retract’ are activated, the actuator will not drive.
For protection purposes, the H-bridge circuit includes a transient voltage suppression diode
(transzorb) from ‘+Motors’ to ground. Also, diodes are placed in parallel with the four main
MOSFETs to individually protect these switches from any over voltages that may occur from
switching the motor, as it is an inductive load (Donald G. Fink 1993). The resistor and bi-
directional LED in parallel to the motor of Figure 2.6, are in place as an indicator for the
function testing of the PCB. Figure 2.7 shows the front and rear H-bridge and accompanying
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logic circuitry on the Mansell Power Lifter PCB. The MOSFETs are shown mounted to a metal
plate, which functions as a heat sink. This is necessary due to the large currents that occur when
operating the Mansell Power Lifter.
Figure 2.7: Mansell Power Lifter front and rear H-bridges and logic circuitry (photo: author).
2.4.3 Battery Changing Circuitry
The ‘+Motors’ voltage which supplies the H-bridge shown in Figure 2.6, is directly sourced
from the circuitry that switches the connection of the two 12V internal batteries from parallel
to series. This effectively changes ‘+Motors’ from being either a 12V or 24V supply. From DC
motor theory it is known that the voltage applied to the motor directly influences the rotation
speed of the motor. This is given in Equation 2.1 (Donald G. Fink 1993).
N = 60
Ea − IaRm
Zφ
paths
poles
× 108 (2.1)
WhereN is in revolutions per minutes, Ea is the emf applied to the motor (V), Ia is the current
through the armature of the motor (A), andRm is the resistance of the armature winding (Ω). Z
is the number of armature conductors, and φ is the flux per pole of the motor (Wb). ‘Poles’ and
‘paths’ refer to the number of poles and paths in the construction of the motor. For a specific
motor, the number of armature conductors Z, the number of armature paths and poles are
constant (Donald G. Fink 1993). The circuitry used in the Mansell Power Lifter to facilitate the
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change of the voltage ‘+Motors’ is summarised in Figure 2.8. The original circuit schematics
also include protection diodes, which have been omitted from Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Summary of the Mansell Power Lifter battery change circuitry (diagram: author).
In reference to Figure 2.8, the transistors T3, T4 and the MOSFET T5, make up the basis for
the circuitry that changes the battery connections. Essentially, when 12V is applied to R67 at
the base terminal of T3, this transistor is on, which turns the transistor T4 off, and as such the
MOSFET T5 is turned off. This makes the batteries connected in parallel, providing 12V to
‘+Motors’. Alternatively, when T3 is off, the MOSFET T5 is on, which connects the batteries
in series, providing 24V to ‘+Motors’. As seen in Figure 2.8, the 12V input source to the base
terminal of T3 can be applied when 240V AC is connected for charging the batteries (‘AC
Mode’), or when an external DC voltage from a vehicle ‘cigarette lighter’ connection is made
(‘DC Mode’). Alternatively, this voltage can come from the control circuitry of the Mansell
Power Lifter PCB. This control circuitry consists of the current sensing circuitry, as well as
other analogue timers, which are discussed in further detail in Section 2.5 of this chapter.
2.5 Control Circuitry and Current Sensing
The specific section of the Mansell Power Lifter printed circuit board responsible for sensing
the current through the actuators, as well as the circuitry that implements timers and other
restrictions is shown in Figure 2.9. Firstly, the circuitry measures the voltage difference across
three 10mΩ resistors which are connected in parallel. Using Ohm’s law the current can be
determined from this voltage. As these resistors are essentially positioned on the ground side
of the two H-bridges, in series with the most negative battery terminal, the current through
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Figure 2.9: Mansell Power Lifter function control circuitry (photo: author).
these resistors is the sum of the current through each actuator. This current is proportional to
the mechanical load being lifted by the Mansell Power Lifter. This is given in Equation 2.2
(Donald G. Fink 1993).
Td =
poles
paths
Z
2pi
φIa (2.2)
Where Td is the torque developed in the motor in newton metres, and the other variables have
been described to accompany Equation 2.1 (Donald G. Fink 1993). This implies that as the
mechanical load being lifted by the Mansell Power Lifter increases, the current through the
actuators will increase. Knowing this, the control circuitry limits the changing of the battery
connections, so that larger mechanical loads are restricted to 12V on ‘+Motors’. This provides
a slow speed of lift until the current is under a certain threshold. The analogue timing functions
and current sensing thresholds will be analysed and determined through a series of mechanical
load tests which conclude this chapter. The key functions of this control circuitry are outlined
below.
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• Switching from 12V mode to 24V mode is restricted for a time period when any motor
driving push button on the user control box is first activated.
• Switching from 12V mode to 24V mode is allowed if the system has been functioning
and was recently in 24V mode.
• Switching from 12V mode to 24V mode is dependent on the current measured through
the current sensing circuitry.
• To preserve battery life, if the ‘Power’ switch is engaged (on) and the system has not
been operated for extended periods of approximately 10 minutes, an automatic analogue
timer will power off the system. To re-power the system this ‘Power’ switch must then
be switched to the off position back to the on position.
2.5.1 Safety Sensor Circuitry
As a medical device for patient transport, the Mansell Power Lifter is capable of being secured
into the locking system of compatible emergency vehicles. When locked into a vehicle, the
Mansell Power Lifter will be fully retracted (i.e. at floor level). Using an infrared sensor
located in the control box, the distance from the bottom of the control box to the emergency
vehicle floor is measured. If the floor is a short distance away, the safety sensor causes the
‘Lifter Locked!’ LED to illuminate (refer to Figure 2.4), and operation of the Mansell Power
Lifter is disabled. This is to prevent the Mansell Power Lifter from accidentally being operated
while locked into a vehicle, which would cause serious damage to both the Mansell Power
Lifter and the emergency vehicle. It is possible that the safety sensor may engage and cease
operation of the Mansell Power Lifter when it is simply lowered to ground level, and not locked
into the floor of an emergency vehicle. In the event of this it is possible to override this safety
sensor by pressing and holding the ’override’ button situated on the under side of the control
box. Once a safe distance from the ground has been reached, the safety sensor will cease to
operate and normal operation can commence (Grant-Thomson 2014).
2.5.2 Selected Components
Battery Charger: An Amtex 2040 series 12V battery charger is used in the Mansell Power
Lifter. This provides 50 watts of output power and is activated whenever an external 240V
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AC supply is connected. This charger is housed underneath the lifting surface of the Mansell
Power Lifter, and has three modes of operation. These modes are ‘Boost’, ‘Timer’ and ‘Float’.
When the capacity of the batteries is less than 80%, the charger operates in boost mode, and
supplies up to 4A to charge the batteries. During this time the internal batteries of the Mansell
Power Lifter are connected in parallel. This is when the ‘Charging’ LED on the control box
is activated. Once the batteries exceed a capacity of 80%, the charger switches to ‘Timer’
mode, where the current is gradually reduced for a fixed time period. After this the charger
switches to ‘Float’ mode, where the battery voltage is maintained, and the charger is in standby
(Amtex 2012). To ensure backwards compatibility with existing Mansell Power Lifter systems,
the control system redesign must incorporate this 12V battery charger.
Electrical Actuators: The type of electrical actuator used on the Mansell Power Lifter is the
Linak LA34. These actuators comply with the international standard on ‘Medical Electrical
Equipment’, IEC 60601-1:2005 3rd edition. Each actuator is capable of pushing 5500N and
operating with a continuous current of 15A. These actuator have a built-in limit switch which
disables operation when the actuator is extended or retracted to its limit (Linak 2014). This
feature ensures the Mansell Power Lifter does not over extend or over retract and cause damage
to the aluminium frame. These actuators also have a duty cycle which limits safe operation to
6 minutes in every 1 hour time period (Linak 2014).
High Side MOSFET: The high side MOSFET used in the H-bridge circuitry and the battery
change circuitry is the BTS650P. This device is actually an integrated circuit containing a n-
channel MOSFET, and is referred to as a ‘Smart Highside High Current Power Switch’. Within
this device is a number of additional features such as overload and short circuit protection. This
device is shown using the schematic symbol for a p-channel MOSFET as it is activated when
the gate terminal of this device is switched to ground (Technologies 2003).
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2.6 Mechanical Load Tests: Existing Control System
2.6.1 Purpose
The purpose of this particular test was to examine the behaviour of the voltage and the current
through the Mansell Power Lifter’s current sensing circuitry. As discussed in Section 2.5 of this
chapter, the current sensing circuitry is three 10mΩ resistors in parallel, which are connected
in series with the main battery supply. The total current through these resistors is proportional
to the mechanical load being lifted. It is this value of current that is used to switch the Mansell
Power Lifter’s batteries from 12V mode to 24V mode. The current sensing resistors used in
the PCB have a tolerance of 1% (Grant-Thomson 2014). The following test examined the
voltage across the current sensing resistors and by Ohm’s law the current was determined. This
measurement took place as the Mansell Power Lifter is raised from ground level to maximum
lift, and back to ground level.
This test was conducted with 0kg (no mechanical load), 50kg, 100kg, 150kg and 200kg using
the internal batteries as the supply voltage (normal operation). The tests were also conducted
with 100kg when the Mansell Power Lifter is in AC mode (i.e. 240V AC is connected) and DC
mode (i.e. using an external voltage source as the supply voltage). In both AC and DC modes,
the battery voltages should not switch from 12V mode to 24V mode. The results have been
plotted for analysis using MATLAB®. The approximate height of the Mansell Power Lifter
that the switching of battery connections occured was also recorded. The Mansell Power Lifter
battery voltage was recorded throughout these tests to validate when the device is switching
from 12V mode to 24V mode. Figure 2.10 shows the test setup with a 100kg calibrated weight.
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Figure 2.10: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test with 100kg calibrated weight (photo: au-
thor).
2.6.2 Equipment
The equipment used for this test is as follows:
• A Mansell Power Lifter.
• 1 × 1MΩ resistor (1% tolerance).
• 1 × 10kΩ resistor (1% tolerance).
• Solder as necessary.
• A soldering iron.
• Wire as necessary.
• A multimeter.
• A LabJack U6 unit.
• A computer with the ‘A/D Chart LabJack’ software.
• MATLAB® software.
• Calibrated weights (50kg, 100kg, 150kg and 200kg).
• A metre ruler with millimetre and centimetre divisions.
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2.6.3 Method
1. The LabJack U6 was connected to a computer via a USB to use the ‘A/D Chart LabJack’
software. The -1V to 1V mode of operation was selected. To lower the sampling rate to
250 samples per second, 4-channel mode was selected. Only channels 1 and 2 were used
for these tests.
2. With wire, the AD0 port of the LabJack U6 unit was connected to the one side of the
three ten-milliohm resistors in parallel. This was soldered to the Mansell Power Lifter
PCB.
3. With wire, the GND port of the LabJack U6 unit was connected to the other side of the
three ten-milliohm resistors in parallel. This was also soldered. The two connections
in steps 2 and 3 have effectively taken the differential voltage across the current sensing
resistors. These resistors are shown in the bottom left of Figure 2.9 in Section 2.5.
4. Next, the ‘+Motors’ voltage supply line from the Mansell Power Lifter PCB was con-
nected. This was to measure if the system batteries were connected in series (24V mode)
or parallel (12V mode). A resistor divider configuration was used to step down the volt-
age of the batteries to the voltage range of -1V to 1V. The measured voltage through the
current sensing resistors did not require this resistor network as it was already within
the -1V to +1V range. The resistor divider configuration is shown in Figure 2.11. The
resistors used also have a 1% tolerance. The required connections are as indicated in Fig-
ure 2.11. A multimeter was used to confirm the step down functionality of the resistor
divider to ensure no overvoltage was to occur on the LabJack U6 unit or the computer.
1M
10k
12V or 24V
Battery Voltage
To LabJack AD1
To LabJack GND
Title
Author
File
Revision
Document
Date Sheets
C:\Users\Mr Smiley\Desktop\Thesis_Power_Lifter_Schematics\Resistor_Divider.dsn
1.0 1 of 1
Figure 2.11: Resistor divider network for use with LabJack ±1V range (diagram: author).
5. With all required connections in place, the two analogue voltage signals were now able
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to be logged in a comma-separated value (.csv) file as required using the ‘A/D Chart
LabJack’ software.
6. The ‘Power’ switch on the Mansell Power Lifter control box was moved to the ‘on’
position. The Mansell Power Lifter was lower to ground level as the initial position for
testing.
7. The required weight was placed on the Mansell Power Lifter (starting with no mechanical
load).
8. The data logging process was commenced by pressing the ‘start’ button on the ‘A/D
Chart LabJack’ software.
9. The Mansell Power Lifter was raised until the device was fully extended. As the Mansell
Power Lifter was extended, the metre ruler was used to obtain an approximate guide to
the height at which switching from 12V mode to 24V mode occurred. This was measured
from ground level to the bottom of the lifting surface. When fully extended, after waiting
a time period, the Mansell Power Lifter was lowered back to ground level. The ‘stop’
button on the ‘A/D Chart LabJack’ software was then pressed. This data was exported
and saved to a .csv file.
10. Steps 7 to 9 were repeated with the 50kg, 100kg, 150kg, 200kg, 100kg AC mode and
100kg DC mode.
11. These .csv files of the voltage variations per sampling interval were imported to MATLAB®
for plotting. Certain manipulations were necessary to produce current versus time (i.e.
using Ohm’s law) and to present the battery voltage versus time (i.e. negate the step
down effects of the resistor divider network). The details of the MATLAB® code used
to produce the results of these tests is included in Appendix F.
2.6.4 Results
The following MATLAB® plots show the results of the previously outlined tests.
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Figure 2.12: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test. Raised then lowered with 0kg mechanical
load (graph: author).
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Figure 2.13: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test. Raised then lowered with 50kg mechanical
load (graph: author).
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Figure 2.14: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test. Raised then lowered with 100kg mechan-
ical load (graph: author).
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Figure 2.15: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test. Raised then lowered with 150kg mechan-
ical load (graph: author).
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Figure 2.16: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test. Raised then lowered with 200kg mechan-
ical load (graph: author).
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load tests. Raised then lowered with
100kg mechanical load in normal operation, AC mode and DC mode (graph: author).
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2.6.5 Discussion
Figure 2.12 shows the Mansell Power Lifter operating with 0kg. It can be seen that a large cur-
rent spike of around 55A occurs as the inclination process commences. This excessive current
circulating in the motor is an expected function of DC motors at starting (Donald G. Fink 1993).
At this time it can be seen that the Mansell Power Lifter is in 12V mode, which occurs from
the beginning of the test to the second current transient. It is known that at starting, operation
is restricted to 12V mode until an analogue timer has expired. Once this timer has elapsed, the
voltage (and by Ohm’s law the current) across the current sensing resistors is measured against
a set threshold to determine if switching from 12V mode to 24V mode is possible. As this is no
mechanical load operation, it is known that the applied downward force on the Mansell Power
Lifter just after starting would be suitable for 24V mode. Therefore, from Figure 2.12 it ap-
pears that this timer duration is approximately 2.2 seconds. After this time period, the Mansell
Power Lifter switches into 24V mode for faster operation. The height of the Mansell Power
Lifter at switching was approximately 30cm above the ground. During switching, a second cur-
rent transient occurs. Knowing that the Mansell Power Lifter wheels are off the ground when
fully retracted, it is likely that the fluctuation in current between the two large transients is due
to the Mansell Power Lifter wheels making and maintaining contact with the ground surface.
Once in 24V mode operation is relatively uniform, with the current slightly decreasing as the
Mansell Power Lifter is raised. The system is stationary in the fully extended position for a
moment and the current measured reduces to zero. As the Mansell Power Lifter is lowered, the
current follows a similar pattern. A large current spike occurs as lowering commences, and the
Mansell Power Lifter is restricted to 12V mode for a time period. Once the analogue timer has
expired, operation switches to 24V mode.
Figure 2.13 shows the same test but with a 50kg mechanical load. It can be seen from this test,
that consistency occurs in the measured current and voltage profiles. Similarly, when the test is
conducted with 100kg, 150kg, and 200kg mechanical loads, the profile of the measured current
and voltage follows the same pattern. These tests are shown in subsequent Figures 2.14, 2.15
and 2.16 respectively. The height of the 12V to 24V mode switch occurred at approximately
30cm for 50kg, 50cm for 100kg, 72cm for 150kg and 93cm for 200kg. The accuracy of these
measurements is not imperative, but simply for comparison purposes. The key difference oc-
curs when the Mansell Power Lifter is being raised from the ground level. As the mechanical
load increases, the value of current is much higher throughout the test due to the increased load.
As a result of this, the Mansell Power Lifter does not attempt to switch until the measured cur-
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rent is reduced. The threshold at which switching occurs is approximately 11A as identified
from Figures 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16.
From Figure 2.17 it can be seen that in AC mode, the Mansell Power Lifter is restricted to
12V mode, with no attempts are made to switch to 24V mode. Similarly, the voltage does not
change when in DC mode. It can be seen in Figure 2.17 that the current profile displayed by
the Mansell Power Lifter in normal operation, AC mode, and DC mode is comparable.
2.6.6 Test Conclusions
Table 2.1 shows a summary of the heights at which switching from 12V mode to 24V mode
occurred for each test.
Table 2.1: Approximate heights of 12V to 24V swtiching.
Mechanical Load Lifted (kg) Approximate Height of Switching (cm) 
0 30 
50 30 
100 50 
150 72 
200 93 !
The key attributes identifiable from the mechanical load tests are as follows:
• The initial timer duration that restricts batteries from switching from 12V mode to 24V
mode is approximately 2.2 seconds.
• A measurement of greater than 11A through the current sensing circuitry restricts oper-
ation of the Mansell Power Lifter to 12V mode.
Chapter 3
Design Considerations
3.1 Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the possible improvements and changes that could
be implemented in the Mansell Power Lifter control system redesign. While considering alter-
native designs, the main desired outcome for design selection will be to provide simplicity and
adjustability where possible. Component cost will also play a role in design selection.
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3.2 Analogue Versus Digital Design
In designing a new control system for the Mansell Power Lifter, a main consideration is whether
to incorporate just analogue components, or a mixture of both analogue and digital components.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the existing Mansell Power Lifter control circuitry is designed
mainly using analogue electronics. In order to update the current system it would be possible
to implement a new analogue design, by replacing older components with new ones. However,
this would not simplify the design or make the Mansell Power Lifter easily adjustable in any
way. The use of programmable digital components would be advantageous as system functions
can easily be updated or included in the future by altering system software. Functions which
would have previously required a dedicated circuit, such as analogue timers or delays can easily
be included in the system using an extra few lines of code. In this way, by incorporating digital
components, the total number of electronic components would be reduced, as specific required
control functions would be provided in software. By using less overall components in the new
design, this would equate to a lower total cost, and also a lower cost to assemble the printed
circuit board (PCB) due to less solder joins being necessary. Given that digital electronics such
as a microcontroller can be purchased for only a few dollars, the use of digital electronics as
the basis of the new control system design is feasible (Hammet 1998).
Due to the ease of implementing software alterations and in an attempt to reduce costs and
simplify the design, the new control circuitry will be based around a digital control system.
However, this will mean that the software of the new system will require compliance with the
International Electromechanical Commission standard ‘IEC-62304 Medical device software
- Software life cycle processes’. Analogue circuitry will still be necessary in order to inter-
face the programmable digital device with the existing Mansell Power Lifter circuitry such as
the user control box. The new system design will also require analogue electronics to sup-
port the programmable digital device and to drive the actuators. The main benefits of using a
programmable digital device in the new system design are outlined below.
• The existing current sensing integrated circuit often varies between each device, and as
such the sensitivity of current sensing can be inconsistent (Grant-Thomson 2014). If
current sensing thresholds are a function of software in the new design, these thresholds
could easily be fine-tuned as necessary.
• Separate current sensing thresholds could be set in software for use in the ‘slow’ and
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‘fast’ modes of operation. Using two thresholds for this function would prevent spurious
switching between the two speeds. This is discussed further in Section 4.7.3 of Chapter 4.
• The function of the ‘Safety Sensor Circuitry’, discussed in Section 2.5.1 of Chapter 2
could be replaced with an additional software current sensing threshold. This would de-
tect potentially damaging values of actuator current and stop the operation of the Mansell
Power Lifter in these emergency situations.
• The functions provided by the ‘Control Circuitry’ discussed Section 2.5 of Chapter 2
could be replaced with software. This would remove the multiple operational amplifier
stages and timer integrated circuits that are apart of the original circuit schematics. These
sections of circuitry make it difficult to trace a signal fault (Grant-Thomson 2014).
3.3 Types of Programmable Digital Devices
There are a number of programmable digital devices that could provide the necessary functions
for this control system redesign. A selection of these type of devices will be examined in
order to conclude on the specific type of programmable digital device that will be used for this
redesign project.
3.3.1 Programmable Logic Controller
A programmable logic controller (PLC) is a digital device typically used to provide automated
control of electromechanical equipment. These devices are used to provide process control for
numerous industrial applications such as motor control and factory assembly-line machinery
(Gulpanich 2012). These devices provide logical outputs in response to logical inputs. A PLC
is essentially a microprocessor-based system with additional hardware in place to make the
device easy to use and interface with equipment. The specifics of the additional hardware
provided with a PLC unit varies depending on the manufacture and model of the device. An
example of a specific embedded PLC unit which could be used for this redesign project is the
SPLat CC18 which is shown in Figure 3.1. This device retails for $59 and has 16 digital I/O
points, 2 analogue inputs, and a number of additional features which are not required for this
project (SPLat 2014).
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Figure 3.1: SPLat CC18 embedded PLC unit (source: SPLat 2014).
Figure 3.1 shows a typical embedded PLC unit which has hardware features such as a central
processing unit (CPU), I/O ports, memory and a power supply (Erickson 1996). An advantage
of PLC units is that the programming language on the device is often visually based using
‘ladder’ diagrams. An example of a ‘ladder’ diagram to implement logical statements is shown
in Figure 3.2. In reference to this figure, the first line reads, if input ‘s1’ is on, the output
‘start’ will initiate. The second line reads that if the input ‘start’ is on the process ‘belt1‘ will
commence (Budha 2008). Using this language simplifies programming duties for the user.
Figure 3.2: PLC ladder diagram example (source: Budha 2008).
3.3.2 Microcontroller
The microcontroller is an alternative programmable digital device to the PLC. Microcontrollers
are essentially the central processing unit used in PLC devices. This means that these devices
can be purchased without the additional hardware seen in Figure 3.1. As would be expected,
without this extra hardware, the cost of the device is typically much lower than a PLC, with
microcontrollers only costing a few dollars (Graham 2014a). Typically a microcontroller is
less user friendly than a PLC, as it requires knowledge of a programming language such as C
(Erickson 1996). Due to this a microcontroller can be considered a less ‘off the shelf’ solution
compared to a PLC, which means that more man-hours are required to develop a suitable pro-
gram.
As the cost per hour of development time is not a factor for this project, the microcontroller
stands out as the most viable option for selection as the programmable digital device used in
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this control system redesign. This is because it is significantly cheaper and much more compact
than a PLC unit, with additional hardware included as required in the design.
3.4 Microcontroller Selection
A number of microcontrollers were considered during the preliminary stages of this redesign
project. These were all from the ‘PIC’ (Peripheral Interface Controller) family of devices
from Microchip Technology Inc. These specific devices included the PIC16F877A and the
PIC18F452, which both require knowledge of the C programming language. However, during
the course of this project a more suitable device was identified. This was a PIC32 microcon-
troller which could be programmed using the Basic language. A comparison of the C and Basic
programming languages is provided in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Programming language comparison.
C Programming Language 
 
Basic Programming Language 
Pros Cons Pros Cons 
More efficient use of 
central processing time. 
Difficult to interpret by 
unskilled user. 
Easy to interpret by 
unskilled user. 
Less efficient use of 
central processing time. 
Must be learnt before 
programming can 
commence. 
Easy to learn by 
unskilled user. 
More difficult to learn. !
Through the comparison shown in Table 3.1, the Basic programming language can clearly be
identified as the more user friendly option. This is a desirable feature knowing the Mansell
Power Lifter redesign will require further development for production use after the conclusion
of this research project. Using the Basic language would ensure a qualified Wenross Holdings
Pty Ltd staff member could easily interpret and edit the microcontroller software in the future.
Due to the application of the Mansell Power Lifter, high programming efficiency and CPU
speed are not vital. Therefore the advantages presented by the C programming language are
insignificant to this project. These factors led to the selection of the PIC32 microcontroller
titled the ‘Micromite’ for use in the new Mansell Power Lifter control system.
The ‘Micromite’ is a PIC32MX150F128B-501/SP which has been modified with additional
firmware to provide a Basic interpreter on the microcontroller. The microcontroller can be pur-
chased for $3.41 without this modification, however additional hardware is required to update
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the chip. This hardware is any suitable programmer such as a ‘Microchip PICKit 3’ which can
be purchased for $45 (Graham 2014a). Alternatively, the ‘Micromite’ can be purchased pre-
programmed with the firmware modification for $15. For this project a pre-programmed chip
was selected to negate the cost of the ‘Microchip PICKit 3’ hardware. For details on how to
conduct a firmware modification to a PIC32MX150F128B-501/SP chip, refer to the indicated
source on the reference list of this document (Graham 2014a).
Another benefit of the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller is the minimal support hardware required
for use. Compared to other PIC microcontrollers, that typically require support hardware such
as external crystal circuits, the ‘Micromite’ operates with only an addition 47µF capacitor.
This capacitor is required to stabilise and decouple the 1.8V voltage regulator which is inter-
nal to the device (Graham 2014a). Using the ‘Micromite’ also eliminates the need to source
additional programming hardware such as a development board, as the microcontroller can be
programmed in-circuit using any suitable USB to serial adapter. The basic connections for the
‘Micromite’ microcontroller are shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Micromite minimum hardware (source: Graham 2014a).
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The ‘Micromite’ is a 28-pin chip that operates at clock frequency of 48MHz and has 19 I/O
pins. This will be sufficient for the Mansell Power Lifter control system. The pin labels of
the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller are shown in Figure 3.4. A description of these pin labels is
provided in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.4: Micromite pin labels (source: Graham 2014a).
Table 3.2: A description of selected Micromite pin labels (source: Graham 2014a).
Pin Label Description 
ANALOG These pins can be used to measure voltage (AIN). 
DIGITAL Can be used for digital I/O. 
INT Can be used to generate an interrupt. 
COUNT Can be used to measure frequency (FIN), period (PIN) or counting (CIN). 
5V These pins can be connected to 5V circuits. All other I/O pins are strictly 3.3V maximum. 
COM These are used for serial communications. 
I2C These are used for I2C communication. 
SPI If SPI is enabled these pins will be used for SPI I/O. 
PMW For providing pulse width modulation. 
IR This can be used to receive signals from an infrared remote control. 
WAKEUP This pin can be used to wake the CPU from a sleep mode. !
 
The software used to program the ‘Micromite’ is a dedicated Basic editor titled ‘MM Edit’
(‘Micromite Edit’). This software can be obtained for free from the indicated source in the
reference list of this document (Graham 2014b). This program is very user friendly, and is
compatible with the predefined commands and functions provided in the ‘Micromite’ users
manual (Graham 2014a). When a program is complete, and the ‘Micromite’ is connected via
the USB-Serial interface, the program can be transferred to the microcontroller using the ‘Load
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and Run current code’ button in ‘MMEdit’ shown in Figure 3.5. The system should be set to
the default 38400 baud for use.
Figure 3.5: Micromite program editor (image: author).
3.5 Bi-Directional Motor Driving Circuitry
An essential element of the Mansell Power Lifter control system is to provide the bi-directional
driving of two actuators. An alternative method of providing bi-directional driving to a DC mo-
tor is using a double pole double throw (DPDT) relay. This consists of two normally closed
(NC) terminals and two normally open (NO) terminals. When in the normally closed position
the actuator would be connected in the polarity to provide a ‘forward’ direction of rotation
which would extend the Mansell Power Lifter. When the relay is energised this would switch
the connections to the normally open position. This would connect the actuator in the oppo-
site polarity to provide a ‘reverse’ direction of rotation which would retract the Mansell Power
Lifter. However, in using a change over relay the large DC currents that occurs through an
actuator when the Mansell Power Lifter is operated would need to be broken in order to facil-
itate the switching of the relay (Donald G. Fink 1993). This has the potential to damage the
terminals of the relay. After a period of regular use the DPDT relay could cease to function
and require replacement. For these reasons a DPDT relay will not be used in the redesign of
the Mansell Power Lifter control system.
As discussed in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2, the existing design uses a H-bridge arrangement
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shown in Figure 2.6. In reference to this figure, the circuit configuration provides bi-directional
driving of an actuator by switching the MOSFETs M1 and M4 on for a forward direction, and
M2 and M3 for a reverse direction. MOSFETs have a high input impedance on the gate terminal
of the device. In the new design a microprocessor would control this gate terminal. Therefore
the high input impedance provides a degree of protection from the high currents that occur
through the H-bridge. This would be a reason to use a MOSFET in the H-bridge design as
opposed to a bipolar junction transistor, which is a current controlled device and as such the
input impedance would be less than the voltage controlled MOSFET. These MOSFETs also
provide a low output impedance which is beneficial as it reduces power losses (I2R) when
driving the actuator (Donald G. Fink 1993). Changes to this H-bridge design would not be
advantageous to the overall goal of this project which is to simplify the Mansell Power Lifter
control system. By choosing to not redesign this H-bridge circuit, the H-bridge on the existing
PCB can be used for prototype development. Not rebuilding the H-bridges also removes the
need to consider component heat sinking and the current carrying capacity of solder tracks.
For these reasons the existing H-bridge design will be used in the new Mansell Power Lifter
control system.
3.6 Circuitry to Facilitate Speed Change
The ability to operate at two speeds (slow and fast) is a feature of the Mansell Power Lifter
that will be maintained in the new design. As discussed in Section 2.4.3 of Chapter 2, in
the existing system this is achieved by changing the connections of the two 12V batteries
internal to the Mansell Power Lifter. A parallel connection provides a slow lifting speed and a
series connection facilitates a faster operation. This changes the voltage supplied to the motors
between 12V and 24V.
An alternative method that would facilitate a speed change in the motors would be to use
pulse width modulation (PWM). This could be achieved by providing a pulsed signal from
the PWM pins of the microcontroller. The duty cycle of this pulsed signal would determine
the average voltage applied to the motor. If 24V was always provided as the supply voltage
to the H-bridge, a pulse width modulated signal from the microcontroller with a duty cycle
of 50% would provide an average voltage of 12V to the motor (Donald G. Fink 1993). This
configuration would provide the fast and slow speeds of operation for the Mansell Power Lifter.
The use of pulse width modulation has the potential advantage of smoothing the change over
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between fast and slow speeds compared to the existing design. This could be achieved by
slowing ramping up (or down) the duty cycle to smooth this transition. A disadvantage of pulse
width modulation is that it has the potential to cause some interference with other components
due to the frequency of the pulsed signal.
For pulse width modulation to be a viable option 24V would be required to be supplied to the
H-bridge at all times. However, in order to be backwards compatible with existing Mansell
Power Lifter systems, the new design must incorporate the Amtex 2040 series 12V battery
charger. This means the batteries must still be able to be connected in parallel to provide 12V
for charging purposes. Also, the system must still be able to function from a 12V DC external
supply from an emergency vehicle. One solution to this would be to incorporate a step up
transformer in the new design. If the batteries were permanently connected in parallel, and the
voltage to the H-bridges was stepped up to 24V, speed changing could be implemented using
pulse width modulation.
The outcome of this design alternative would provide the same functions as the existing cir-
cuitry, with minimal benefits. Pulse width modulation could provide a smoother transition
between the operating speeds of the Mansell Power Lifter. However, the accompanying cir-
cuit alterations required to make this approach viable are no less complex than the design of
the existing circuitry. As this does not simplify the control system design, the original battery
changing circuitry on the existing PCB will be used in the development of the new control sys-
tem. Not rebuilding the battery change circuitry also removes the need to consider component
heat sinking and the current carrying capacity of solder tracks.
3.7 Interfacing the Microcontroller to the Motors
In the new Mansell Power Lifter control system the ‘Micromite’ will be required to interface
with the H-bridges to drive the two actuators. Although some protection is provided by the high
input impedance of the MOSFETs, it is desirable to provide additional protection to ensure no
voltage transients from switching the inductive load of the motor can damage the microcon-
troller. This is important as the maximum voltage that can be applied to the ‘Micromite’ is
4V (Graham 2014a). Electrical isolation can be achieved easily by using either a relay or
optocoupler between the microcontroller and the H-bridge. An example of using a relay and
an optocoupler from a microcontroller is shown in Figure 3.6. In this figure it can be seen
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in that when a logic ‘1’ is provided by the microcontroller, the LED of the optocoupler will
illuminate and the photodarlington will switch on. Similarly, when a logic ‘1’ is provided by
the microcontroller, the darlington transistor will switch to ground and energise the coil of the
relay.
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Figure 3.6: Electrical isolation provided by a relay and an optocoupler (diagram: author).
Either of the two components would be suitable for selection in the design. However, a relay
requires the addition of a protection diode and a transistor for operation. The relay also contains
mechanical components that limit the number of switching actions that can occur before the
device deteriorates (Bates 2006). An optocoupler does not have this limitation, and does not
require additional components. For these reasons an optocoupler will be used in the new control
system design.
3.8 Current Sensing Circuitry
An alternative method that could be implemented in the new design for current sensing pur-
poses is the use of a Hall Effect sensor. The operating principle behind this sensor is the Hall
Effect. The basis of this effect is the synergy between moving electrons and an external mag-
netic field (Fraden 2004). Further details of the Hall Effect can be found by referring to the
reference list of this dissertation (Fraden 2004). Essentially this device puts out a voltage that
is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field that it is detecting. This voltage is known as
the Hall voltage and is dependent on the constant current through the semiconductor material
known as a Hall Generator. This relationship is given in Equation 3.1 (Sriratana 2013).
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VH = (
RH
d
)IB (3.1)
Where VH is the Hall voltage (V), RH is the Hall coefficient (Ω), d is the thickness (m) of the
Hall generator, B is the magnetic flux density (T) and I is the current (A) (Sriratana 2013).
The advantages of this device is that it is very sensitive and non-invasive. This would assist
with the accuracy of measurements and reduce the power losses (I2R) of the system. However,
using a Hall Effect sensor would require mounting the device near the Mansell Power Lifter
actuators. A main disadvantage of the Hall Effect sensor compared to the existing current
sensing circuitry is the cost. From the test results discussed in Section 2.6.6 of Chapter 2 the
Mansell Power Lifter has operating currents through the actuators that reach approximately
21A. For a Hall Effect sensor capable of this range of current, the prices start at around $36.70
which is for a Honeywell S&C CSLACD model sensor (Element-14 2014a).
As discussed in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2 the existing current sensing circuitry is based around
measuring the differential voltage across a very small resistance. A similar design could be
implemented in the new control system using a small resistor and a differential amplifier. The
differential amplifier would measure the voltage difference across the resistor which would be
positioned on the ground side of a H-bridge. The output of the differential amplifier would
input to the microcontroller for current sensing purposes. The gain of the differential amplifier
would be set to provide an appropriate voltage range to the microcontroller. A small resistor
and a differential amplifier can be purchased for significantly less than a Hall Effect sensor. A
3mΩ resistor with a 1% tolerance can be purchased for $2.61 and an 8-pin LM358 integrated
circuit with two differential amplifiers costs $0.80 (Element-14 2014b). Due to the significantly
lower costs of the resistor and differential amplifier circuit design, this method will be used in
the new control system. As these components are cheap and the microcontroller has many
available analogue input pins, separate current sensing for each actuator will be implemented
in the new design. For more details of this design, refer to Section 4.7 of Chapter 4. For the
specific circuit configuration of this design refer to Figure 4.14.
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3.9 Software Design Methodologies
3.9.1 Finite State Machines
A finite state machine (FSM) or finite state automaton (FSA) is a method of representing a
real-time event driven system with a known number of unique states that occur in response to
a known number of conditions or triggering events (Shaw 2001). It is a formal mathematical
model that is used in the representation and design of real-world, computer, and sequential
logic systems. A finite state machine can be expressed as a mathematical statement, a diagram
or a state transition table. Simple examples of finite state machines found in everyday life are
a toaster, which can be toasting or not toasting in response to a push of a button, traffic lights,
which change due to the presence of a vehicle, and a lift system, which moves between an
upper and lower level in a building (Cheng 2002). The use of finite state machines could be
useful in modelling the functions of the Mansell Power Lifter.
Moore Machines
A Moore finite state machine is constructed depicting only entry events, and does not show
outputs during transitions. This type of machine can be represented mathematically using a
five tuple shown below (Laplante 2004).
M = {S, i, T,Σ, δ} (3.2)
Where S is a finite set of possible states for the machine, i is the initial state which is a part
of S, T is a set of states which terminate the functionality of the machine; Σ is a set of all the
possible events or transition which may occur; δ is the function that represents the next state
of the machine, given the current state and an event from Σ. Expressed mathematically this is
δ : S×Σ→ S (Laplante 2004). An example of a Moore finite state machine of a train crossing
gate is shown in Figure 3.7.
In Figure 3.7, a four state Moore finite state machine is depicted. It contains the initial state
‘Closed’ which is represented by a double circle, and other states ‘Opening’, ‘Open” and ‘Clos-
ing’. This system also has four events, ‘og’ (open gate), ‘cg’ (close gate), ‘oo’ (gate is finished
opening), ‘cc’ (gate is finished closing) (Shaw 2001).
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Figure 3.7: Finite state machine for a train crossing gate (source: Shaw 2001).
Mealy Machines
A Mealy finite state machine is similar to the Moore state machine, however outputs during
transitions are included in the model. This means that a Mealy state machine can be represented
by a six tuple which is shown below (Laplante 2004).
M = {S, i, T,Σ,Γ, δ} (3.3)
In this case, the five common elements are the same as the Moore machine, however the sixth
element Γ is included to represent the set of possible outputs for the system. Another variation
is that the definition of the transition function δ is altered to represent the future state of the
machine, provided the current state and a possible event from Σ. An example of a simple
generalised Mealy finite state machine is shown in Figure 3.8 (Laplante 2004).
Figure 3.8: A generalised three state Mealy finite state machine (source: Laplante 2004).
It can be seen in Figure 3.8 that this generic system has three states (S1, S2, S3), three events
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Table 3.3: State transition table for a generalised finite state machine (source: Laplante 2004).
Current State Event Output Next State !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !
(e1, e2, e3) and three outputs (o1, o2, o3). This same system can be presented in a state transition
table as shown in Table 3.3.
Statecharts
As system complexity increases, it is sometimes necessary to depict systems with several finite
state machines which may exist in hierarchical manner, or may perform a number tasks simul-
taneously. It is beneficial for these types of systems to be represented diagrammatically as a
statechart. By using a combination of finite state machines and data flow diagrams, a statechart
is able to represent synchronous and asynchronous operations of a system. The keys features
of a statechart are shown below (Laplante 2004).
• Several finite state machine models within a system. This is displayed typically using
the Moore or Mealy model, or a combination of two, depending on what is most suitable
for the system being designed.
• Hierarchy or depth within a system. This is depicted by displaying a new finite state
machine within a state of a higher level finite state machine.
• Orthogonality or concurrent tasks can be represented by dashed lines which separate
states.
• Conditions for event transitions are shown next to a transition arrow.
An example of a generalised system statechart is shown in Figure 3.9. This statechart shows
two states A and B. Within each of these states hierarchy exists. This is shown by the lower
level states A1 and A2 within A, and B1 and B2 within B. The lower level transitions events
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a1, a2, b1 and b2 are shown in the same manner as for finite state machines. The transition
between higher level states is shown as e/f , where when the event e occurs, the event f is also
triggered to initiate (Laplante 2004).
Figure 3.9: A generalised statechart (source: Laplante 2004).
Advantages of Finite State Machine and Statechart Representations
Through use of finite state machine concepts with statecharts, it is possible to represent de-
terministic systems with levels of hierarchy and concurrency. By modelling systems in this
way it becomes easy to develop necessary coding concepts, as all system logic is identified
(Laplante 2004). The functionality of the Mansell Power Lifter, with its extend and retract
movements could be modelled easily through the use of finite state machine theory. A major
advantage of using a finite state machine based model for the design the new Mansell Power
Lifter control system is that at any given time during use, the current state could be identified.
Given that this system is for medical use, it is important that the operation of the system is
completely predicable and known at all times. Finite state machines and state transition tables
also provide a concise method for software system verification. For this reason it is intended
that the new software of the Mansell Power Lifter control system will be based around a finite
state machine and statechart model.
3.9.2 Implementing Multitasking
Using a finite state machine and statechart model it is likely that the software for the Mansell
Power Lifter will need to facilitate the simultaneous operation of several state machines. The
simplest way to achieve this will be to use round-robin scheduling. The basis of this multitask-
ing technique is to allocate a portion of processor time to each task, and operate in an endless
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loop between tasks (Laplante 2004). This is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: A round-robin multitasking structure (diagram: author).
When the Mansell Power Lifter is on, the software can perform the required functions for a
finite state machine, then move to the next task when an appropriate output is determined.
Since the microprocessor clock frequency is 48MHz, more complicated types of multitasking
that incorporate task priority need not be considered. Therefore this technique will be used in
the new control system design.
3.9.3 Flowcharts
To assist with program documentation software flowcharts will be used. The use of flowcharts
will provide a visual method to explain software processes. A summary of flowchart symbols
is provided in Figure 3.11 (Bates 2011).
Figure 3.11: A summary of flowchart symbols (source: Bates 2011).
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3.10 Other Design Features
The following provides a summary of additional design features that were considered for pos-
sible incorporation into the new Mansell Power Lifter control system design.
• As the motors in the system are an inductive load, this could be a potential source of
electromagnetic interference for other circuitry. When switching the motors voltage
transients could create noise on the power supply for other devices such as the micro-
controller (Donald G. Fink 1993). This could be mitigated by placing a capacitor from
the supply voltage to ground near sensitive components such as the microcontroller.
• An automated self-test was considered for the new design. The microcontroller could
raise and lower the Mansell Power Lifter to check that the system is functioning cor-
rectly. However, automated movement of the Mansell Power Lifter would cause a num-
ber of safety issues during operation. Therefore this idea was ruled out as it would be
undesirable for a Mansell Power Lifter to be able to function without an input from an
operator.
• A second microcontroller could be incorporated into the system to provide redundancy
and increase reliability. However, this would complicate the design and is not required
as the failure of the Mansell Power Lifter control system in an industry setting is not
considered to be catastrophic. In the event of a electrical failure, emergency personnel
can implement alternative methods to lift patients and equipment as required. If a failure
was to occur in an extended position and lowering of the device was required, the frame
of the device could be retracted using the emergency collapse levers. This was discussed
in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2. For these reasons a second microcontroller will not be
included in the new design.
• A watchdog timer could be incorporated into the new control system design. This would
reset the software of the system unless the program provided a regular acknowledgment
to the watchdog (Bates 2006). This would prevent the program from potentially getting
‘lost’ in sections of code. This feature was considered unnecessary as a failure of the
Mansell Power Lifter control system is not considered to be catastrophic. If the control
system was to malfunction during use, the operator could simply toggle the ‘Power’
switch on the user control box to reset the microcontroller. For these reasons a watchdog
timer will not be included in the new control system design.
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• A battery level indicator was considered for inclusion in the design. This could easily
be implemented with minimal additional components and would required an additional
indicator on the user control box. However, it was determined to be undesirable to make
alterations to the mechanical features of the Mansell Power Lifter such as the control
box. Therefore this feature will not be included in the new control system design.
Chapter 4
Hardware Design and Development
4.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter will discuss and review the design and development of the hardware relating to
the Mansell Power Lifter control system redesign. From the previous chapter it was determined
that the basis for the redesign will be centred around a microcontroller based system. The mi-
crocontroller selected was the 28-pin ‘Micromite’ which is programmed in the Basic language.
The details of the software design used to program this microcontroller are discussed in Chap-
ter 5. The main goals of this microprocessor based system is to reproduce the functions of the
control circuitry discussed in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2. These are summarised below.
• Respond to the toggle switch and push button inputs from the Mansell Power Lifter
control box. This includes the ‘Power’ switch, ‘Front Extend’, ‘Front Retract’, ‘Rear
Extend’ and ‘Rear Retract’ buttons.
• Illuminate the ‘Power’ LED on the control box.
• Drive the front and rear actuators using the existing H-bridge configuration in response
to inputs from the user control box.
• The microcontroller will change the battery connections from 12V to 24V according to
the functions described in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2.
• The new system will implement separate current sensing circuits for each actuator.
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• The charger circuitry will be maintained from the original design and will not be micro-
processor controlled. This is to ensure backwards compatibility with the Amtek Model
2040 12V battery charger used on existing Mansell Power Lifter systems.
• The safety sensor circuit housed in the control box will be compatible with the new
design. However, the function of the safety sensor will be implemented in software.
This will be software controlled and will cause the Mansell Power Lifter system to stop
functioning in response to a sustained large measurement of actuator current.
Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram of the prototype redesigned Mansell Power Lifter control
system which incorporates the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller. The full circuit design for the new
prototype Mansell Power Lifter control system is included in Appendix B. The accompanying
component list this matches this design is provided in Appendix E. Note that the components
selected in this hardware design are for prototyping purpose only. The actual components used
may change when the final printed circuit board is developed (for example to a surface mount
component). The development of a final printed circuit board design of this new system is out
of the scope of this dissertation. Only a prototype design of the control system is a desired
outcome of this research project.
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the new Mansell Power Lifter control system design (diagram: au-
thor).
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4.2 Programming the Microcontroller
The hardware required to program the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller is any suitable USB-to-
serial interface. The specific device used for this redesign was the ‘Freetronics USB-Serial
Adapter’ which retails for $24.95, and is shown in Figure 4.2 (Freetronics 2014). This USB-
Serial adapter connects directly to the ‘Rx’ and ‘Tx’ pins of the microcontroller, which are pins
11 and 12 respectively. The USB-Serial adapter also requires a common ground connection
with the microcontroller. The connections of the USB-Serial adapter are shown in Figure 4.3.
This device connects directly to a USB port of a computer. The computer program used to
edit and upload software onto the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller is ‘MMEdit’ (Micromite Edit),
which is freeware that can be obtained from the internet. The ‘MMEdit’ program is essentially
a Basic language editor designed specifically to program the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller. For
more details on using and acquiring ‘MMEdit’, review the indicated source in the reference
list of this dissertation (Graham 2014b). As shown in Figure 4.3, the baud rate is 38000, with
8 bits no parity, and one stop bit. This is the system default, and when in this setting, the
standby current consumption of the microcontroller is 25mA (Graham 2014a). As seen in
Figure 4.2, the toggle switch onboard the Freetronics USB-Serial adapter must also be set to
‘Vout = 3.3V ’, in order to be compatible with the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller.
Figure 4.2: Freetronics USB-Serial adapter (source: Freetronics 2014).
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Figure 4.3: Connecting the USB-Serial adapter to the Micromit (dia ram: author).
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4.3 Microcontroller Connections
The ‘Micromite’ microcontroller pin connections for the new prototype control system design
are shown in Figure 4.4. The function of each pin is summarised in Table 4.1. The pin labels
shown in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1 are used for reference purposes throughout this chapter.
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Figure 4.4: Micromite microcontroller pin connections (diagram: author).
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Table 4.1: Summary of microcontroller pin connections.
Pin 
Number 
Pin Label Description 
1 RESET A change of state of this pin will cause the microcontroller to reset. 
This pin is pulled high to 3.3V rail via a 10k resistor.  
2 FR_Out_Bottom Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to the 
‘retract’ low side MOSFET of the front H-bridge.  
3 FE_Out_Bottom Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to the 
‘extend’ low side MOSFET of the front H-bridge. 
4 RR_Out_Bottom Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to the 
‘retract’ low side MOSFET of the rear H-bridge. 
5 RE_Out_Bottom Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to the 
‘extend’ low side MOSFET of the front H-bridge. 
6 Not Connected Not in use. 
7 FE_In Set in software as a digital input. Connected to the ‘Front Extend’ push 
button of the control box. 
8 GROUND Connected to a ground reference. 
9 FR_In Set in software as a digital input. Connected to the ‘Front Retract’ push 
button of the control box. 
10 RE_In Set in software as a digital input. Connected to the ‘Rear Extend’ push 
button of the control box. 
11 Rx Connected to the ‘Rx’ pin of the USB-Serial Adapter. Only in circuit 
when programming the microcontroller. 
12 Tx Connected to the ‘Tx’ pin of the USB-Serial Adapter. Only in circuit 
when programming the microcontroller. 
13 POWER Connected to a regulated 3.3V. 
14 RR_In Set in software as a digital input. Connected to the ‘Rear Retract’ push 
button of the control box. 
15 RR_Out_Top Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to the 
‘retract’ high side MOSFET of the rear H-bridge. 
16 Not Connected Not in use. 
17 RE_Out_Top Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to the 
‘extend’ high side MOSFET of the rear H-bridge. 
18 FR_Out_Top Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to the 
‘retract’ high side MOSFET of the front H-bridge. 
19 GROUND Connected to a ground reference. 
20 47!F Cap Connected through a 47!F tantalum capacitor to ground. It is used for 
stabilisation and decoupling of the voltage regulator internal to the 
microcontroller (Graham 2014a).  
21 FE_Out_Top Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to the 
‘extend’ high side MOSFET of the front H-bridge. 
22 BC_Out Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to switch 
the battery connections from 12V to 24V. 
23 CS_In_Rear Set in software as an analogue input. Receives a voltage that is 
proportional to the current through the rear actuator. 
24 CS_In Front Set in software as an analogue input. Receives a voltage that is 
proportional to the current through the front actuator. 
25 Not Connected Not in use. 
26 12V_Ready_Out Set in software as a digital output. Provides the control signal to 
illuminate the ‘Power’ LED on the control box, as well as to switch on 
a 5V regulator. Also provides 12V to the control box via the ‘purple’ 
wire, as described in Chapter 2. 
27 ANALOGUE 
GROUND 
Connected to a ground reference. This provides a ground reference for 
the analogue to digital converter in the microcontroller. 
28 ANALOGUE 
POWER 
Connected to a regulated 3.3V supply. This provides a reference for the 
analogue to digital converter in the microcontroller. 
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4.4 Interfacing the Microcontroller to the Control Box
This section covers the necessary hardware required to enable the existing circuitry in the
Mansell Power Lifter control box to interface with the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller. The de-
scription provided of the Mansell Power Lifter control box outlined in Section 2.4.1 and 2.5.1
of Chapter 2 will be referenced throughout this discussion.
4.4.1 Power
To provide the required voltage to the microcontroller, a 3.3V voltage regulator integrated
circuit was used. The specific component used for this prototype was the UA78M33 which
is a three terminal device. This linear voltage regulator provides a maximum output current
of 500mA (Texas-Instruments 2013). This is suitable for this application as the ‘Micromite’
typically draws 25mA from the power supply, and an absolute maximum current draw or sink
of 200mA from all I/O pins combined (Graham 2014a). The power connections from the
control box to the microcontroller are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Micromite microcontroller power connections (diagram: author).
Figure 4.5 shows that as the ‘Power’ switch on the Mansell Power Lifter control box is moved
to the ‘on’ position 12V is applied to the ‘Orange’ wire. This applies 12V to the input of the
UA78M33, which provides a regulated 3.3V output to the ‘Analogue Power’, ‘Power’, and
‘Reset’ pins of the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller. For prototyping purpose, a blue LED was
included in the circuit design as an indicator. A value of 860Ω was chosen as the resistor in se-
ries to this LED due to its availability during the construction of this prototype. This resistance
value is suitable as it is only used as an indicator, providing through Ohm’s law approximately
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2mA of current through the blue LED D1. This is assuming a 1.7V voltage drop across the
LED D1. For prototyping purpose a 5A fuse was included in the design shown on the ‘Red’
wire, for protection of the microcontroller during development. The capacitors C2, C3, C4 and
C5 are included in the design to ensure noise on the 3.3V power rails to the microcontroller
does not cause unwanted power outages. This is an issue that occurred during the development
of this design, and the source of this interference was voltage transients from switching the
motors. As a result, a large value of 100µ F was chosen for the electrolytic capacitors C4 and
C5, which were positioned close to the voltage regulator. The 100nF capacitors C2 and C3
were included as an extra precautionary measure, and were soldered in close proximity to the
microcontroller.
4.4.2 Power LED and ‘12V Ready’
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Figure 4.6: Power LED and ‘12V Ready’ circuitry (diagram: author).
Figure 4.6 shows the circuitry on the output of the ‘12V Ready Out’ pin of the microcontroller.
Whenever the microcontroller is on, the software provides an output high of 3.3V on this pin to
drive an optocoupler (refer to Chapter 5 for program details). The specific component chosen
for this device was an ISP825 which is an 8-pin integrated circuit that houses two photodarling-
ton optocouplers. The resistor R11 was chosen as 82Ω as the ‘Micromite’ can source typically
10mA, creating a voltage drop of 0.82V across this resistor. Assuming the green LED D2 has
a voltage drop of 1.7V, the forward voltage of the optocoupler is approximately 0.78V, which
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is suitable (Isocom 2003). When the microcontroller pin ‘12V Ready Out’ in outputting a
high, this will turn the photodarlington optocoupler on. The transistor Q1 is a BD139, and
is in circuit to ensure there is enough current for all other components. This transistor can
supply a maximum output current of 1.5A, which is suitable for this application (Fairchild-
Semiconductors 2000). The BD139 was chosen due to its availability during the development
of the prototype. This means that when the ‘12V Ready Out’ pin is high, the transistor Q2
will switch to ground, and the ‘Power’ indicator LED on the control box will illuminate, as the
‘Red’ line is connected directly to 12V. The common emitter transistor configuration shown in
Figure 4.6 was taken from the original design. This pin will also provide close to 12V to the
‘12V Ready’ line (i.e. the ‘purple’ wire discussed in Section 2.4.1).
This ‘12V Ready’ signal provides the required voltage to the control box push buttons, and also
is an input voltage to a KA78M05 integrated circuit. This is a three terminal 5V linear voltage
regulator which provides a maximum output current of 0.5A (Fairchild-Semiconductors 2014).
The KA78M05 was chosen due to its availability during the development of the prototype. The
5V supply voltage is required in the design to provide equivalent voltage levels used in the
original design discussed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. The capacitors C6, C7, C8, C9 and the
LED D12 in Figure 4.6 shown with the 5V regulator are included as a precautionary measure
and indicator respectively. This is for the same reasons described for the 3.3V voltage regulator.
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Figure 4.7: Interfacing circuitry for the control box push buttons to the microcontroller input pins
(diagram: author).
Figure 4.7 shows the interfacing circuitry used to connect the input signals from the control
box push buttons with the microcontroller. Shown in this particular figure is the connections
for the ‘Front Extend’ push button, however the circuitry is the same for ‘Front Retract’, ‘Rear
Extend’ and ‘Rear Retract’. When S2 is engaged, the ‘Purple’ wire, which is at approximately
12V, is connected to the ‘White’ wire. This switch is debounced in software. The components
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R2, R3 and Z1 provide the necessary protection to ensure this only allows a maximum voltage
of 3.3V to be seen by the microcontroller. Figure 4.8 shows the voltage characteristics of the
1N746A zener diode as the zener current is varied (Fairchild-Semiconductors 2001).
Figure 4.8: Zener current versus zener voltage for the 1N746A (source: Fairchild-Semiconductor
2001).
From Figure 4.8 a suitable value of zener current to ensure operation of the zener is in the
‘breakdown’ region of the device is around 8mA (Iz). Knowing that the maximum sink current
of the microcontroller is 15mA it is possible to determine a suitable value of the resistor R3
(Graham 2014a). The value of the resistor R3 in Figure 4.7 is calculated as follows; R3 =
12V−3.3V
8mA+15mA ≈ 378Ω. Due to availability during the development of this prototype, a 560Ω
resistor was chosen. This value is suitable for this application as it provides adequate zener
current for operation in the ‘breakdown’ region of the device. The resistor R2 was chosen as
10kΩ to pull the ‘FE In’ pin to ground when the push button switch S2 in not active.
4.4.4 Safety Sensor, ‘Charging’ and ‘Charged’ LEDs
These elements of circuitry are not associated with the microcontroller. The function of the
safety sensor is now provided in software, with an emergency stop sequence commenced when
a dangerously large value of current is measured in the actuators. However, the safety sensor
circuit will still function, using the ‘12V Ready’ (purple wire) from the control box as the volt-
age source. This is to ensure backwards compatibility with existing systems. The ‘Charging’
and ‘Charged’ LEDs function the same as the original system, as discussed in Section 2.4.1 of
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Chapter 2. It was not desirable to have these LEDs controlled by the microcontroller, as they
must function when the ‘Power’ switch on the control box is in the off position.
4.5 Interfacing the Microcontroller to the Existing H-Bridges
The H-bridge circuitry used in this redesign is unchanged from the original system which was
discussed in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2. However, in the redesign, the logic circuitry has been
removed, and the H-bridge is connected via interfacing circuitry to a digital output of the mi-
crocontroller. The functions that were provided by the logic circuitry are now elements that
are controlled by the software which is discussed in Chapter 5. Each MOSFET of the two
H-bridges in the Mansell Power Lifter system are individually controlled by a microprocessor
pin. This means 8 pins of the microcontroller are used to controller the two H-bridges. The
front H-bridge is shown in Figure 4.10. The interfacing circuitry from the microcontroller to
the H-bridge is shown in Figure 4.9. This circuitry is the same for all 8 digital output pins
which control the two H-bridges. Each MOSFET of the two H-bridges is activated by a logic
‘1’ output from the microcontroller. This would effectively switch the optocoupler to ground,
and through the emitter follower transistor configuration, provide just under 5V to the desired
MOSFET (or transistor). The resistor R13 and LED D4 are in circuit as an indicator. The
resistor value was chosen for the same reasons as described in Section 4.4.2. An ILQ55 was
used as the photodarlington optocoupler. This device contains four optocouplers per compo-
nent, meaning two integrated circuits were required to drive the two H-bridges (Vishay 2014).
Although the motor is already isolated through the high input impedance of the MOSFETs, op-
tical isolation is in place in this circuit as an extra precautionary measure to ensure no voltage
spikes from the motor can damage the microcontroller.
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Figure 4.9: Microcontroller output to each MOSFET of the two H-bridges (diagram: author).
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Figure 4.10: Front H-bridge with microcontroller pin labels (diagram: author).
4.5.1 Developing the Microcontroller Operated H-Bridge
In the development stages of this prototype it was considered possible to drive the two H-
bridges using only 4 digital output pins from the microcontroller. This was in order to conserve
microcontroller I/O pins for other possible functions. In reference to Figure 4.10, this would
mean the labels ‘FE High Side’ and ‘FE Low Side’ would be connected to the same digital
output pin of the microcontroller. Similarly, ‘FR High Side’ and ‘FR Low Side’ would be
connected to the same digital output pin via the interfacing circuitry. The same arrangement
would be in place for the rear H-bridge. The use of 4 microcontroller pins to operate the
H-bridge was trialled during development and the results are shown in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11 shows the voltage versus time measurement made by the Teltronix TDS 210 os-
cilloscope. The oscilloscope was set to 2V per division for the voltage scale, and 100ms per
division for the time scale. For this test, the negative probe of the oscilloscope was connected
to a common ground reference with the prototype, and the positive probe was connected to the
actuator line in the H-bridge. The display of the oscilloscope shows the presence of the back
emf of the motor. Even when the push buttons on the control box are no longer being pressed,
the motor still functions for approximately 400ms. This is an undesirable feature which causes
a system delay when trying to stop the Mansell Power Lifter. As a result of this test, the pro-
totype system was improved to switch each MOSFET of the two H-bridges individually. This
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means a total of 8 microcontroller digital output pins were used. This allows the low side
MOSFETs of the H-bridge to turn on when no push button on the control box is being pressed.
This effectively shorts out the back emf of the motor, and causes the Mansell Power Lifter to
stop in approximately 2.5ms. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.12, where the oscilloscope was
set to 2V per division for the voltage scale, and 5ms per division for the time scale.
Figure 4.11: H-bridge load voltage when controlled by four microcontroller pins (photo: author).
Figure 4.12: H-bridge load voltage when controlled by eight microcontroller pins (photo: author).
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4.6 Interfacing the Microcontroller to the Existing Battery Change
Circuitry
The circuitry to interface the microcontroller with the existing battery change circuitry is
shown in Figure 4.13. The remaining optocoupler of the ISP825 (used previously for the
‘12V Ready Out’ pin in Section 4.4.2) is used for this circuit. The resistor R12 and LED
D3 are in circuit as an indicator. The resistor value was selected for the same reasons as de-
scribed in Section 4.4.2. When the microcontroller is a logic ‘1’, this means the optocoupler is
switched on, connecting the R30 to the the 12V line. This interfacing circuit from the micro-
controller has effectively taken over the function of what was referred to as ‘Control Circuitry’
in Figure 2.8 of Chapter 2. As such, R30 was chosen to be 10kΩ to match the original design.
This means that the batteries will be connected in parallel (12V mode) when the ‘BC Out’ pin
is a logic ‘1’ or when 240V AC is connected (AC Mode) or an external DC voltage source is
connected (DC Mode). Alternatively, a logic ‘0’ from the ‘BC Out’ pin would place the sys-
tem batteries in series (24V Mode), so long as AC external and DC external are not connected.
Refer to Figure 2.8 of Chapter 2 for more details.
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Figure 4.13: Microcontroller output to the battery change circuitry (diagram: author).
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Figure 4.14: Current sensing circuitry (diagram: author).
From Figure 4.14 it can be seen that a differential amplifier configuration was used for current
sensing in this prototype design. The labels ‘CS Front High’ and ‘CS Front Low’ are con-
nected to the corresponding labels in Figure 4.10 of Section 4.5. This measures the voltage
difference across a 0.003Ω resistor which has a 1% tolerance, and is positioned on the ground
side of the front H-bridge (Element-14 2014b). The measured voltage across this very small
resistance will be proportional to the current through the front actuator. The gain of this dif-
ferential amplifier is set to 33 (Av =
Rf
Rin
= 330k10k ). This arrangement is the same for the
rear H-bridge. A LM358 differential amplifier integrated circuit was selected for this appli-
cation due to its availability during the development of this prototype. This integrated circuit
houses two differential amplifiers within one 8-pin chip, and therefore is suitable for this ap-
plication. The output of this device connects through an RC filter to the microcontroller pin
‘CS In Front’. The LM358 is able to interface directly with the microcontroller when con-
nected to a 5V regulated supply. This is because the maximum output voltage of the LM358
differential amplifier is stated as the supply voltage minus one (Texas-Intruments 2014). This
is compatible with the ‘Micromite’ as the maximum voltage able to be safely applied to the
microcontroller pins is +4V (Graham 2014a).
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4.7.1 Determining the RC Filter Values
As seen in Figure 4.14, the resistor and capacitor filter values were chosen to be R = 10kΩ
and C = 100nF. This gives a time constant of one millisecond. The purpose of this filter is
to effectively smooth out any spurious transients that may occur due to the inductive load
of the motor. This RC filter is in place to delay voltage changes to the microcontroller pin
and act as an analogue debounce for the microcontroller when reading in the voltage value
from the current sensing pin. In the development of this prototype, a number of different RC
combinations were used to conclude on the most suitable values. Using the finished prototype
(with the microcontroller programmed as described in Chapter 5), the Mansell Power Lifter was
operated via the control box push buttons, and the two outputs of the LM358 were measured
using a two channel Teltronix TDS 210 oscilloscope. The accuracy of these measurements
was not imperative, but was more used as a guide. The negative probe of the oscilloscope was
connected to a common ground reference with the prototype circuitry and the positive probe of
each channel was connected to the output of each differential amplifier (front and rear).
Figure 4.15 shows two extremes of filtering. The top plot shown on the oscilloscope display
is without any filtering. It is notable that this signal is relatively noisy and would benefit from
some filtering. The bottom plot shown in Figure 4.15 shows the signal with a RC filter where
R = 10kΩ and C = 4.7µF. This RC combination is not suitable as essentially all the peak
values of the signal have been filtered out. This RC filter combination would not adequately
represent a full range of analogue values to the microcontroller, and as such has not been
selected. Alternatively, Figure 4.16 shows both channels with an RC filter where, R=10kΩ and
C=100nF. These values were chosen due to availability during the development stages of this
prototype. It can be seen from the oscilloscope results of this RC combination that the excess
noise shown in the top plot of Figure 4.15 has been filtered out. Also, the signal still retains
an acceptable range compared to the bottom plot of Figure 4.15. For this reason the RC filter
combination of R = 10kΩ and C = 100nF was chosen for the prototype.
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Figure 4.15: RC filter comparison. Top: no filter. Bottom: R = 10kΩ, C = 4.7µF. Settings: 1V per
division, 100ms per division (photo: author).
Figure 4.16: RC filter both R = 10kΩ, C = 100nF. Settings: 1V per division, 100ms per division
(photo: author).
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4.7.2 Determining the Gain of the Differential Amplifier
The gain of the differential amplifier was determined through consideration of the test results
shown in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2. These results show a peak current measurement of around
50A across the three 10mΩ resistors in parallel. The equivalent resistance of these three resis-
tors is approximately 3.33mΩ. By Ohm’s law this means the maximum voltage across these
current sensing resistors is 0.167V. The gain of the differential amplifier was chosen to scale
this 50A value to be equivalent with the maximum microcontroller input voltage value of 3.3V.
The calculation of gain is given in Equation 4.1.
Gain =
Vout
Vin
=
3.3
0.167
= 19.76 (4.1)
This is the approximate gain required when measured current is for both H-bridges combined,
which is the case for the existing system design. However, as the prototype system implements
one current sensing resistor per H-bridge, assuming the current through each actuator is ap-
proximately equal, this gain value must be doubled. This would account for approximately
25A through each H-bridge. Due to the resistor values that were available at the time of the
prototype development the gain of the differential amplifier was set to 33. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.14, this was achieved by placing 10kΩ resistors to each input of the differential amplifier,
and a 330kΩ resistor from the negative terminal to the output, and a 330kΩ resistor from the
positive input to ground. This gain calculation is given in Equation 4.2.
Gain =
Rfeedback
Rin
=
330k
10k
= 33 (4.2)
This value does not fully utilise the entire 0 to 3.3V voltage range, however it is a convenient
value to use for programming purposes given the current sensing resistor value is 3mΩ. This
is demonstrated with the following example. If the current through the current sensing resistor
is 10A, the voltage through the current sensing resistor is 10 × 0.003 = 0.03V . Multiplying
this by a gain of 33 gives 0.99V to the analogue input pin of the microprocessor. This means
that voltage thresholds set in software for current sensing are approximately proportional to
the current measured through the actuator. Therefore, 10A through the actuator corresponds
approximately to a 1V threshold value in the software of the microprocessor.
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4.7.3 Determining Thresholds for Current Sensing
The current sensing thresholds for the new Mansell Power Lifter prototype system are set as a
part of the software described in Chapter 5. The microcontroller input pins ‘CS In Front’ and
‘CS In Rear’ read the output voltage from the differential amplifiers described previously. The
main purpose of the current sensing threshold is to determine if the current through either the
front or rear actuator is a suitable amount to allow the batteries of the Mansell Power Lifter to
be connected in series (24V mode) or parallel (12V mode). The results from the mechanical
load tests of the existing system discussed in Section 2.6.6 of Chapter 2 were used as a basis
for setting the current sensing threshold for the prototype system. Initially, the current sensing
threshold was set to 11A to match these results. Below this threshold level, the system was
able to switch from 12V mode to 24V mode. If the current was above this value, the system
would be restricted to 12V mode.
However, it was necessary to refine this current sensing threshold to incorporate the new de-
sign which separately measures the current of each H-bridge. This was achieved through a
process of trial and error, while extending and retracting the Mansell Power Lifter system. The
results of the height at which switching of the battery connections occurred listed in Table 2.1
of Chapter 2 were used as a guideline for this process. To ensure spurious switching between
12V mode and 24V mode does not occur, the new system used two separate thresholds. The
threshold used in 12V mode for switching from 12V mode to 24V mode was set to 8.58A.
Above this threshold the system must remain in 12V mode. The threshold used when in 24V
mode was set to 11.11A. Above this threshold, the system must return to 12V mode.
Two additional current sensing thresholds were incorporated into the microprocessor based
design. The first was a threshold to indicate the system was not being used. This was set to
1A, and when the current in each actuator is measured to be below this threshold for a ten
minute period, a power down of the system occurs. The final current sensing threshold is the
emergency stop threshold. This threshold essentially takes the place of the ‘Safety Sensor Cir-
cuitry’ described in Section 2.5.1 of Chapter 2. If at any point the current through the actuators
is measured to be above this value, the system will immediately cease driving the motors, and
enter an emergency stop state. While in this emergency stop state, the system will no longer
function, and requires the ‘Power’ switch to be toggled to restart operation. This is described
further in Chapter 5.
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In order to determine the value of the emergency stop threshold a mechanical load test was
conducted on the Mansell Power Lifter system using the new prototype. For this particular test
the Mansell Power Lifter was operated with a mechanical load of 200kg. This value was cho-
sen as it is the maximum mechanical load that can be safety lifted by the Mansell Power Lifter
(Grant-Thomson 2014). For this test, the output of each differential amplifier was recording
into the LabJack U6 unit. The exact process used for this test is described in Section 6.2 of
Chapter 6. However, the 200kg mechanical load test was repeated five times to ensure consis-
tency of results. The tests were conducted as the Mansell Power Lifter was raised from ground
level as this is when maximum current will occur. These results were plotted using MATLAB®.
For the MATLAB® code used to produce these results, refer to Appendix G.
For accuracy purposes, it was necessary to check the correlation between the voltage read-
ings received by the LabJack U6 unit and the ‘Micromite’ analogue input pin. To do this,
the same battery voltage was applied to both the microcontroller and LabJack U6 pins, with a
common ground reference. The difference between these two readings was measured to be ap-
proximately 18mV. Given that the typical accuracy of the Micromite’s analogue input readings
is stated in the manual as±1%, this is accurate enough for this system design (Graham 2014a).
The results of the 200kg mechanical load tests are shown in Figure 4.17. From these results,
the emergency stop threshold was set to be 22A, which is just above the safe operation re-
gion of the Mansell Power Lifter. A summary of the current sensing thresholds is provided
in Table 4.2. The current sensing thresholds are set the same for each actuator. Additional
filtering is implemented in software to ensure transients are excluded from the current sensing
measurements.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of 200kg mechanical load tests for each actuator (graph: author).
Table 4.2: Prototype system current sensing thresholds summary.
Software Variable 
Label 
Purpose Current 
Value (A) 
Voltage Value Read 
by the 
Microcontroller (V) 
TH_12to24 Used in 12V mode. Above this 
threshold the system must stay in 
12V mode. 
8.58 0.85 
TH_24to12 Used in 24V mode. Above this 
threshold the system must return 
to 12V mode. 
11.11 1.1 
TH_No_Use If the system is measured to be 
below this value for a 10-minute 
period, the system will power 
down. 
1.01 0.1 
TH_EMER If the system is measured to be 
above this threshold emergency 
stop will occur. The system will 
stop operating the motors. 
22.22 2.2 
!
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4.8 Developing the Prototype System
The development of this prototype essentially occurred in three stages, which are outlined in
the following sections.
4.8.1 Stage 1: Developing the Software with Minimal Hardware
The first step towards the development of this prototype consisted of establishing the necessary
programming methodologies. This mainly consisted of implementing a round-robin multitask-
ing scheme in order to facilitate multiple finite state machines. The details of the software are
discussed in Chapter 5. This stage of development took place on a breadboard with push but-
ton switches in place on the board to provide digital inputs to the microcontroller. The system
outputs of the microcontroller were at this stage of development just LED indicators. Variable
resistors were used to provide variable voltages to the analogue input pins while developing the
current sensing software for the system. Figure 4.18 shows the circuitry for this first stage of
prototype development.
Figure 4.18: Prototype development stage 1 (photo: author).
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4.8.2 Stage 2: Interfacing with the Existing System
Once the basic functions of the system were operating correctly additional hardware was built
on the breadboard prototype. This included the interfacing zener diode based circuitry to the
existing control box as well as the optocoupler circuits to existing H-bridge and battery change
circuitry. The H-bridge and battery change circuitry was not rebuilt and was driven from the
existing Mansell Power Lifter PCB. The reason these elements were not reconstructed was
to avoid consideration of heat-sinking for components and current carrying capacity of PCB
tracks. These elements would need to be considered for a final PCB design, but as that is out
of the scope of this project, this circuitry was not rebuilt.
Figure 4.19: Prototype development stage 2 (photo: author).
Figure 4.19 shows the breadboard based prototype interfacing with the H-bridges and battery
change circuitry of the existing system. The main issue that occurred at this stage of devel-
opment was interference on the power rails of the microcontroller. This interference occurred
when the inductive load of the motor was being switched on then off rapidly, producing un-
wanted voltage transients on the microcontroller supply voltage. This would cause the micro-
controller to reset regularly during operation. Due to the ‘autorun’ feature of the software,
the system would automatically restart, however, software counters and timers would be in-
terrupted. To mitigate this a number of capacitors were placed on the input and output of the
3.3V regulator which supplies the microcontroller. This was discussed in Section 4.4.1 of this
chapter.
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4.8.3 Stage 3: The Final Prototype
The prototype was transferred from a breadboard based system, and rebuilt on a prototype
board. The prototype board required the use of solder and a soldering iron, and as such
increased the reliability of the system by providing solid connections between components.
Again, this prototype received inputs from the existing Mansell Power Lifter control box, and
outputs to the H-bridge and battery change circuitry on the existing PCB. Figure 4.20 shows
the final prototype of the microcontroller based control system for the Mansell Power Lifter.
Table 4.3 shows a summary of the components used in this final prototype. This indicates the
total cost of the components used to build only what is shown in Figure 4.20 is $42.68. The
prices for these components was accumulated during the course of the development process.
This is excluding the H-bridge and battery change components that were used on board the
existing PCB. For full details of the new system component list, refer to Appendix E.
Figure 4.20: The finished prototype (photo: author).
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Table 4.3: Summary of components used on the final prototype. Prices were accumulated during
the development process.
 
Component Quantity Label in Circuit 
Schematic 
Cost Per Item Total Cost 
Micromite Microcontroller 
(PIC32MX150F128B-50I/SP) 
1 U1 $15 $15 
Prototype Board 1 Not Applicable $4.50 $4.50 
47uF Tantalum Capacitor 1 C1 Included with 
Micromite 
Not 
Applicable 
100nF Metallised Polyester 
Capacitor 
6 C2, C3, C6, C9, 
C10, C11 
$0.28 $1.68 
100!F, 16V Electrolytic Capacitor 4 C4, C5, C7, C8 $0.36 $1.44 
Blue LED 1 D1 $0.15 $0.15 
Green LED 11 D2, D3, D4, D5, 
D6, D7, D8, D9, 
D10, D11, D12 
$0.15 $1.65 
UA78M33 3.3V Voltage Regulator 1 U2 $0.98 $0.98 
KA78M05 5V Voltage Regulator  1 U3 $0.98 $0.98 
82! Resistor (5% Tolerance, 
0.25W) 
10 R11, R12, R13, 
R14, R15, R16, 
R17, R18, R19, 
R20 
$0.056 $0.56 
10k! Resistor (5% Tolerance, 
0.25W) 
16 R1, R2, R4, R6, 
R8, R30, R32, 
R33, R47, R48, 
R51, R52, R53, 
R56, R57, R59 
$0.056 $0.90 
3.3V Zener Diode, 1N746A (0.5W) 4 Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 $0.015 $0.06 
560! Resistor (5% Tolerance, 
0.25W) 
5 R3, R5, R7, R9, 
R31 
$0.056 $0.28 
860! Resistor (5% Tolerance, 
0.25W) 
1 R10 $0.056 $0.056 
ISP825 8-pin Darlington 
Optocoupler IC 
1 U4 $2.04 $2.04 
ILQ55 16-pin Darlington 
Optocoupler IC 
2 U5, U6 $2.04 $4.08 
BD139 NPN Transistor 1 Q1 $0.38 $0.38 
BC639 NPN Transistor 3 Q2, Q3, Q4 $0.38 $1.14 
LM358 8-pin Differential 
Amplifier IC 
1 U7 $0.80 $0.80 
1k! Resistor (5% Tolerance, 
0.25W) 
1 R34 $0.056 $0.056 
4.7k! (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 1 R58 $0.056 $0.056 
3k! Resistor (5% Tolerance, 
0.25W) 
8 R35, R36, R37, 
R38, R39. R40, 
R41, R42 
$0.056 $0.448 
330k! Resistor (5% Tolerance, 
0.25W) 
4 R49, R50, R54, 
R55 
$0.056 $0.224 
0.003 ! Resistor (1% Tolerance, 
3W) (Soldered on Existing PCB) 
2 R44, R46 $2.61 $5.22 
Total Cost: $42.68 !!!!
Chapter 5
Software Design and Development
The basis of the Mansell Power Lifter software design is using the 28-pin ‘Micromite’ mi-
crocontroller and programming it using finite state machine methodologies. The use of fi-
nite state machines has allowed program simplification by facilitating the separation of tasks.
Each task is responsible for specific duties which together provide the desired system func-
tionality. Throughout this chapter, the system software will be explained using a combina-
tion of flowcharts, state diagrams, and a statechart representing the entire system. The use of
flowcharts allows the system software to be explained in a step by step process, and describes
the actual functions of the microcontroller that occur to facilitate correct operation. Alterna-
tively, the use of state diagrams, and a system statechart provides a summarised easy to interpret
overview of the software with unnecessary details omitted. Table 5.1 provides a summary of
variable labels used in the system software that will be stated in this chapter for explanation
purposes. The Basic language program used in the developed prototype system is included in
Appendix C.
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Table 5.1: Summary of software variable labels.
Variable Label 
 
Purpose 
FE_IN, FR_IN, 
RE_IN and RR_IN 
Refers to the microcontroller digital input pin associated with the ‘Front 
Extend’, ‘Front Retract’, ‘Rear Extend’ and ‘Rear Retract’ push buttons on the 
user control box respectively. A ‘1’ indicates the user is pushing the button, 
where as a ‘0’ indicates the button is not being pushed. 
FE_OUT_TOP and 
FE_OUT_BOTTOM 
Refers to the microcontroller digital output pins associated with the front H-
bridge.  An output of ‘1’ on both these pins while the other pins associated 
with the front H-bridge are ‘0’ will drive the front actuator to extend the 
Mansell Power Lifter. 
FR_OUT_TOP and 
FR_OUT_BOTTOM 
Refers to the microcontroller digital output pins associated with the front H-
bridge.  An output of ‘1’ on both these pins while the other pins associated 
with the front H-bridge are ‘0’ will drive the front actuator to retract the 
Mansell Power Lifter. 
RE_OUT_TOP and 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM 
Refers to the microcontroller digital output pins associated with the rear H-
bridge.  An output of ‘1’ on both these pins while the other pins associated 
with the rear H-bridge are ‘0’ will drive the rear actuator to extend the 
Mansell Power Lifter. 
RR_OUT_TOP and 
RR_OUT_BOTTOM 
Refers to the microcontroller digital output pins associated with the rear H-
bridge.  An output of ‘1’ on both these pins while the other pins associated 
with the rear H-bridge are ‘0’ will drive the rear actuator to retract the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
BM_flag Refers to the software ‘battery mode’ flag that is set to allow the software to 
determine if the system is in 12V mode or 24V mode. A ‘0’ indicates 12V 
mode and a ‘1’ indicates 24V mode. 
PURPLE_OUT Refers to the software digital output pin associated with ‘12V_Ready’ line 
described in the system hardware design section. A ‘1’ activates the 
‘12V_Ready’ line to provide approximately 12V to the necessary hardware. 
BC_OUT Refers to the software digital output pin associated with switching the battery 
connections. A ‘1’ puts the system in 12V mode and a ‘0’ puts the system in 
24V mode. 
CS_IN_FRONT and 
CS_IN_REAR 
Refers to the microcontroller analogue input pins associated with measuring 
the currents of the front and rear H-bridges. 
CS_VALUE_FRONT 
and 
CS_VALUE_REAR 
Refers to variable labels that the measured the currents of the front and rear H-
bridges are stored to.   
TH_12to24 Refers to variable labels that define the current threshold used in 12V mode. 
The measured currents in the actuators must be below this value in order for it 
to be possible to switch from 12V mode to 24V mode. This threshold is set to 
8.58A. 
TH_24to12 Refers to variable labels that define the current threshold used in 24V mode. 
The measured currents in the actuators must be below this value in order for it 
to be possible for the system to stay in 24V mode. This threshold is set to 
11.11A. 
TH_EMER Refers to variable label that defines the current threshold used to initiate an 
emergency stop. The measured currents in the actuators must be below this 
value for the Mansell Power Lifter to function. This threshold is set to 22A. 
TH_No_Use Refers to variable label that defines the current threshold used to indicate the 
system is not in use. This threshold is set to approximately 1A. 
No_Use_CNT Refers to variable label that defines the system counter associated with the 
system not being used. !
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5.1 Software System Summary
The main components which make up the Mansell Power Lifter software design are listed
below. Figure 5.1 shows a flowchart representation of the software. It is notable from this
figure that multitasking is achieved using a round-robin scheme, where the program moves
from one task to another, in a continuous loop.
• Initialisation
• Main Program
• Increment Counters Interrupt Routine
• Front Finite State Machine
• Rear Finite State Machine
• Current Sense Finite State Machine
• Battery Change Finite State Machine
• Time Turn Off Finite State Machine
Figure 5.1: Mansell Power Lifter software flowchart with ‘Increment Counters Interrupt Routine’
(diagram: author).
Subsequent sections of this chapter provide an explanation of Figure 5.1 and the software used
to program the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller.
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5.2 Increment Counter Interrupt Routine
The ‘Micromite’ microcontroller has only one internal timer function. Subsequently, to allow
for the use of multiple timing functions within the program, system counters are used. These
counters use the internal timer as a basis for counting. As the name implies, this interrupt
routine regularly interrupts the program at a specified time interval, and increments all the
counters used in the system. The time period chosen for this interrupt to occur was 500ms. This
means system counters have a precision of 500ms. From experimentation it was determined
that a higher counter precision could not be achieved, as lowering this value to less than 500ms
caused the system to not function properly, as it was being interrupted too regularly. Figure 5.1
shows the flowchart for this interrupt routine.
5.3 Initialisation and Main Program
The initialisation process takes place upon power up of the microcontroller and occurs only
once when power is first applied to the device. The first duty of the initialisation task is to
enable the ‘autorun’ function, which ensures the software program starts automatically as soon
as voltage is applied to the power rails of the microcontroller (Graham 2014a). Next, all vari-
able labels are defined and initialised. This includes microcontroller pin labels, system flags,
counters, as well as timer and threshold values. These features were set up as variable labels to
allow for easy editing of the program should this be required in the future. Next, the function-
ality of the microcontroller pins are defined. That is whether a pin is an analogue input, digital
input or digital output. The initialisation process also provides the relevant control signal out-
put to ensure the system battery connections start in 12V mode, and sets the ‘battery mode’
flag (‘BM flag’ = 0) to inform the program it is in 12V mode.
The duty of the main program is to output the ‘12V Ready’ signal (‘PURPLE OUT’) to the
required hardware. When the microcontroller provides a ‘1’ on this pin, the control signal
provides current to an optocoupler to switch it to ground. This provides an approximate 12V
signal to all devices in this circuit. This includes a 5V regulator and 12V to the user control box
to allow the push buttons (‘Front Extend’, ‘Front Retract’, ‘Rear Extend’, and ‘Rear Retract’)
to complete a circuit and be able to be activated. This signal also illuminates the ‘Power’ indi-
cator LED on the control box. The main program is part of the continuous program loop, and
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as such the ‘12V Ready’ signal is regularly re-initialised. The ‘Main’ section of the software
directs the program to the front finite state machine. Figure 5.2 shows the flowchart for the
initialisation and main tasks.
Figure 5.2: ‘Initialisation’ and ‘Main’ tasks software flowcharts (diagram: author).
5.4 The Front and Rear Finite State Machines
The duty of the front finite state machine is to drive front actuator in a forward or reverse di-
rection, as desired by the user. This facilitates the extending or retracting functions on the front
side of the Mansell Power Lifter. The program checks the conditions on the ‘Front Extend’
(FE IN) or ‘Front Retract’ (FR IN) input pins. A logic ‘1’ reading indicates this pin is active
(i.e. a user is pressing a button on the control box). After being checked a first time, the pro-
gram pauses for a time period of 15ms to facilitate a switch debouncing action. The program
then rechecks the conditions of the ‘Front Extend’ (FE IN) or ‘Front Retract’ (FR IN) input
pins. The conditions of these pins determines the system output. If just FE IN is a logic ‘1’, the
microcontroller provides the digital outputs to drive the front actuator in the extend direction.
This is the ‘Front Extend’ state. In this state, all the high and low side MOSFETs associated
with ‘Front Retract’ are ensured to be off (FR OUT TOP = 0; FR OUT BOTTOM = 0), be-
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fore waiting a time period of 25ms and turning on the high side and low side MOSFETs for
‘Front Extend’ (FE OUT TOP = 1; FE OUT BOTTOM = 1). This time period is to prevent a
short circuit occurring on the H-bridge. If just FR IN is a logic ‘1’ , the microcontroller pro-
vides the digital output to drive the front actuator in the retract direction (i.e. ‘Front Retract’
state). In this instance, the ‘Front Extend’ high and low side MOSFETs are ensured to be off
(FE OUT TOP = 0; FE OUT BOTTOM = 0), and a pause of 25ms occurs before the ‘Front
Retract’ MOSFETs are turned on (FR OUT TOP = 1; FR OUT BOTTOM = 1). If neither
FE IN or FR IN are a logic ‘1’ or both FE IN and FR IN are a logic ‘1’, the front actuator is
not driven (i.e. ‘Front Stop’ state). In this state both high side MOSFETs of the front H-bridge
are turned off (FE OUT TOP = 0; FR OUT TOP = 0), and a pause of 25ms occurs before the
low side MOSFETs are on (FE OUT BOTTOM = 1; FR OUT BOTTOM = 1). When the mo-
tor is stopped, the low side MOSFETs are always on to ensure the motor is shorted to ground.
The front state machine is repeated until a result is determined. Once a result is determined,
the ‘Front’ section of the software directs the program to the rear finite state machine.
The rear finite state machine behaves in the same way as the front finite state machine. That is
it drives the rear actuator in a forward or reverse direction as desired by the user, and as such
facilitates the extending or retracting of the rear side of the Mansell Power Lifter. This section
of program checks the ‘Rear Extend’ (‘RE IN’) and ‘Rear Retract’ (‘RR IN’) inputs pins. A
logic ‘1’ reading indicates that the pin is being activated by the user via the control box ‘Rear
Extend’ or ‘Rear Retract’ push buttons. These input pins are checked, then the software pauses
for 15ms to facilitate switch debouncing, and re-checks relevant input pins before concluding
on the desired output. If just RE IN is a logic ‘1’, the microcontroller provides the digital output
to drive the rear actuator in the extend direction (i.e. ‘Rear Extend’ state). If just RR IN is a
logic ‘1’, the microcontroller provides the digital output to drive the rear actuator in the retract
direction (i.e. ‘Rear Retract’ state). If neither RE IN or RR IN are a logic ‘1’ or both RE IN
and RR IN are a logic ‘1’, the rear actuator is not driven (i.e. ‘Rear Stop’ state). The output
process for each state is the same as the front finite state machine, but for the microcontroller
pins associated with the high and low side MOSFETs to drive the rear H-bridge. A 25ms switch
delay is also used between switching to ensure a direct short of the H-bridge does not occur.
The rear state machine is repeated until a result is determined. Once a result is determined,
the ‘Rear’ section of the software directs the program to the ‘Current Sense’ section of the
software. The front are rear state machines are included in the statechart of the system which
is shown in Figure 5.5. The flowcharts of these two tasks are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: ‘Front’ and ‘Rear’ software flowcharts (diagram: author).
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5.5 Current Sense Finite State Machine
The first duty of the current sense task is to pause the program for an 80ms period. The purpose
of this pause is to ensure any voltage transients caused from switching either the front or the
rear actuator are no longer present on the analogue input pins of the microcontroller. This task
then reads the analogue values of the front and rear current sensing pins, CS IN FRONT and
CS IN REAR. Each pin receives an input voltage from the output of a differential amplifier
with a gain of 33. Each amplifier measures the voltage difference across a 0.003Ω resistor
which is positioned on the ground side of a H-bridge. This configuration exists for the each
H-bridge (i.e. one for the front, one for the rear).
The values measured on CS IN FRONT and CS IN REAR are stored as variables
(‘CS VALUE FRONT’ and ‘CS VALUE REAR’). These values are then checked to see if
they are under the emergency stop threshold (‘TH EMER’) for the front and rear actuator cur-
rents. If either measurement of front or rear actuator current are above this threshold, the
system immediately deactivates all high side MOSFETs in both the front and rear H-bridge
(FE OUT TOP = 0; FR OUT TOP = 0; RE OUT TOP = 0; RR OUT TOP = 0). The program
then pauses for a 25ms time period to ensure the high side MOSFETs are indeed turned off,
before turning on all low side MOSFETs to short out the motor back emf (FE OUT BOTTOM
= 1; FR OUT BOTTOM = 1; RE OUT BOTTOM = 1; RR OUT BOTTOM = 1). This 25ms
delay is in place to ensure a direct short does not occur on the H-bridge. As part of this emer-
gency stop process, the battery connections are returned to 12V mode, and the microcontroller
flashes the ‘Power’ indicator LED at 500ms intervals for 2 minutes. The flashing of the LED is
to indicate to the user that an emergency has occurred. During this time no push button inputs
from the user will be recognised. This is the ‘Emergency Stop’ state. After this 2 minute time
period, the system places the microcontroller in ‘sleep’ mode to reduce the current draw of the
device from 25mA to approximately 80µA.
The system now stays in ‘sleep’ mode until the ‘Power’ switch on the control box is toggled by
the user. While in ‘sleep’ mode, no outputs are made by the microcontroller, and no inputs are
accepted. This is the ‘Standby’ state. If the measured currents are less than the emergency stop
threshold, the software directs the program to the battery change finite state machine. This is
the ‘Normal Operation’ state. The current sense state machine is included on the statechart of
the system shown in Figure 5.5. The ‘Current Sense’ task flowchart is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: ‘Current Sense’ software flowchart (diagram: author).
5.6 Battery Change
This finite state machine has two states, ‘12V Mode’ and ‘24V Mode’. When the software
enters this section of the program, it firsts checks the ‘battery mode’ flag (BM flag) to check
which mode it is in. The software then directs the program to the appropriate state. In ‘12V
Mode’, the system performs a variety of checks to determined the correct response. First, if
any of the control box push buttons (‘Front Extend’, ‘Front Retract’, ‘Rear Extend’ or ‘Rear
Retract’) are currently being pressed by the user, and the system has recently come from ‘24V
Mode’ (within a 1 second time period), and the current sensing values determined in the ‘Cur-
rent Sense’ task are less than the 12V to 24V switching threshold of 8.58A (TH 12to24). If
these statements are true, the program outputs the control signal to switch the battery connec-
tions to ‘24V Mode’ and moves to the ‘Time Turn Off’ task. If not true, the system begins
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a second check. This time the system checks to see if any push buttons on the control box
have been activated for longer than a time period of 1 second. The program also checks to
see if the current sensing values for the front and rear are less than the 12V to 24V switching
threshold of 8.58A. If these conditions are true then the program outputs the control signals to
switch the battery connections to ‘24V Mode’. The software then moves to the ‘Time Turn Off’
task. If these two previous checks are found to be false, the system re-initialises the control
signal to the battery connections for ‘12V Mode’ and then proceeds to the ‘Time Turn Off’ task.
Alternatively, if the initial check of the ‘battery mode’ flag finds the system to currently be
in ‘24V Mode’, the software directs the program to the ‘24V Mode’ state. Again, the system
performs a variety of checks to determine the correct system response. The first check is to
see if any button is currently being activated by the user on the control panel (‘Front Extend’,
‘Front Retract’, ‘Rear Extend’ or ‘Rear Retract’), and if the values of actuator current for the
front and rear H-bridges measured in the current sense task are less than the 24V to 12V thresh-
old (TH 24to12) of 11.11A. If these conditions are true, then the system stays in ‘24V Mode,
and re-initialises the control signal output to ensure the battery connections are in ‘24V Mode’.
If this check is not true, the system returns to ‘12V Mode’ outputting the control signal to
switch the battery connections back to ‘12V Mode’. The system then proceeds to the ‘Time
Turn Off’ task. The battery change state machine is included on the statechart of the system
shown in Figure 5.5.
5.7 Time Turn Off
The purpose of this task is to identify if the Mansell Power Lifter system is being used. If
it has identified that the system has not been used for a time period of 10 minutes, it places
the system in the ‘Standby’ state by putting the microcontroller into ‘sleep’ mode to reduce the
current consumption from 25mA to 80µA. The software achieves this by checking the analogue
inputs for the front and rear current sensing. If these values are above a value of 1A, the system
is considered to be in use (i.e. the ‘In Use’ state), and the time of ‘no use’ counter is reset
(‘No Use CNT’). The program loops back to the ‘Main’ task and repeats the program loop. If
the measured currents of both the front or rear actuator are less than 1A, the system does not
reset the time of ‘no use’ counter. The program then returns to the ‘Main’ task in the program
and repeats the loop. As the program continues to loop through all tasks, if the time of ‘no use’
counter is allowed to count up to a 10 minute time period, the ‘Time Turn Off Task’ enters the
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‘Not Used’ state. In this mode, all inputs and outputs are disabled, with the exception of the
‘Power’ indicator LED, which blinks for a 2 minute period at 2 second intervals. This is to
inform the user that the system is shutting down. After this 2 minute time period, the system
enters the ‘Standby’ state, and puts the microcontroller into ‘sleep’ mode. The user must then
toggle the ‘Power’ switch on the control box to reset the system for normal operation.
5.8 Mansell Power Lifter Statechart
The Mansell Power Lifter software design has been summarised using state diagrams which
have been compiled in a statechart. The state transition tables associated with the statechart
in Figure 5.5 are provided in Appendix D with Tables D.1 through to D.6 showing the system
responses to any possible events. Note that the dotted line boxes within the ‘Power On’ state
indicate state machines operating simultaneously. A summary of the Mansell Power Lifter
software system states has been included in Table 5.2.
Throughout this chapter it has been established that the system reinitialises all states on every
cycle through the program. This has been implemented in order to ensure the program does
not malfunction and get lost. This serves to increases the reliability of the software design.
However, this means that the pauses in place in the system occur on every cycle. These pauses
are the debounce pause for reading inputs, the switch delay pause for switching between H-
bridge directions, and the pause in place to filter out voltage transients for current sensing.
Due to this, each cycle will pause for a total of 160ms. This means the microcontroller cycles
through the software 6.25 times per second. This is suitable for this application as high speed
is not required. More time efficient methods of programming were considered, however, the
simplicity of the code was a more desirable outcome. This is to ensure the code can be quickly
and easily interpreted by the necessary staff of Wenross Holdings Pty Ltd who manufacture the
Mansell Power Lifter.
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Table 5.2: Summary of Mansell Power Lifter states.
State 
Machine 
State Description 
Power Lifter Power Off The system ‘Power’ switch is turned off. 
Power Lifter Power On The system ‘Power’ switch is turned on. All other finite state machines 
operate accordingly. 
Power Lifter Standby The microcontroller is placed in ‘sleep’ mode to reduce current 
consumption. No inputs are recognised. No outputs occur. 
Front Front Stop The front actuator is not driven. 
Front Front 
Extend 
The front actuator is driven to extend the front side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Front Front 
Retract 
The front actuator is driven to retract the front side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Rear Rear Stop The rear actuator is not driven. 
Rear Rear 
Extend 
The rear actuator is driven to extend the rear side of the Mansell Power 
Lifter. 
Rear Rear 
Retract 
The rear actuator is driven to retract the rear side of the Mansell Power 
Lifter. 
Current Sense Normal 
Operation 
The actuator currents are less than the emergency stop current sensing 
threshold. Operation continues as normal. 
Current Sense Emergency 
Stop 
The actuator currents are greater than the emergency stop current 
sensing threshold. The ‘Power’ LED blinks rapidly for two minutes 
before placing the system in the ‘Standby’ state. 
Battery 
Change 
12V Mode The Mansell Power Lifter batteries are connected in parallel to provide 
12V to the actuators. 
Battery 
Change 
24V Mode The Mansell Power Lifter batteries are connected in series to provide 
24V to the actuators. 
Time No Use In Use The system has been operated in the last ten minutes. Operation 
continues as normal. 
Time No Use Not Used The system has not been operated in the last ten minutes. The ‘Power’ 
LED blinks slowly for 2 minutes before placing the system in the 
‘Standby’ state. !
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Figure 5.5: Mansell Power Lifter software statechart (diagram: author).
Chapter 6
Testing for Validation of the New
System Design
6.1 Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to validate the functionality of the new system prototype. In
order to do this, the mechanical load tests conducted in Chapter 2 will be repeated using the
new prototype control system. The results of these tests will be discussed and compared to
the results of the original tests from Chapter 2. This chapter will also review a selection of
the requirements set out by the International Electromechanical Commission, in particular,
the standard titled ‘IEC-62304 Medical device software - Software life cycle processes’ (IEC-
62304 2006). This is the standard that the software of the new Mansell Power Lifter design
must comply with in order to be used in industry. A full demonstration of the new prototype
system compliance is out of the scope of this project, however the basic functions of the new
control system will be confirmed.
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6.2 Mechanical Load Tests: Prototype Control System
6.2.1 Purpose
The purpose of these mechanical load tests was to provide a validation of the new prototype
control system. These tests provided data that is comparable with previous mechanical load
tests conducted using the original Mansell Power Lifter printed circuit board in Chapter 2. The
focus of these tests was to observe the current through the actuators as the Mansell Power Lifter
was raised from fully retracted (ground level), to fully extended, and lowered back to ground
level again. The test was conducted with the same calibrated weights used in the original tests
to provided relative comparability.
As the new system design provides current sensing for both the front and rear actuator, these
values were recorded. The current sensing mechanism for each actuator is via a 0.003Ω resistor
with a 1% tolerance. These resistors are placed on the ground side of each H-bridge. The
voltage difference across each resistor provides a voltage input to two separate differential
amplifiers. As discussed in Chapter 4, the gain on each of these amplifiers is approximately
33. The tolerance of all the resistors used with the differential amplifiers is ±5%, which is
accurate enough for prototyping purposes. The output of each differential amplifier provides
an input to the microcontroller. The analogue voltage values inputted to the microcontroller
were recorded for each actuator. The microcontroller output that provides the control signal to
switch between 12V mode and 24V mode was also recorded.
The test was conducted with the same weight intervals as the original tests. That is with 0kg (no
mechanical load), 50kg, 100kg, 150kg and 200kg. This was in normal operation, that is, using
the two internal 12V batteries as the voltage source. The AC and DC mode functions were not
retested as this circuitry has not been changed. The results were plotted using MATLAB®. A
main purpose of testing was to validate the thresholds set in the software of the microcontroller,
which facilitate switching battery modes from 12V to 24V. The approximate height of the
Mansell Power Lifter where the switching of battery connections occurs was also recorded.
The test results were used for comparison with the original load tests. Refer to Figure 4.4 of
Chapter 4 for a description of the pin labels referred to throughout this test.
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6.2.2 Equipment
The equipment used for this test is listed below:
• A Mansell Power Lifter.
• A LabJack U6 unit.
• Calibrated weights (50kg, 100kg, 150kg and 200kg).
• The ‘A/D Chart LabJack’ software.
• Solder as necessary.
• A soldering iron.
• Wire as necessary.
• The Mansell Power Lifter microcontroller prototype control system.
• The original Mansell Power Lifter printed circuit board (for H-bridge and battery chang-
ing circuitry as per the design).
• MATLAB® software.
• A multimeter.
• A metre ruler with centimetre and millimetre divisions.
6.2.3 Method
1. A wire was soldered to pins 24 (CS In Front) and 23 (CS In Rear) of the microcontroller
on board the prototype control system.
2. A wire was soldered to pin 22 (BC Out) of the microcontroller on board the prototype
control system. This signal facilities changing the battery connections.
3. A wire was soldered wire to a ground connection on board the prototype control system
to provide a common ground for testing.
4. The prototype control system was connected to the existing Mansell Power Lifter PCB
to use the batteries, battery change and H-bridge circuitry. Connections were made via
the 6-way and 8-way connectors which can be seen in Figure 4.20 of Chapter 4.
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5. The ‘Power’ switch on board the Mansell Power Lifter control box was ensured to be
set to the off position. The prototype was then connected to the Mansell Power Lifter
control box. This was via the 12-pin connector that is used in existing Mansell Power
Lifter systems. This connector can be seen in Figure 4.20 of Chapter 4.
6. The output from the H-bridge circuitry on the original Mansell Power Lifter printed
circuit board was connected to the two actuators. This was via the connectors that are a
part of the existing system.
7. The LabJack U6 unit was connected to a computer via a USB cable. The ‘A/D Chart
LabJack’ software was used in this test. Four channel mode and a sample rate of 250
samples per second were selected in this software. The -10V to +10V mode of operation
was also selected knowing that the input voltage range was 0V to 3.3V.
8. The following connections were made from the microcontroller prototype control system
to the LabJack U6 unit.
(a) The ground wire was connected to the GND port of the LabJack U6 unit.
(b) The wire from pin 22 (BC Out) of the microcontroller prototype was connected to
the AN0 input port of the LabJack U6 unit.
(c) The wire from pin 23 (CS In Rear) of the microcontroller prototype was connected
to the AN1 input port of the LabJack U6 unit.
(d) The wire from pin 24 (CS In Front) of the microcontroller prototype was connected
to the AN2 input port of the LabJack U6 unit.
9. The Mansell Power Lifter was turned on via the ‘Power’ switch on the control box.
10. Both the ‘Front Retract’ and ‘Rear Retract’ buttons were pressed on board the control
box to lower the Mansell Power Lifter to ground level. This was the starting position for
all tests.
11. The required weight, starting with no mechanical load (0kg) was placed on the Mansell
Power Lifter. This weight was centrally loaded.
12. The data logging process was then commenced by pressing the ‘start’ button on the ‘A/D
Chart LabJack’ software.
13. The ‘Front Extend’ and ‘Rear Extend’ buttons on the Mansell Power Lifter control box
were pressed to facilitate lifting. As the Mansell Power Lifter was extended, the metre
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ruler was used as an approximate guide to the height at which switching from 12V mode
to 24V mode occurred. These results were recorded, measuring from ground level to
the bottom of the lifting surface. The Mansell Power Lifter was extended to maximum
height and a time period of approximately three seconds was waited. After this time the
‘Front Retract’ and ‘Rear Retract’ buttons were engaged until the Mansell Power Lifter
returned to ground level.
14. The ‘A/D Chart LabJack’ software was then stopped to conclude the test. The results
were exported as a ‘.csv’ file.
15. Steps 11 to 14 were repeated for mechanical loads of 50kg, 100kg, 150kg and 200kg.
16. The MATLAB® software was used to produce the necessary plots. The MATLAB® code
used to produce the results of these tests can be seen in Appendix G.
6.2.4 Results
Figure 6.1 shows an image of the electrical connections for this mechanical load test. The fol-
lowing figures show the results of the mechanical load tests.
Figure 6.1: The LabJack U6 connected to the prototype control system (photo: author).
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Figure 6.2: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test using new prototype control system. Raised
then lowered with 0kg mechanical load (graph: author).
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Figure 6.3: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test using new prototype control system. Raised
then lowered with 50kg mechanical load (graph: author).
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Figure 6.4: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test using new prototype control system. Raised
then lowered with 100kg mechanical load (graph: author).
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Figure 6.5: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test using new prototype control system. Raised
then lowered with 150kg mechanical load (graph: author).
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Figure 6.6: Mansell Power Lifter mechanical load test using new prototype control system. Raised
then lowered with 200kg mechanical load (graph: author).
6.2.5 Discussion
Initially looking at the 0kg mechanical load test seen in Figure 6.2. When operation com-
menced, the voltage to the motors was restricted to 12V mode by the microcontroller. The
Mansell Power Lifter was only restricted to 12V mode for one second which was due to a soft-
ware timer. At the time of the initial 12V to 24V mode switch the front actuator current was
approximately 2.89A, and the rear actuator was approximately 6.88A. Because these measured
currents were less than the 12V to 24V switching threshold of approximately 8.58A (defined
in software), switching of the battery connections was allowed. This serves as a validation
that the microcontroller responded correctly. The approximate height of the Mansell Power
Lifter at the time the battery connections changed was 25cm. For the remainder of the 0kg me-
chanical load test, with the exception of motor start up and switching transients from changing
the battery connections, the current through each actuator was less than the software-defined
threshold that would restrict the switching of battery modes. The only factor that restricted
the switching of the battery connections was the software timers. This test also demonstrated
that the microcontroller current sensing debounce implemented in software was successful in
filtering the large current spikes that occurred during operation.
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A similar profile can be seen in Figure 6.3, which shows the 50kg mechanical load test. As
the test commenced the system was initially restricted to the 12V mode of operation. Once
the 1 second software timer which limits the switching of the battery connections expired, the
current in both the front and rear actuators was checked. At this value of time (approximately
1.5 seconds on the time axis), the current in the front actuator was approximately 1.51A and
the rear actuator was 10.46A. As the current in the rear actuator was above the 12V to 24V
battery switching threshold of 8.58A, operation was restricted to 12V mode. However, once
the current in both actuators became less than 8.58A, switching to 24V mode was allowed. This
occurred at a time value of 2.1 seconds, when the current in the front actuator was 5.7A and the
rear actuator was 8.44A. The height of the Mansell Power Lifter at this switching occurrence
was approximately 25cm. A similar pattern occurred as the Mansell Power Lifter was retracted
back to ground level. This effectively validates this aspect of the software.
In Figure 6.4 the results for the 100kg mechanical load test are displayed. It can be seen from
the graph that operation was restricted to 12V mode for a longer time period as the current
in the actuators was greater than the 12V to 24V mode switching threshold of 8.58A. At a
time value of 12.5 seconds, it can be seen that both actuators fell below this threshold, with
the front actuator reading 8.57A and the rear actuator reading 5.44A. As a result, switching to
24V mode occurred. The height of the Mansell Power Lifter at this time was approximately
58cm. At a time value of approximately 30.6 seconds, both actuators showed a zero value
of current. At this point the Mansell Power Lifter was stopped at maximum height. Operation
then recommenced within a one second time period of stopping. As a result, the Mansell Power
Lifter switched straight back to 24V mode. Operation in 24V mode was allowed to continue as
the current in both the front and rear actuators was less than the 24V to 12V battery switching
threshold of 11.11A (defined in the software design). This validates this particular feature of
the system design.
The test results for the 150kg and 200kg mechanical load tests can be seen in Figure 6.5 and
Figure 6.6 respectively. These results show that the Mansell Power Lifter operated in a similar
manner to the 100kg mechanical load test. However, as the mechanical load was increased, the
operating value of current through the actuators increased as would be expected. The height
that the switching of the battery connections occurred was 76cm for the 150kg test and 91cm
for the 200kg test.
The highest value of operating current that occurred throughout these tests was during the
200kg mechanical load test. Towards the start of this test, as the Mansell Power Lifter extended
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from the ground position, the peak operating currents (excluding transients) were recorded as
approximately 20A for the front actuator and 19.8A for the rear actuator. As this was below
the emergency stop current sensing thresholds for the front and rear, the system continued
to operate. Had these operating current values been recorded marginally higher the system
would have initiated an emergency stop mode by ceasing to drive the actuators, and rapidly
blinking the ‘Power’ indicator LED on the control box for a 2 minutes period, before placing
the microprocessor in sleep mode.
6.2.6 Test Conclusions
The mechanical load tests conducted using the new system prototype validate the expected
behaviour of the new control system. These results make the new prototype comparable to the
original circuitry. This is displayed through the current versus time profiles shown in the results
of these tests. The functions that have been validated by this testing are listed below.
• When operation is commenced by the user (i.e. a push button on the control box is
pressed), the system cannot switch from 12V mode to 24V mode until a timer has ex-
pired. In the original system this timer value was found to be 2.2 seconds from the
original mechanical load tests. For the new system design this timer value has been
reduced to a one second time period.
• In line with the original circuitry, the system still has a current threshold that limits
switching from 12V mode to 24V mode. From the original load tests this was determined
to be approximately 11A, and only one current sensing resistor was used to measured the
combined current of both actuators. In the new system design this threshold was reduced
and individual current sensing resistors were used for the front and rear actuators. This
has allowed the current in each actuator to be monitored. The new 12V to 24V battery
switching threshold has been confirmed as 8.58A.
• The ability to return directly to 24V mode after just operating in 24V mode within a
timer period of one second has been verified through testing. This was a feature from the
original design that was carried over to the new prototype system.
Table 6.1 shows a comparison of the heights at which switching from 12V mode to 24V mode
occurred for each mechanical load test with the new prototype system. This has been compared
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with the heights recorded in the original load tests discussed in Chapter 2. These results serve
as an approximate guideline to demonstrate that the functionality of the Mansell Power Lifter
has been maintained with the new prototype control system.
Table 6.1: Comparison of approximate heights of 12V to 24V swtiching.!
Mechanical Load Lifted (kg) Approximate Height of 
Switching for the Original 
PCB (cm) 
Approximate Height of 
Switching for the New 
Prototype (cm) 
0 30 25 
50 30 25 
100 50 58 
150 72 76 
200 93 91 !
6.3 Software Verification
The International Electromechanical Commission standard titled ‘IEC-62304 Medical device
software - Software life cycle processes’ was used as a basis for verifying the software for
the Mansell Power Lifter prototype control system. Section 5.7 of this standard titled “System
Software Testing” states that the specifics of testing procedures for software verification should
be determined at the discretion of the manufacturer (IEC-62304 2006). The standard states that
the system should be tested in response to a set of ‘input stimuli’, with the ‘expected outcomes’
listed, and whether the system passes or fails this test (IEC-62304 2006). As the new system
design has been based around finite state automata this implies that the system is expected to
have a finite number of events or input combinations. Therefore, the state transition tables
provided in Appendix D will be used as a basis for software verification. Tables 6.2 and 6.3
provide the results of this software verification. All tests conducted in this verification process
were passed, proving that the software of the system is functioning as desired. For a description
of the system states or to view the Mansell Power Lifter software model, refer to Table 5.2 and
Figure 5.5 of Chapter 5.
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Table 6.2: Mansell Power Lifter prototype control system software validation table.
State 
Machine 
Current 
State 
Input Stimuli Expected Outcomes Next  
State 
Pass/Fail 
Power 
Lifter 
Power 
Off 
No change Remains in ‘Power Off’ state. Power 
Off 
Pass 
Power 
Lifter 
Power 
Off 
User toggles the power switch on the 
control box to the on position. 
All finite state machines in the 
power on state commence. 
Power 
On 
Pass 
Power 
Lifter 
Power 
On 
No change. All finite state machines in the 
‘Power On’ state continue. 
Power 
On 
Pass 
Power 
Lifter 
Power 
On 
User toggles the power switch on the 
control box to the off position. 
All finite state machines in the 
‘Power On’ state cease to function. 
Power 
Off 
Pass 
Front Front 
Stop 
The ‘Front Extend’ and ‘Front 
Retract’ push buttons are not being 
pressed. 
The front actuator will not drive. Front 
Stop 
Pass 
Front Front 
Stop 
Both the ‘Front Extend’ and ‘Front 
Retract’ push buttons are pressed. 
The front actuator is not driven. Front 
Stop 
Pass 
Front Front 
Stop 
Only the ‘Front Extend’ push button 
is pressed. 
The front actuator is driven to 
extend the front side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Front 
Extend 
Pass 
Front Front 
Stop 
Only the ‘Front Retract’ push button 
is pressed. 
The front actuator is driven to 
retract the front side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Front 
Retract 
Pass 
Front Front 
Extend 
Only the ‘Front Extend’ push button 
is pressed. 
The front actuator is driven to 
extend the front side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Front 
Extend 
Pass 
Front Front 
Extend 
Both the ‘Front Extend’ and ‘Front 
Retract’ push buttons are pressed. 
The front actuator is not driven. Front 
Stop 
Pass 
Front Front 
Extend 
The ‘Front Extend’ push button is no 
longer pushed. 
The front actuator is not driven. Front 
Stop 
Pass 
Front Front 
Retract 
Only the ‘Front Retract’ push button 
is pushed. 
The front actuator is driven to 
retract the front side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Front 
Retract 
Pass 
Front Front 
Retract 
Both the ‘Front Extend’ and ‘Front 
Retract’ push buttons are pressed. 
The front actuator is not driven. Front 
Stop 
Pass 
Front Front 
Retract 
The ‘Front Retract’ push button is no 
longer pushed. 
The front actuator is not driven. Front 
Stop 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Stop 
The ‘Rear Extend’ and ‘Rear 
Retract’ push buttons are not being 
pressed. 
The rear actuator will not drive. Rear 
Stop 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Stop 
Both the ‘Rear Extend’ and ‘Rear 
Retract’ push buttons are pressed. 
The rear actuator is not driven. Rear 
Stop 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Stop 
Only the ‘Rear Extend’ push button 
is pressed. 
The rear actuator is driven to 
extend the rear side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Rear 
Extend 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Stop 
Only the ‘Rear Retract’ push button 
is pressed. 
The rear actuator is driven to 
retract the rear side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Rear 
Retract 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Extend 
Only the ‘Rear Extend’ push button 
is pressed. 
The rear actuator is driven to 
extend the rear side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Rear 
Extend 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Extend 
Both the ‘Rear Extend’ and ‘Rear 
Retract’ push buttons are pressed. 
The rear actuator is not driven. Rear 
Stop 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Extend 
The ‘Rear Extend’ push button is no 
longer pushed. 
The rear actuator is not driven. Rear 
Stop 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Retract 
Only the ‘Rear Retract’ push button 
is pushed. 
The rear actuator is driven to 
retract the rear side of the Mansell 
Power Lifter. 
Rear 
Retract 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Retract 
Both the ‘Rear Extend’ and ‘Rear 
Retract’ push buttons are pressed. 
The rear actuator is not driven. Rear 
Stop 
Pass 
Rear Rear 
Retract 
The ‘Rear Retract’ push button is no 
longer pushed. 
The rear actuator is not driven. Rear 
Stop 
Pass !
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Table 6.3: Mansell Power Lifter prototype control system software validation table continued.
State 
Machine 
Current 
State 
Input Stimuli Expected Outcomes Next  
State 
Pass/Fail 
Current 
Sense 
Normal 
Operation 
The actuator currents are less 
than the emergency stop current 
sensing threshold. 
Operation continues as normal. Normal 
Operation 
Pass 
Current 
Sense 
Normal 
Operation 
The actuator currents are greater 
than the emergency stop current 
sensing threshold. 
The ‘Power’ LED blinks rapidly for two 
minutes before placing the system in the 
‘Standby’ state. 
Emergency 
Stop 
Pass 
Current 
Sense 
Emergency 
Stop 
Does not respond to any input 
other than a toggle of the power 
switch on the user control box. 
The microcontroller is placed in ‘sleep’ 
mode to reduce current consumption. No 
inputs are recognised. No outputs occur. 
Standby Pass 
Current 
Sense 
Standby Does not respond to any input 
other than a toggle of the power 
switch on the user control box. 
The microcontroller is placed in ‘sleep’ 
mode to reduce current consumption. No 
inputs are recognised. No outputs occur. 
Standby Pass 
Battery 
Change 
12V Mode No push button is pressed on 
the control box. 
 
The Mansell Power Lifter batteries are 
connected in parallel to provide 12V to the 
actuators. 
12V Mode Pass 
Battery 
Change 
12V Mode Any control box push button is 
pressed for less than 1 second. 
The Mansell Power Lifter batteries are 
connected in parallel to provide 12V to the 
actuators. 
12V Mode Pass 
Battery 
Change 
12V Mode Any control box push button is 
pressed for greater than 1 
second and the current through 
the actuators is less than the 
12V to 24V mode switching 
threshold of 8.58A 
(TH_12to24). 
The Mansell Power Lifter batteries are 
connected in series to provide 24V to the 
actuators. 
24V Mode Pass 
Battery 
Change 
12V Mode Any control box push button is 
pressed and the system just 
came from 24V mode less than 
1 second ago and the current 
through the actuators is less 
than the 12V to 24V mode 
switching threshold of 8.58A 
(TH_12to24). 
The Mansell Power Lifter batteries are 
connected in series to provide 24V to the 
actuators. 
24V Mode Pass 
Battery 
Change 
24V Mode The system is functioning in 
24V mode and any control box 
push button is pressed. 
The Mansell Power Lifter batteries are 
connected in series to provide 24V to the 
actuators. 
24V Mode Pass 
Battery 
Change 
24V Mode Any control box push button is 
pressed and the current through 
the actuators is greater than the 
24V to 12V mode switching 
threshold of 11.11A 
(TH_24to12). 
The Mansell Power Lifter batteries are 
connected in parallel to provide 12V to the 
actuators. 
12V Mode Pass 
Battery 
Change 
24V Mode No control box push button is 
pressed. 
Mansell Power Lifter batteries are 
connected in parallel to provide 12V to the 
actuators. 
12V Mode Pass 
Time 
Turn Off 
In Use The system is operated within a 
ten-minute period.  
The system has been operated in the last ten 
minutes. Operation continues as normal. 
In Use Pass 
Time 
Turn Off 
In Use The system is not operated 
within a ten-minute period. 
The system has not been operated in the last 
ten minutes. The ‘Power’ LED blinks 
slowly for 2 minutes before placing the 
system in the ‘Standby’ state. 
Not Used Pass 
Time 
Turn Off 
Not Used Does not respond to any input 
other than a toggle of the power 
switch on the user control box. 
The microcontroller is placed in ‘sleep’ 
mode to reduce current consumption. No 
inputs are recognised. No outputs occur. 
Standby Pass 
Time 
Turn Off 
Standby Does not respond to any input 
other than a toggle of the power 
switch on the user control box. 
The microcontroller is placed in ‘sleep’ 
mode to reduce current consumption. No 
inputs are recognised. No outputs occur. 
Standby Pass 
!
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work
7.1 Conclusions
This dissertation has demonstrated the ability to examine an existing product and present a
suitable design alternative. The core skills and processes developed through the course of this
project are applicable to any industry relevant design task. Competency in these skills assists
in providing a suitable foundation for an engineering career.
In order to commence the redesign of the Mansell Power Lifter control system, it was first
necessary to gain familiarity with the existing system. This is demonstrated in Chapter 2, pro-
viding an overview of the main features of the system and the application of the Mansell Power
Lifter in an industry setting. Further analysis was provided on the existing circuitry of the sys-
tem to obtain an understanding of how these key system operations are achieved. Chapter 2
was concluded with a series of mechanical load tests to observe the operating characteristics
of the Mansell Power Lifter. The results of the analysis of the existing Mansell Power Lifter
system provided a foundation for the control system redesign.
The next step in the redesign process was to consider design alternatives for the Mansell Power
Lifter system. Alternative design features were selected based on the ability to incorporate
simplicity and adjustability to the new control system. This process discussed the benefits of
incorporating a programmable digital device in the system as a main controller for the functions
of the Mansell Power Lifter. It was concluded that a PIC32MX150F128B-501/SP microcon-
troller modified as the ‘Micromite’ would be included in the new system. Alternative designs
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were considered to facilitate bi-directional driving and speed-changing of the two actuators in
the system, as well as alternative circuitry to measure the current through each actuator. The
results of Chapter 3 concluded that the new control system would be based around the ‘Mi-
cromite’ microcontroller, interfacing with the existing control box, battery-changing circuitry
and H-bridges. Current sensing for this new system would be based on the use of a small resis-
tor on the ground side of each H-bridge with the differential voltage measured by a differential
amplifier. Therefore the new system would measure the current of each actuator. The charging
circuitry for the system was unchanged.
As a microcontroller was selected for the new controller system it was necessary to examine ap-
propriate software design methodologies. A review of finite state machine theory was provided
in Chapter 3. The finite state machine software design approach was selected for implementing
the required software functions for the Mansell Power Lifter control system. This approach
provided a concise simplified solution to software design and modelling. As the control system
requires the operation of simultaneous finite state machines, a review of the round-robin multi-
tasking technique was discussed and selected for implementation. A brief review of flowcharts
was also included to assist in the documentation of the Mansell Power Lifter software.
Once the basis of the design features for the new Mansell Power Lifter control system was esta-
bilshed, it was necessary to construct the prototype hardware. Chapter 4 provides a discussion
on the design and implementation of circuitry used to interface the microcontroller with the
existing system. This prototype was required to receive inputs from the user control box, and
provide appropriate outputs to both the H-bridges and the battery change circuitry on the orig-
inal PCB. The microcontroller also received analogue input signals from the current sensing
circuitry. The development of this prototype was outlined in Chapter 4, where the justification
for component selection and design refinements were provided. Chapter 4 concludes with a
list of components used in the constructed prototype, as well as a cost summary for the devel-
oped circuitry. The complete circuit schematics for the new Mansell Power Lifter hardware is
provided in Appendix B.
To facilitate the necessary functions of the microcontroller-based control system, it was nec-
essary to develop appropriate software to program the ‘Micromite’. This software was im-
plemented using finite state machines, with multitasking implemented using a round-robin
scheduling structure. The details of this software is discussed in Chapter 5, and documented
using a combination of flowcharts and state diagrams. A complete statechart of the Mansell
Power Lifter software was provided in Figure 5.5. The program for the new Mansell Power
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Lifter control system is written in the Basic language and is provided in Appendix C.
When the finished prototype control system was constructed and programmed it was necessary
to conduct tests to validate the functionality of the new system. This was achieved by using
the new prototype and repeating the same mechanical load tests that were conducted on the
original circuitry and discussed in Chapter 2. A discussion and comparison of results between
the original mechanical load tests and the prototype mechanical loads tests was provided as
part of Chapter 6. Verification of the functions of the new Mansell Power Lifter control sys-
tem was also conducted providing an input stimulus to the system and ensuring the correct
response occurred (IEC-62304 2006). The structure of these tests was based on Section 5.7 of
the ‘IEC-62304 Medical device software - Software life cycle processes’ standard. This is the
standard that the new Mansell Power Lifter control system must comply to for implementation
in industry. The results of these tests are provided in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. A summary of the
main benefits of the new prototype Mansell Power Lifter control system is provided below.
• The complex arrangement of analogue components that facilitated the control functions
discussed in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2 were replaced with the ‘Micromite’ microcon-
troller. This will make tracing a signal fault easier, and has simplified the Mansell Power
Lifter control system.
• Current sensing thresholds and timer values are now an element of the microcontroller
software. These parameters can be easily adjusted by alteration of the software values.
This has incorporated adjustability into the design of the new Mansell Power Lifter con-
trol system.
• The function of the ‘Safety Sensor Circuitry’ discussed in Section 2.5.1 of Chapter 2
is now an element of the software design. This is achieved by stopping the system
whenever a dangerously large current is detected in the actuators. Therefore the former
‘Safety Sensor Circuitry’ is no longer required in future systems. However, the circuit
design of the new system has provided facilities so that this circuitry will still operate.
This was to ensure backwards compatibility with existing systems.
• Separate current sensing for each actuator has been incorporated in the new Mansell
Power Lifter control system.
• All other functions of the Mansell Power Lifter control system have been retained. These
are listed below.
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– Switching from 12V mode to 24V mode is restricted for a time period when any
motor driving push button on the user control box is first activated.
– Switching from 12V mode to 24V mode is allowed if the system has been func-
tioning and was recently in 24V mode.
– Switching from 12V mode to 24V mode is dependent on the current measured
through the current sensing circuitry.
– To preserve battery life, if the ‘Power’ switch is engaged (on) and the system has
not been operated for extended periods of approximately 10 minutes, the microcon-
troller will essentially power off the system. To re-power the system this ‘Power’
switch must then be switched to the off position back to the on position.
7.2 Achievement of Project Objectives
All the objectives from the project specification shown in Appendix A have been addressed and
achieved. The points below correspond to these project objectives and indicate the appropriate
sections of this dissertation which demonstrate these achievements.
1. Any understanding of the key functions of the existing Mansell Power Lifter circuitry
was demonstrated and discussed in Chapter 2.
2. Mechanical load tests were conducted on the Mansell Power Lifter to observe the oper-
ating characteristics of the system. This was completed using the existing circuitry and
the new prototype circuitry as demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 6 respectively.
3. The ‘Micromite’ microcontroller was selected and implemented in the new control sys-
tem design. This is discussed and demonstrated in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
4. An appropriate programming language was learnt in order to program the ‘Micromite’
microcontroller. This was the Basic language and is demonstrated in Chapter 5. The
developed program code for the Mansell Power Lifter control system is included in Ap-
pendix C.
5. A complete software design was developed for the ‘Micromite’ microcontroller. This is
discussed in Chapter 5 and the program code that implements this design is included in
Appendix C.
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6. Basic hardware was developed to validate and test the initial software design. This hard-
ware is discussed in Section 4.8 of Chapter 4.
7. This microcontroller system was then interfaced with components of the existing system
to complete the new Mansell Power Lifter prototype control system. The design pro-
cess of this prototype was discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. The functionality of this new
prototype was verified through the mechanical load tests conducted in Chapter 6.
7.3 Further Work
The work presented throughout this dissertation has achieved the desired project outcomes by
presenting a new simplified and adjustable Mansell Power Lifter control system. However, the
development of this prototype serves only as a foundation step towards manufacturing this new
design for implementation in industry. As such, further work is still required before this new
control system can be incorporated into the production of the Mansell Power Lifter.
A key element of the necessary further work for this system is the selection of the official
electronic components to be used in the final design. A number of electronic components
used in the construction of the new prototype could be replaced with surface mount versions.
The use of surface mount components would potentially reduce the overall cost of the system.
Surface mount electronic components would also conserve space on the new printed circuit
board.
The design of a new printed circuit board would be required for the updated Mansell Power
Lifter control system. As a large number of components have been replaced by the microcon-
troller a new layout of electronic components would be required. This process would require
consideration of electromagnetic interference between components, as well as the current car-
rying capacity of appropriate tracks. Heat sinking of components which experience high cur-
rent would be necessary if these sections of the printed circuit board are altered. Once this
process has been conducted, it is envisaged that the new printed circuit board would be re-
duced in size. This would free up space in the area where the printed circuit board is housed on
the Mansell Power Lifter. This process would serve as an opportunity to replace cumbersome
and outdated connectors used on the existing system.
Once a new printed circuit board has been designed, and official components selected, a costing
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summary of the new system would need to be compiled. To accompany this process, a set of
official circuit schematics would need to be drawn using an appropriate software package. The
component labels in these drawing would need to correspond with the items listed in the costing
summary. Finally, the developed printed circuit board of the new Mansell Power Lifter would
need to be throughly tested to ensure compliance with the relevant sections of the ‘IEC-62304
Medical device software - Software life cycle processes’ standard. At this point it could prove
beneficial to conduct a full reliability analysis on the new control system to officially determine
the life expectancy of the design. Once this is complete, the new Mansell Power Lifter control
system would be ready for production use.
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Appendix B
New Control System Circuit
Schematics
The circuit schematics included in this appendix are presented in the following order.
1. Document Number 1 of 3 - MNTE Power Lifter - Microcontroller Interfacing
2. Document Number 2 of 2 - MNTE Power Lifter - H-bridge and Current Sensing
3. Document Number 3 of 3 - MNTE Power Lifter - Control Box and Battery Change
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Appendix C
New Control System Software
(Note: This software must be used with the ‘MM Edit’ program. This is in the Basic language.)
'Program Name:    Mansell Power Lifter Control System Software v1
'Creator Name:    Callum Kirby Keys
'Date Created:    07/07/2014
'Date Modified:   24/09/2014
'User Functions:  N/A
'Description:     This program uses finite state automata and round robin
'                 multitasking techniques to facilitate the correct control 
'                 system functionality.
'
'
'The main task in the program are;
'     - Front:  Controls the inputs and outputs associated with driving the front actuator.
'     - Rear:   Controls the inputs and outputs associated with driving the rear actuator. 
'     - Current Sensing:  Measures the current through each actuator and responds accordingly.
'     - Battery Change:   Facilitates speed control by switching the H-bridge voltage from 12V 
to 24V.
'
' Tasks are multitasked using a round robin structure.
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'
'INITIALISATION
'
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'Notes:  
'   - Control Box Inputs to microprocessor active high.
'   - Microprocessor outputs to H-bridge active high to drive h-bridge.
 
OPTION AUTORUN ON         'When powered, microprocessor will automatically start running 
program
'%% - Define Pin Labels
'- FRONT
FE_IN = 7                 'Input from the 'Front Extend' button on the control box
FE_OUT_TOP = 21           'Output to High Side MOSFET of front H-bridge to extend
FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 3         'Output to Low Side MOSFET of front H-bridge to extend
FR_IN = 9                 'Input from the 'Front Retract' button on the control box
FR_OUT_TOP = 18           'Output to High Side MOSFET of front H-bridge to retract           
FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 2         'Output to Low Side MOSFET of front H-bridge to retract
  
'- REAR
RE_IN = 10                'Input from the 'Rear Extend' button on the control box
RE_OUT_TOP = 17           'Output to High Side MOSFET of rear H-bridge to extend
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 5         'Output to Low Side MOSFET of rear H-bridge to extend
  
RR_IN = 14                'Input from the 'Rear Retract' button on the control box
RR_OUT_TOP = 15           'Output to High Side MOSFET of rear H-bridge to retract
RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 4         'Output to Low Side MOSFET of rear H-bridge to retract
  
'- CURRENT SENSING
CS_IN_FRONT = 24          'Input from front current sensing circuit (output of differential 
amplifier)
CS_IN_REAR = 23           'Input from front current sensing circuit (output of differential 
amplifier)
'- BATTERY
BC_OUT = 22               'Battery Change Out (changes H-bridge voltage from 12V to 24V)
'- 12V_Ready (PURPLE)
PURPLE_OUT = 26           ''12V_Ready' Provides 12V when microprocessor is powered.
'%% Set I/O direction for microprocessor pins  
'- INPUTS
Setpin FE_IN, din         'Digital Input for Front Extend
SETPIN FR_IN, DIN         'Digital Input for Front Retract
SETPIN RE_IN, DIN         'Digital Input for Rear Extend
SETPIN RR_IN, DIN         'Digital Input for Rear Retract
SETPIN CS_IN_FRONT, AIN   'Analogue Input for front current sensing 
SETPIN CS_IN_REAR, AIN    'Analogue Input for rear current sensing 
  
'- OUTPUTS
Setpin FE_OUT_TOP, Dout   'Digital output for high side front extend
Setpin FE_OUT_BOTTOM, Dout'Digital output for low side front extend
Setpin FR_OUT_TOP, DOUT   'Digital output for high side front retract
Setpin FR_OUT_BOTTOM, DOUT'Digital output for low side front retract
SETPIN RE_OUT_TOP, DOUT   'Digital output for high side rear extend
SETPIN RE_OUT_BOTTOM, DOUT'Digital output for low side rear extend
SETPIN RR_OUT_TOP, DOUT   'Digital output for high side rear retract
SETPIN RR_OUT_BOTTOM, DOUT'Digital output for low side rear retract
SETPIN BC_OUT, DOUT       'Digital output for 12/24V battery change
setpin PURPLE_OUT, DOUT   'Digitial output for '12V_Ready'
'%% Define Vvariables for timers
Debounce =15              'Set debounce time delay input push buttons
Switch_Delay = 25         'Set delay between H-bridge switching to prevent shoot through
Transient_Delay = 80      'Delay used before current sense measurements to ensure switching 
transients of load are filtered
TMR_12TO24 = 2            'Timer delay for switching from 12V mode to 24V mode
'                                             TMR_12TO24 = (2 X 0.5 secounds = 1 second)
TMR_24TO12 = 2            'Timer during which immediate entry to 24V mode is allow, if system 
was
'                         just in 24V mode
'                                             TMR_24TO12 = (2 X 0.5 secounds = 1 second)
TMR_EMER = 1              'Timer for debouncing emergency current sensing readings
'                                             TMR_EMER = (1 X 0.5 secounds = 0.5 second)
TMR_No_Use = 1200         'Timer to switch off after 10 minutes of no use
'                                             TMR_No_Use = (10 minutes x 60 seconds) x 0.5 
seconds = 1200
EMER_FLASH_TIME = 240     'Timer to flash LED in the event of an emergency shutdown
'                                             TMR_FLASH_TIME = (2 minutes x 60 seconds x 0.5 
seconds = 240
'%% Define Current Sensing Thresholds
'   Note: Current Sensing Thresholds based on a differential amplifier gain of 33 measuring an 
input 
'         voltage across a 0.003 Ohm resistor situated at the ground side of a H-bridge
'
'         Current Measured = Analogue Input Voltage Measured / 33 / 0.003
'         
'         Therefore a threshold of 1V corresponds to a current measurement of approximately 10A
'         
TH_EMER = 2.2           'Threshold to initiate emergency stop (approximately 22A)
TH_12to24 = 0.85        'Threshold above which the system must stay in 12V mode when currently 
in 12V mode
TH_24to12 = 1.1         'Threshold above which the system is forced to return to 12V mode from 
24V 
'                         mode when currently in 24V mode
TH_No_Use = 0.1         'Threshold below which is considered as the system not being used
  
'%% Initialise Interrupt
Settick 500, IncrementCounters  'Forces an interrupt to occur every 500ms
'%%Initialise Counters
FE_CNT = 0              'Counter for front extend
FR_CNT = 0              'Counter for front retract
RE_CNT = 0              'Counter for rear extend
RR_CNT = 0              'Counter for rear retract
B24_CNT = 0             'Counter for coming from 24V mode
EMER_CNT = 0            'Counter for emergency debounce
RESET_CNT = 0           'Counter for shutdown
No_Use_CNT = 0          'Counter for shutdown
'%% Initialise Output
pin(BC_OUT) = 1         ' Always start in 12V mode (1 = 12V mode; 0 = 24V mode)
 
'%% Initialise Flags
From24V_flag = 0        'Flag to say system just came from 24V mode
BM_flag = 0             'Flag to identify the battery mode (0 for 12V Mode 1 for 24V mode)
EMER_flag = 0           'Flag to check for an emergency situation
FE_ON_flag = 0          'Flag to say front extend is on
FR_ON_flag = 0          'Flag to say front retract is on
RE_ON_flag = 0          'Flag to say rear extend is on
RR_ON_flag = 0          'Flag to say rear retract is on
  
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'
'MAIN
'
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Main:
Do
    PIN(PURPLE_OUT) = 1 ' Reinitialise 12V_Ready
    GOTO FRONT
Loop
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'
'INCREMENT COUNTERS INTERRUPT ROUTINE
'
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
IncrementCounters:
FE_CNT = FE_CNT + 1
FR_CNT = FR_CNT + 1
RE_CNT = RE_CNT + 1
RR_CNT = RR_CNT + 1
B24_CNT = B24_CNT + 1
EMER_CNT = EMER_CNT + 1
RESET_CNT = RESET_CNT + 1
No_Use_CNT = No_Use_CNT + 1
IRETURN
  
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'
'FRONT FINITE STATE MACHINE
'
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
FRONT:
  
'Check possible input combinations then go to the correct state and set the output
if pin(FE_IN) = 0 aND PIN(FR_IN) = 0 then GOTO FrontStop      'No Inputs
If PIN(FE_IN) = 1 and PIN(FR_IN) = 1 then goto FrontStop      'Both extend and retract active
If PIN(FE_IN) = 1 and PIN(FR_IN) = 0 then goto FrontExtend    'Extend active
if pin(FE_IN) = 0 and PIN(FR_IN) = 1 then goto FrontRetract   'Retract active
  
FrontStop:
pause(Debounce)             'Switch debounce set for 'Debounce' time
  
if pin(FE_IN) = 0 aND PIN(FR_IN) = 0 then
    
    PIN(FE_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure front extend high side MOSFET is turned off
    PIN(FR_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure front retract high side MOSFET is turned off
    
    PAUSE(Switch_Delay)     'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
    
    PIN(FE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on front extend low side MOSFET to short motor
    PIN(FR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on front retract low side MOSFET to short motor
    
    FE_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    FE_ON_flag = 0          'Reset flag
    FR_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    FR_ON_flag = 0          'Reset Flag
    'PRINT "Front Stop"     '(For checking system state)
    
elseif PIN(FE_IN) = 1 and PIN(FR_IN) = 1 then
    
    PIN(FE_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Turn off high side MOSFET
    PIN(FR_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Turn off high side MOSFET
    
    PAUSE(Switch_Delay)     'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
    
    PIN(FE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on low side MOSFET to short motor
    PIN(FR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on low side MOSFET to short motor
    
    FE_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    FE_ON_flag = 0          'Reset flag
    FR_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    FR_ON_flag = 0          'Reset flag
    'PRINT "Front Stop"     '(For checking system state)
else
    GOTO FRONT              'If no result determined, repeat FRONT until result achieved
endif
  
'Move to next task
GOTO REAR
  
  
FrontExtend:
pause(Debounce)             'Switch debounce set for 'Debounce' time
  
If PIN(FE_IN) = 1 and PIN(FR_IN) = 0 then
    
    PIN(FR_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure high side MOSFET for front retract is turned off
    PIN(FR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 0  'Ensure off low side MOSFET for front retract is turned off
    
    Pause(Switch_Delay)     'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
    
    PIN(FE_OUT_TOP) = 1     'Turn on high side MOSFET for front extend
    PIN(FE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on low side MOSFET for front extend
    
    FE_ON_flag = 1          'Set flag to say front extend is on
    FR_CNT = 0              'Reset counter   
    FR_ON_flag = 0          'Reset front retract flag
    'PRINT "Front Extend"   '(For checking system state)
    
else
    GOTO FRONT              'If no result determined, repeat FRONT until result achieved
endif
  
'Move to next task
GOTO REAR
  
FrontRetract:
Pause(Debounce)             'Switch debounce set for 'Debounce' time
  
if pin(FE_IN) = 0 and PIN(FR_IN) = 1 then
    
    PIN(FE_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure high side MOSFET for front extend is turned off
    PIN(FE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 0  'Ensure low side MOSFET for front extend is turned off
    
    Pause(Switch_Delay)     'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
    
    PIN(FR_OUT_TOP) = 1     'Turn on high side MOSFET for front retract
    PIN(FR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on low side MOSFET for front retract
    
    FR_ON_flag = 1          'Set flag to say front extend is on
    FE_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    FE_ON_flag = 0          'Reset front extend flag
    'PRINT "Front Retract"  '(For checking system state)
    
else
    GOTO FRONT              'If no result determined, repeat FRONT until result achieved
endif
  
'Move to next task
GOTO REAR
  
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'
'REAR FINITE STATE MACHINE
'
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
REAR:
  
'Check possible input combinations and go to the correct state and set the output
if pin(RE_IN) = 0 aND PIN(RR_IN) = 0 then GOTO RearStop     'No inputs
If PIN(RE_IN) = 1 and PIN(RR_IN) = 1 then goto RearStop     'Both extend and retract active
If PIN(RE_IN) = 1 and PIN(RR_IN) = 0 then goto RearExtend   'Extend active
if pin(RE_IN) = 0 and PIN(RR_IN) = 1 then goto RearRetract  'Retract active
 
  
RearStop:
pause(Debounce)             'Switch debounce set for 'Debounce' time
  
if pin(RE_IN) = 0 aND PIN(RR_IN) = 0 then
    
    PIN(RE_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure high side MOSFET for rear extend is off
    PIN(RR_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure high side MOSEFET for rear retract is off
    
    PAUSE(Switch_Delay)     'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
    
    PIN(RE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on the low side MOSFET for rear extend to short the motor
    PIN(RR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on the low side MOSFET for rear retract to short the motor
    
    RE_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    RE_ON_flag = 0          'Turn off rear extend flag
    RR_CNT = 0              'Reset rear extend counter
    RR_ON_flag = 0          'Turn off rear extend flag
    'PRINT "Rear Stop"      '(For checking system state)
    
elseif PIN(RE_IN) = 1 and PIN(RR_IN) = 1 then
    
    PIN(RE_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure high side MOSFET for rear extend is off
    PIN(RR_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure high side MOSEFET for rear retract is off
    
    PAUSE(Switch_Delay)     'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
    
    PIN(RE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on the low side MOSFET for rear extend to short the motor
    PIN(RR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on the low side MOSFET for rear retract to short the motor
    
    RE_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    RE_ON_flag = 0          'Turn off the rear extend flag
    RR_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    RR_ON_flag = 0          'Turn off the rear retract flag
    'PRINT "Rear Stop"      '(For checking system state)
else
    GOTO REAR               'If no result determined, repeat REAR until result achieved
endif
  
'Move to next task
GOTO CURRENTSENSE
  
RearExtend:
pause(Debounce)             'Switch debounce set for 'Debounce' time
  
If PIN(RE_IN) = 1 and PIN(RR_IN) = 0 then
    
    PIN(RR_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure rear retract high side MOSFET is turned off
    PIN(RR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 0  'Ensure rear retract low side MOSFET is turned off
    
    Pause(Switch_Delay)     'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
    
    PIN(RE_OUT_TOP) = 1     'Turn on rear extend high side MOSFET
    PIN(RE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on the rear extend low side MOSFET
    
    RE_ON_flag = 1          'Set flag to say rear extend is on
    RR_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    RR_ON_flag = 0          'Turn of rear retract flag
    'PRINT "Rear Extend"
else
    GOTO REAR               'If no result determined, repeat REAR until result achieved
endif
  
'Move to next task
GOTO CURRENTSENSE
  
RearRetract:
Pause(Debounce)             'Switch debounce set for 'Debounce' time
  
if pin(RE_IN) = 0 and PIN(RR_IN) = 1 then
    
    PIN(RE_OUT_TOP) = 0     'Ensure rear extend high side MOSFET is turned off
    PIN(RE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 0  'Ensure rear extend low side MOSFET is turned off
    
    Pause(Switch_Delay)     'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
    
    PIN(RR_OUT_TOP) = 1     'Turn on rear retract high side MOSFET
    PIN(RR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1  'Turn on rear retract low side MOSFET
    
    RR_ON_flag = 1          'Set flag to say rear retract is on
    RE_CNT = 0              'Reset counter
    RE_ON_flag = 0          'Turn off rear extend flag
    'PRINT "Rear Retract"   '(For checking system state)
else
    GOTO REAR
endif
  
'Move to next task
GOTO CURRENTSENSE
  
  
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'
'Current Sense
'
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CURRENTSENSE:
PAUSE(Transient_Delay)      'Delay used before current sense measurements 
'                            this to ensure switching transients from load are filtered
print pin(CS_IN_FRONT) PIN(CS_IN_REAR)  'Print the current measurement of each actuator to 
display
' Get Current Values
CS_VALUE_FRONT = pin(CS_IN_FRONT)       'Store front actuator current as a variable
CS_VALUE_REAR = PIN(CS_IN_REAR)         'Store rear actuator current as a variable
'%% Emergency Stop Test
if CS_VALUE_FRONT > TH_EMER OR CS_VALUE_REAR > TH_EMER then
  PIN(FE_OUT_TOP) = 0       'Ensure front extend high side MOSFET is turned off
  PIN(FR_OUT_TOP) = 0       'Ensure front retract high side MOSFET is turned off
  PIN(RE_OUT_TOP) = 0       'Ensure the rear extend high side MOSFET is turned off
  PIN(RR_OUT_TOP) = 0       'Ensure the rear retract high side MOSFET is turned off
  pause(Switch_Delay)       'Wait a 'Switch_Delay' to prevent shoot through
  PIN(FE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1    'Turn on the front extend low side MOSFET on to short the motor
  PIN(FR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1    'Turn on the front retract low side MOSFET on to short the motor
  PIN(RE_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1    'Turn on the rear retract low side MOSFET on to short the motor
  PIN(RR_OUT_BOTTOM) = 1    'Turn on the rear retract low side MOSFET on to short the motor
  PIN(BC_OUT) = 1           'Make the battery connections be in 12V mode
  BM_flag = 0               'Set the 'Battery Mode' flag to indicate 12V mode
  From24V_flag = 0          'Reset flag
  FE_CNT = 0                'Reset front extend counter
  FR_CNT = 0                'Reset front retract counter
  RE_CNT = 0                'Reset the rear extend counter
  RR_CNT = 0                'Reset the rear retract counter
  RESET_CNT = 0             'Reset the 'Reset' counter
'Flash the Power Indicator LED for a time period to indicate an over current has ceased 
operation
do WHILE RESET_CNT < EMER_FLASH_TIME
  PAUSE(500)  
  PIN(PURPLE_OUT) = 1       'Turn on Power Indicator LED
  PAUSE(500)
  PIN(PURPLE_OUT) = 0       'Turn off Power Indicator LED
LOOP
'After Alarm User of emergency stop, put microprocessor to sleep
'A toggle of the main power switch on the control box is required to reset system
Do
CPU SLEEP                   'Put microprocessor to sleep for less current draw
LOOP
endif
 
 
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'
'BATTERYCHANGE FINITE STATE MACHINE
'
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
BATTERYCHANGE:
 'Check BM_flag (Battery Mode flag = 0 for 12V Mode 1 for 24V mode)
if BM_flag = 0 then goto Mode12V endif
if BM_flag = 1 then goto Mode24V endif
Mode12V:
'print "12V Mode"         '(For checking system state) 
if FE_ON_flag = 1 or FR_ON_flag = 1 or RE_ON_flag = 1 or RR_ON_flag = 1 AND From24V_flag = 1 
AND B24_CNT < TMR_24TO12 AND CS_VALUE_FRONT < TH_12to24 AND CS_VALUE_REAR < TH_12to24 THEN
    
    'If any buttons are being pushed by operator, or the system has just come from 24V mode,
    'and it has been less than the TMR24TO12 limit and both current sensing values are below 
    'the TH_12to24 threshold then change the battery connection to 24V mode
    
   PIN(BC_OUT) = 0        'Change the battery connections to 24V mode
   BM_flag = 1            'Set the 'battery mode' flag to indicate 24V mode
    
elseif FE_CNT > TMR_12TO24 OR FR_CNT > TMR_12TO24 OR RE_CNT > TMR_12TO24 OR RR_CNT > TMR_12TO24 
AND CS_VALUE_FRONT < TH_12to24 AND CS_VALUE_REAR < TH_12to24  then
   
    'If any of the buttons are being puched by the operator, and the time period which limits
    'switching from 12V mode to 24V mode has expired, and the current sensing levels are below 
    'the TH_12TO24 threshold, then switch to 24V mode
    
    PIN(BC_OUT) = 0     'Change the battery connections to 24V mode
    BM_flag = 1         'Set the 'battery mode' flag to indicate 24V mode
    
else
    
    'Otherwise remain in 12V mode
    
    PIN(BC_OUT) = 1     'Set the battery connections to 12V mode
    BM_flag = 0         'Set the 'battery mode' flag to indicate 12V mode
    
endif
'Move to next task
GOTO TimeTurnOff
Mode24V: 
'print "24V Mode"       '(For checking system state) 
if FE_ON_flag = 1 or FR_ON_flag = 1 or RE_ON_flag = 1 or RR_ON_flag = 1 AND CS_VALUE_FRONT < 
TH_24to12 AND CS_VALUE_REAR < TH_24to12 THEN
    
    'If any of the buttons are being pushed by the operator, and the current sensing values
    'of the front and rear are below the TH_24TO12 threshold, then remain in 24V mode
    
    PIN(BC_OUT) = 0   'Set the battery connections to 24V mode
    BM_flag = 1       'Set the 'battery mode' flag to indicate 24V mode
    From24V_flag = 0  'Reset the from 24V mode flag
    
else
    
    'If any of the buttons are no longer being pushed by the operator, return to 12V mode
    
    PIN(BC_OUT) = 1   'Set the battery connections to 12V mode
    BM_flag = 0       'Set the 'battery mode' flag to indicate 12V mode
    From24V_flag = 1  'Set the 'From 24V mode' flag to indicate the system has just come from 
24V mode
    B24_CNT = 0       'Reset the counter to indicate the time since the system was last in 24V 
mode
    
endif
'Move to next task
GOTO TimeTurnOff
TimeTurnOff:
'To check if the system is not being used, and to turn off the system when not
'used for 10 minutes. First slowly flashes an LED to inform user of switch off
'then puts the microprocessor to sleep for less current draw. A toggle of the 
'power switch on the control box is required to reset system.
'If the current sensing indicates essentially no current, the system is not being used
if PIN(CS_IN_FRONT) > TH_No_Use AND PIN(CS_IN_REAR) > TH_No_Use then
No_Use_CNT = 0        'Start counter
endif
'If the reset counter reaches 10 minutes, then slowly flash the Power Indicator LED and
'put the CPU to sleep
IF No_Use_CNT > TMR_No_Use then
    
    RESET_CNT = 0     'Reset the 'Reset' counter
    
    do WHILE RESET_CNT < EMER_FLASH_TIME
      PAUSE(2000)  
      PIN(PURPLE_OUT) = 1     'Turn on Power Indicator LED
      PAUSE(2000)
      PIN(PURPLE_OUT) = 0     'Turn off Power Indicator LED
  LOOP
DO
CPU SLEEP
LOOP
endif
'PRINT No_Use_CNT             '(To display time of not being used)
'Move to next task
GOTO Main                     'Repeat the loop of tasks
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
'
'END OF PROGRAM
'
'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Appendix D
State Transitition Tables
The following state transition tables aim to outline the statechart of the Mansell Power Lifter
software discussed in Chapter 5. These tables correspond to Figure 5.5. The software labels
mentioned in these tables are described in Table 5.1.
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Table D.1: Mansell Power Lifter state transition table.
Current 
State 
Event Output Next State 
Power Off No change. Remains in ‘Power Off’. Power Off 
Power Off User toggles the power switch 
on the control box to the on 
position. 
All finite state machines in the power on 
state commence. 
Power On 
Power On No change. All finite state machines in the power on 
state continue. 
Power On 
Power On User toggles the power switch 
on the control box to the off 
position. 
All finite state machines in the power on 
state cease to function. 
Power Off 
!!!
Table D.2: ‘Front’ state transition table.
Current 
State 
Event Output Next State 
Front Stop FE_IN = 0; 
FR_IN = 0 
FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front Stop 
Front Stop FE_IN = 1; 
FR_IN = 1 
FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front Stop 
Front Stop FE_IN = 1 FR_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FE_OUT_TOP = 1, FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front Extend 
Front Stop FR_IN = 1 FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FR_OUT_TOP = 1, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front Retract 
Front 
Extend 
FE_IN = 1 FR_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FE_OUT_TOP = 1, FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front Extend 
Front 
Extend 
FE_IN = 1; 
FR_IN = 1 
FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front 
Stop 
Front 
Extend 
FE_IN = 0 FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front 
Stop 
Front 
Retract 
FR_IN = 1 FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FR_OUT_TOP = 1, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front Retract 
Front 
Retract 
FE_IN = 1; 
FR_IN = 1 
FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front Stop 
Front 
Retract 
FR_IN = 0 FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
FE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, FR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Front Stop !!!!!
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Table D.3: ‘Rear’ state transition table.
Current 
State 
Event Output Next State 
Rear Stop RE_IN = 0; 
RR_IN = 0 
RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear Stop 
Rear Stop RE_IN = 1; 
RR_IN = 1 
RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear Stop 
Rear Stop RE_IN = 1 RR_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_TOP = 1, RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear Extend 
Rear Stop RR_IN = 1 RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RR_OUT_TOP = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear Retract 
Rear 
Extend 
RE_IN = 1 RR_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_TOP = 1, RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear Extend 
Rear 
Extend 
RE_IN = 1; 
RR_IN = 1 
RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear 
Stop 
Rear 
Extend 
RE_IN = 0 RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear 
Stop 
Rear 
Retract 
RR_IN = 1 RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RR_OUT_TOP = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear Retract 
Rear 
Retract 
RE_IN = 1; 
RR_IN = 1 
RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear Stop 
Rear 
Retract 
RR_IN = 0 RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_TOP = 0; 25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Rear Stop !!!
Table D.4: ‘Current Sense’ state transition table.
Current State Event Output Next State 
Normal 
Operation 
CS_IN_FRONT < 
TH_EMER AND 
CS_IN_REAR < 
TH_EMER 
Read CS_IN_FRONT and CS_IN_REAR and store 
to CS_VALUE_FRONT and CS_VALUE_REAR 
respectively. 
Normal Operation 
Normal 
Operation 
CS_IN_FRONT > 
TH_EMER OR 
CS_IN_REAR > 
TH_EMER 
FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_TOP = 0 
RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_TOP = 0;  
25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Emergency Stop 
Emergency 
Stop 
Does not respond to 
any input other than a 
toggle of the power 
switch on the user 
control box. 
PURPLE_OUT = 1 (i.e. Power Indicator LED on), 
500ms pause  
PURPLE_OUT = 0 (i.e. Power Indicator LED off), 
500ms pause 
(Repeat this for 2 minutes). 
Standby 
Standby Does not respond to 
any input other than a 
toggle of the power 
switch on the user 
control box. 
CPU ‘Sleep’ mode. No outputs are possible. 
Microcontroller current draw is reduced from 25mA 
to 80 !A to conserve battery. Standby 
!!!!
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Table D.5: ‘Battery Change’ state transition table.
Current 
State 
Event Output Next State 
12V Mode No button is pressed. 
(i.e. FE_IN = 0, FR_IN = 0, RE_IN = 0 and 
RR_IN = 0) 
BC_OUT = 1 12V Mode 
12V Mode Button pressed < 1 second. 
(i.e. FE_IN = 1 OR FR_IN = 1 OR RE_IN = 1 
OR RR_IN = 0) 
BC_OUT = 1 12V Mode 
12V Mode Button pressed > 1 second AND 
CS_IN_FRONT OR CS_IN_REAR < 
TH_12to24 
BC_OUT = 0 24V Mode 
12V Mode Button pressed AND just came from 24V Mode 
< 1 second ago AND CS_IN_FRONT OR 
CS_IN_REAR < TH_12to24 
BC_OUT = 0 24V Mode 
24V Mode Button still pressed. BC_OUT = 0 24V Mode 
24V Mode Button Still Pressed AND CS_IN_FRONT OR 
CS_IN_REAR > TH_24to12 
BC_OUT = 1 12V Mode 
24V Mode No button pressed. BC_OUT = 1 12V Mode !!!
Table D.6: ‘Time Turn Off’ state transition table.!
Current 
State 
Event Output Next State 
In Use CS_IN_FRONT OR 
CS_IN_REAR < 
TH_No_Use for less 
than 10 minutes. 
N/A In Use 
In Use CS_IN_FRONT OR 
CS_IN_REAR > 
TH_No_Use  
N/A In Use 
In Use CS_IN_FRONT OR 
CS_IN_REAR < 
TH_No_Use for 10 
minutes. 
FE_OUT_TOP = 0, FR_OUT_TOP = 0 
RE_OUT_TOP = 0, RR_OUT_TOP = 0;  
25ms pause, then 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
RE_OUT_BOTTOM = 1, RR_OUT_BOTTOM = 1 
Not Used 
Not Used Does not respond to 
any input other than a 
toggle of the power 
switch on the user 
control box. 
PURPLE_OUT = 1 (i.e. Power Indicator LED on), 
2000ms pause  
PURPLE_OUT = 0 (i.e. Power Indicator LED off), 
2000ms pause 
(Repeat this for 2 minutes) 
Standby 
Standby Does not respond to 
any input other than a 
toggle of the power 
switch on the user 
control box. 
CPU ‘Sleep’ mode. No outputs are possible. 
Microcontroller current draw is reduced from 25mA 
to 80 !A to conserve battery. Standby 
!
Appendix E
New Control System Component
Summary
The following outlines the list of components used in the new prototype system shown in
the circuit schematics of Appendix B. The component prices were compiled as items were
purchased during the development of the prototype.
 
Component Quantity Label in Circuit 
Schematic 
Cost Per Item Total Cost 
Micromite Microcontroller 
(PIC32MX150F128B-50I/SP) 
1 U1 $15 $15 
Prototype Board 1 Not Applicable $4.50 $4.50 
47uF Tantalum Capacitor 1 C1 Included with 
Micromite 
Not Applicable 
100nF Metallised Polyester Capacitor 6 C2, C3, C6, C9, 
C10, C11 
$0.28 $1.68 
100𝜇F, 16V Electrolytic Capacitor 4 C4, C5, C7, C8 $0.36 $1.44 
Blue LED 1 D1 $0.15 $0.15 
Green LED 11 D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, 
D7, D8, D9, D10, 
D11, D12 
$0.15 $1.65 
UA78M33 3.3V Voltage Regulator 1 U2 $0.98 $0.98 
KA78M05 5V Voltage Regulator  1 U3 $0.98 $0.98 
82𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 10 R11, R12, R13, 
R14, R15, R16, 
R17, R18, R19, R20 
$0.056 $0.56 
10k𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 16 R1, R2, R4, R6, R8, 
R30, R32, R33, 
R47, R48, R51, 
R52, R53, R56, 
R57, R59 
$0.056 $0.90 
3.3V Zener Diode, 1N746A (0.5W) 4 Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 $0.015 $0.06 
560𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 5 R3, R5, R7, R9, R31 $0.056 $0.28 
860𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 1 R10 $0.056 $0.056 
ISP825 8-pin Darlington Optocoupler IC 1 U4 $2.04 $2.04 
ILQ55 16-pin Darlington Optocoupler IC 2 U5, U6 $2.04 $4.08 
BD139 NPN Transistor 1 Q1 $0.38 $0.38 
BC639 NPN Transistor 3 Q2, Q3, Q4 $0.38 $1.14 
LM358 8-pin Differential Amplifier IC 1 U7 $0.80 $0.80 
1k𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 1 R34 $0.056 $0.056 
4.7k𝛺 (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 1 R58 $0.056 $0.056 
3k𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 8 R35, R36, R37, 
R38, R39. R40, 
R41, R42 
$0.056 $0.448 
330k𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 4 R49, R50, R54, R55 $0.056 $0.224 
0.003 𝛺 Resistor (1% Tolerance, 3W) 2 R44, R46 $2.61 $5.22 
Components Used from the Existing Power Lifter PCB in the New Prototype 
BTS650P MOSFET 5 M1, M3, M7, M9, 
M11 
$8.48 $42.40 
VNW100N04 MOSFET, N-Channel 4 M2, M4, M8, M10 $12.09 $48.36 
BC817-40 NPN Transistor 4 M5, M6, M11, M12 $0.09 $0.36 
15MQ040M Schottky Diode (3A, 40V)  8 D13, D14, D15, 
D16, D17, D18. 
D19, D20 
$1.28 $10.24 
820𝛺 Resistor (1W, 5% Tolerance) 2 R43, R45 $0.52 $1.04 
Bi-Colour Red/Green LED 2 D21, D22 $1.68 $3.36 
330𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 4 R63, R65, R69, R71 $0.056 $0.224 
10k𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 1W) 3 R62, R64, R70,  $0.52 $1.56 
220k𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 1 R57 $0.056 $0.056 
BC850C NPN Transistor 3 Q5 Q6, Q7, Q8 $0.07 $0.28 
1k𝛺 Resistor (5% Tolerance, 0.25W) 2 R56, R58 $0.056 $0.112 
STPS60L40CW Schottky Diode (2x30A, 
40V) 
3 D26, D28, D30 $10.80 $32.40 
1.8k𝛺 Resistor (0.25W, 5% Tolerance) 1 R61 $0.056 $0.056 
LS3138 Diode 1 D29 $0.31 $0.31 
LA34 Actuator 2 A1, A2 Not Applicable to 
Circuitry Design 
Not Applicable to 
Circuitry Design 	  	  
Appendix F
MATLAB® Code: Existing System
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%Program: Read CSV file of Power Lifter
%Description: Read CSV file of battery voltage and small resistance voltage.
% Convert Battery Voltage back up to scale as it was reduce by a
% resistor divider network
% (1M, 10k). Also convert small resistance into current.
%Created: 14 April 2014
%Updated: 28 April 2014
%Creator: Callum Kirby Keys
%Tidy Up
clear all; close all; clc;
% Define files
filename1 = 'March18_NoLoad.csv';
filename2 = 'March18_50kg.csv';
filename3 = 'March18_100kg.csv';
filename4 = 'March18_150kg.csv';
filename5 = 'March18_200kg.csv';
filename6 = 'March18_100kg_AC.csv';
filename7 = 'March18_100kg_DC.csv';
%Read in data
Load_0kg = csvread(filename1);
Load_50kg = csvread(filename2);
Load_100kg = csvread(filename3);
Load_150kg = csvread(filename4);
Load_200kg = csvread(filename5);
Load_100kg_AC = csvread(filename6);
Load_100kg_DC = csvread(filename7);
%Set Current Sensing Resistor Value
R = (0.01ˆ-1+0.01ˆ-1+0.01ˆ-1)ˆ-1;
%Values of Resistor Divider Used For Battery
Ra = 1000000;
Rb = 10000;
%Set up current arrays
I_0kg = zeros(length(Load_0kg),1);
I_50kg = zeros(length(Load_50kg),1);
I_100kg = zeros(length(Load_100kg),1);
I_150kg = zeros(length(Load_150kg),1);
I_200kg = zeros(length(Load_200kg),1);
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I_100kg_AC = zeros(length(Load_100kg_AC),1);
I_100kg_DC = zeros(length(Load_100kg_DC),1);
%Manipulate Current
I_0kg = Load_0kg(:,1)./R;
I_50kg = Load_50kg(:,1)./R;
I_100kg = Load_100kg(:,1)./R;
I_150kg = Load_150kg(:,1)./R;
I_200kg = Load_200kg(:,1)./R;
I_100kg_AC = Load_100kg_AC(:,1)./R;
I_100kg_DC = Load_100kg_DC(:,1)./R;
%Set up voltage arrays
V_0kg = zeros(length(Load_0kg),1);
V_50kg = zeros(length(Load_50kg),1);
V_100kg = zeros(length(Load_100kg),1);
V_150kg = zeros(length(Load_150kg),1);
V_200kg = zeros(length(Load_200kg),1);
V_100kg_AC = zeros(length(Load_100kg_AC),1);
V_100kg_DC = zeros(length(Load_100kg_DC),1);
%Manipulate Voltage
V_0kg = Load_0kg(:,2)./(Rb/(Ra+Rb));
V_50kg = Load_50kg(:,2)./(Rb/(Ra+Rb));
V_100kg = Load_100kg(:,2)./(Rb/(Ra+Rb));
V_150kg = Load_150kg(:,2)./(Rb/(Ra+Rb));
V_200kg = Load_200kg(:,2)./(Rb/(Ra+Rb));
V_100kg_AC = Load_100kg_AC(:,2)./(Rb/(Ra+Rb));
V_100kg_DC = Load_100kg_DC(:,2)./(Rb/(Ra+Rb));
%Alter lengths for plotting first plot;
I_0kg = [I_0kg;(zeros((length(I_200kg)-length(I_0kg)),1))];
I_50kg = [I_50kg;(zeros((length(I_200kg)-length(I_50kg)),1))];
I_100kg = [I_100kg;(zeros((length(I_200kg)-length(I_100kg)),1))];
I_150kg = [I_150kg;(zeros((length(I_200kg)-length(I_150kg)),1))];
V_0kg = [V_0kg;(zeros((length(V_200kg)-length(V_0kg)),1))];
V_50kg = [V_50kg;(zeros((length(V_200kg)-length(V_50kg)),1))];
V_100kg = [V_100kg;(zeros((length(V_200kg)-length(V_100kg)),1))];
V_150kg = [V_150kg;(zeros((length(V_200kg)-length(V_150kg)),1))];
%Set Up Samples and Time
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%Note: Sample rate of data is 250 samples per second
SR = 250; %The Sample Rate used
N = 0:1:(length(I_0kg)-1);
t = N./250;
%Plot comparison of No Load, 50kg, 100kg, 150kg and 200kg
figure(1)
plot(t,I_0kg, t,I_50kg, t,I_100kg ,t,I_150kg, t,I_200kg)
title('Comparison of Power Lifter Current at No Load, 50kg, 100kg, 150kg and 200kg')
grid on
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
legend('No Load', '50kg Load','100kg Load','150kg Load', '200kg Load')
axis([0, 70, 0, 70])
figure(2)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t,I_0kg)
title('Power Lifter Current at No Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 70])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t,V_0kg)
title('Power Lifter Battery Voltage at No Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 30])
figure(3)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t,I_50kg)
title('Power Lifter Current at 50kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 70])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t,V_50kg)
title('Power Lifter Battery Voltage at 50kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
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ylabel('Voltage (V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 30])
figure(4)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t,I_100kg)
title('Power Lifter Current at 100kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 70])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t,V_100kg)
title('Power Lifter Battery Voltage at 100kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 30])
figure(5)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t,I_150kg)
title('Power Lifter Current at 150kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 70])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t,V_150kg)
title('Power Lifter Battery Voltage at 150kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 30])
figure(6)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t,I_200kg)
title('Power Lifter Current at 200kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
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axis([0, 70, 0, 70])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t,V_200kg)
title('Power Lifter Battery Voltage at 200kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0, 70, 0, 30])
%Compare 100kg Tests for Normal Operation, AC Mode and DC Mode
%Alter lengths for plotting first plot;
I_100kg = [I_100kg;(zeros((length(I_100kg_DC)-length(I_100kg)),1))];
I_100kg_AC = [I_100kg_AC;(zeros((length(I_100kg_DC)-length(I_100kg_AC)),1))];
V_100kg = [V_100kg;(zeros((length(V_100kg_DC)-length(V_100kg)),1))];
V_100kg_AC = [V_100kg_AC;(zeros((length(V_100kg_DC)-length(V_100kg_AC)),1))];
%Set Up Samples and Time - Note: Sample rate of data is 250 samples per second
SR = 250; %The Sample Rate used
N = 0:1:(length(I_100kg)-1);
t = N./250;
figure(7)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t,I_100kg, t,I_100kg_AC, t,I_100kg_DC)
title...
('Comparison of Power Lifter Current at 100kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
legend('Normal Operation', 'AC Mode','DC Mode')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t,V_100kg, t,V_100kg_AC, t,V_100kg_DC)
title...
('Comparison of Power Lifter Battery Voltage at 100kg Mechanical Load')
grid on
ylabel('Voltage (V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
legend('Normal Operation', 'AC Mode','DC Mode')
Appendix G
MATLAB® Code: Prototype System
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%Program: Read CSV file of Power Lifter Prototype Test
%Description: Read csv file of BC_OUT from microcontroller, and the
% analogue input voltages to the microcontroller for the
% front and rear actuators.
%Created: 1 September 2014
%Updated: 14 September 2014
%Creator: Callum Kirby Keys
%Prototype Load Tests
clc; clear all; close all; %Tidy Up
%.csv file data:
%Columns: (Battery Change Out, Rear diff amp out, Front diff amp out)
%Amplifier Gain = 33
%Current Sense Resistor Value = 0.003 Ohms
%Sample Rate = 250 Hz
Gain = 33;
R = 0.003;
fs = 250;
filename1 = 'Prototype_No_Load.csv';
filename2 = 'Prototype_50kg_Load.csv';
filename3 = 'Prototype_100kg_Load.csv';
filename4 = 'Prototype_150kg_Load.csv';
filename5 = 'Prototype_200kg_Load.csv';
% 200kg Load Comparison
filename6 = 'Prototype_200kg_Load_Comparison_Test_1.csv';
filename7 = 'Prototype_200kg_Load_Comparison_Test_2.csv';
filename8 = 'Prototype_200kg_Load_Comparison_Test_3.csv';
filename9 = 'Prototype_200kg_Load_Comparison_Test_4.csv';
filename10 = 'Prototype_200kg_Load_Comparison_Test_5.csv';
% Read in Data;
Load_0kg = csvread(filename1);
Load_50kg = csvread(filename2);
Load_100kg = csvread(filename3);
Load_150kg = csvread(filename4);
Load_200kg = csvread(filename5);
%200kg Test Comparison data
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Test_1 = csvread(filename6);
Test_2 = csvread(filename7);
Test_3 = csvread(filename8);
Test_4 = csvread(filename9);
Test_5 = csvread(filename10);
%Check Lengths of First Tests
Length_Check_1 = [length(Load_0kg), length(Load_50kg), ...
length(Load_100kg), length(Load_150kg), length(Load_200kg)];% ...
%length(Test_1), length(Test_2), length(Test_3),...
%length(Test_4), length(Test_5)];
%Check Length for comparisons
Length_Check_2 = [length(Test_1), length(Test_2), length(Test_3), ...
length(Test_4), length(Test_5)];
%Find Longest Array
L1 = max(Length_Check_1);
L2 = max(Length_Check_2);
%% Manipulate Voltages to 12V or 24V Mode
BC_0kg = Load_0kg(:,1);
BC_50kg = Load_50kg(:,1);
BC_100kg = Load_100kg(:,1);
BC_150kg = Load_150kg(:,1);
BC_200kg = Load_200kg(:,1);
for i = 1:length(BC_0kg)
if BC_0kg(i) >= 2
BC_0kg(i) = 12;
else
BC_0kg(i) = 24;
end
end
for i = 1:length(BC_50kg)
if BC_50kg(i) >= 2
BC_50kg(i) = 12;
else
BC_50kg(i) = 24;
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end
end
for i = 1:length(BC_100kg)
if BC_100kg(i) >= 2
BC_100kg(i) = 12;
else
BC_100kg(i) = 24;
end
end
for i = 1:length(BC_150kg)
if BC_150kg(i) >= 2
BC_150kg(i) = 12;
else
BC_150kg(i) = 24;
end
end
for i = 1:length(BC_200kg)
if BC_200kg(i) >= 2
BC_200kg(i) = 12;
else
BC_200kg(i) = 24;
end
end
%% Manipulate Current
I_Front_0kg = (Load_0kg(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_0kg = (Load_0kg(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Front_50kg = (Load_50kg(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_50kg = (Load_50kg(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Front_100kg = (Load_100kg(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_100kg = (Load_100kg(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Front_150kg = (Load_150kg(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_150kg = (Load_150kg(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Front_200kg = (Load_200kg(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_200kg = (Load_200kg(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
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%200kg Comparisons
I_Front_Test_1 = (Test_1(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_Test_1 = (Test_1(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Front_Test_2 = (Test_2(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_Test_2 = (Test_2(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Front_Test_3 = (Test_3(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_Test_3 = (Test_3(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Front_Test_4 = (Test_4(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_Test_4 = (Test_4(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Front_Test_5 = (Test_5(:,3) ./ Gain)./R;
I_Rear_Test_5 = (Test_5(:,2) ./ Gain)./R;
%% Adjust Length of Arrays
Load_Test_0kg = zeros(L1,3);
Load_Test_0kg(1:length(BC_0kg),1) = BC_0kg;
Load_Test_0kg(1:length(I_Front_0kg),2) = I_Front_0kg;
Load_Test_0kg(1:length(I_Rear_0kg),3) = I_Rear_0kg;
Load_Test_50kg = zeros(L1,3);
Load_Test_50kg(1:length(BC_50kg),1) = BC_50kg;
Load_Test_50kg(1:length(I_Front_50kg),2) = I_Front_50kg;
Load_Test_50kg(1:length(I_Rear_50kg),3) = I_Rear_50kg;
Load_Test_100kg = zeros(L1,3);
Load_Test_100kg(1:length(BC_100kg),1) = BC_100kg;
Load_Test_100kg(1:length(I_Front_100kg),2) = I_Front_100kg;
Load_Test_100kg(1:length(I_Rear_100kg),3) = I_Rear_100kg;
Load_Test_150kg = zeros(L1,3);
Load_Test_150kg(1:length(BC_150kg),1) = BC_150kg;
Load_Test_150kg(1:length(I_Front_150kg),2) = I_Front_150kg;
Load_Test_150kg(1:length(I_Rear_150kg),3) = I_Rear_150kg;
Load_Test_200kg = zeros(L1,3);
Load_Test_200kg(1:length(BC_200kg),1) = BC_200kg;
Load_Test_200kg(1:length(I_Front_200kg),2) = I_Front_200kg;
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Load_Test_200kg(1:length(I_Rear_200kg),3) = I_Rear_200kg;
%%%%%%%%
Load_Test_1 = zeros(L2,3);
Load_Test_1(1:length(I_Front_Test_1),2) = I_Front_Test_1;
Load_Test_1(1:length(I_Rear_Test_1),3) = I_Rear_Test_1;
Load_Test_2 = zeros(L2,3);
Load_Test_2(1:length(I_Front_Test_2),2) = I_Front_Test_2;
Load_Test_2(1:length(I_Rear_Test_2),3) = I_Rear_Test_2;
Load_Test_3 = zeros(L2,3);
Load_Test_3(1:length(I_Front_Test_3),2) = I_Front_Test_3;
Load_Test_3(1:length(I_Rear_Test_3),3) = I_Rear_Test_3;
Load_Test_4 = zeros(L2,3);
Load_Test_4(1:length(I_Front_Test_4),2) = I_Front_Test_4;
Load_Test_4(1:length(I_Rear_Test_4),3) = I_Rear_Test_4;
Load_Test_5 = zeros(L2,3);
Load_Test_5(1:length(I_Front_Test_5),2) = I_Front_Test_5;
Load_Test_5(1:length(I_Rear_Test_5),3) = I_Rear_Test_5;
%% Plotting
%Set time array
N = 0:1:(L2-1);
t = N./fs;
N1 = 0:1:(L1-1);
t1 = N1./fs;
% 200kg Load Comparison
figure(1)
plot(t, Load_Test_1(:,2), t, Load_Test_2(:,2), t, Load_Test_3(:,2), ...
t, Load_Test_4(:,2), t, Load_Test_5(:,2))
title('Front Actuator 200kg Mechanical Load Comparison')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
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figure(2)
plot(t, Load_Test_1(:,3), t, Load_Test_2(:,3), t, Load_Test_3(:,3), ...
t, Load_Test_4(:,3), t, Load_Test_5(:,3))
title('Rear Actuator 200kg Mechanical Load Comparison')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
% Individual Plots
figure(3)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t1, Load_Test_0kg(:,1))
title('0kg Mechanical Load Test H-Bridge Voltage')
ylabel('Voltage(V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t1, Load_Test_0kg(:,2))
title('0kg Mechanical Load Test Front Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(t1, Load_Test_0kg(:,3))
title('0kg Mechanical Load Test Rear Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
%%%%%
figure(4)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t1, Load_Test_50kg(:,1))
title('50kg Mechanical Load Test H-Bridge Voltage')
ylabel('Voltage(V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t1, Load_Test_50kg(:,2))
title('50kg Mechanical Load Test Front Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
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xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(t1, Load_Test_50kg(:,3))
title('50kg Mechanical Load Test Rear Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
%%%%
figure(5)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t1, Load_Test_100kg(:,1))
title('100kg Mechanical Load Test H-Bridge Voltage')
ylabel('Voltage(V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t1, Load_Test_100kg(:,2))
title('100kg Mechanical Load Test Front Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(t1, Load_Test_100kg(:,3))
title('100kg Mechanical Load Test Rear Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
%%%%
figure(6)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t1, Load_Test_150kg(:,1))
title('150kg Mechanical Load Test H-Bridge Voltage')
ylabel('Voltage(V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t1, Load_Test_150kg(:,2))
title('150kg Mechanical Load Test Front Actuator Current')
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ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(t1, Load_Test_150kg(:,3))
title('150kg Mechanical Load Test Rear Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
%%%%
figure(7)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t1, Load_Test_200kg(:,1))
title('200kg Mechanical Load Test H-Bridge Voltage')
ylabel('Voltage(V)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t1, Load_Test_200kg(:,2))
title('200kg Mechanical Load Test Front Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(t1, Load_Test_200kg(:,3))
title('200kg Mechanical Load Test Rear Actuator Current')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
figure(8)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(t, Load_Test_1(:,2), t, Load_Test_2(:,2), t, Load_Test_3(:,2), ...
t, Load_Test_4(:,2), t, Load_Test_5(:,2))
title('Front Actuator 200kg Mechanical Load Comparison')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
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subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t, Load_Test_1(:,3), t, Load_Test_2(:,3), t, Load_Test_3(:,3), ...
t, Load_Test_4(:,3), t, Load_Test_5(:,3))
title('Rear Actuator 200kg Mechanical Load Comparison')
ylabel('Current (A)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
grid on
Appendix H
Risk Assessment
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U n i v e r s i t y  o f  S o u t h e r n  Q u e e n s l a n d  
 
Generic Risk Management Plan  
Workplace (Division/Faculty/Section): 
USQ – School of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering and 
Wenross Holdings Pty Ltd 
Assessment No (if applicable): 
N/A 
Assessment Date: 
04/06/2014 
Review Date: (5 years maximum) 
09/10/2014 
Context: What is being assessed?  Describe the item, job, process, work arrangement, event etc:  
BENG Project - The risks associated with conducting the Mansell Power Lifter control PCB redesign. This will involve lifting heavy objects, and 
dealing with electrically powered devices. 
Assessment Team – who is conducting the assessment? 
Assessor(s): 
Dr John Leis 
Others consulted: (eg elected health and safety representative, other personnel exposed to risks) 
N/A 
 
The Risk Management Process 
  
1. Identify 
the 
Hazards 
2. Identify 
the Risks 
3. Assess 
the Risks 
4. Control 
the Risks 
5. Develop 
Action 
Plan 
6. 
Approval 
1. Use the table on page 2 to help identify 
hazards 
2. list your hazards in the assessment 
table  and  ask  “if  exposed  to  the  
hazard – what  could  happen?”  Write  
your answer in the Risk column. 
2a. list the existing controls that are 
already in place 
 
3. Assess the risk using the matrix 
on page 3 to determine the risk 
level 
 
 4. If the risk level was not 
acceptable or low enough, enter 
additional controls that will 
reduce the consequences or the 
probability 
 
5. Enter the controls that need 
to be implemented 
6. Have the plan approved by the 
appropriate person (the higher 
the risk – the higher the approval 
level) 
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Step 1 -  Identify the hazards (use this table to help identify hazards then list all hazards in the risk table) 
General Work Environment 
 Sun exposure  Water (creek, river, beach, dam)  Sound / Noise 
 Animals / Insects  Storms / Weather/Wind/Lightning  Temperature (heat, cold) 
 Air Quality  Lighting  Uneven Walking Surface 
 Trip Hazards  Confined Spaces  Restricted access/egress 
 Pressure (Diving/Altitude)  Smoke    
Other/Details:       
Machinery, Plant and Equipment 
 Machinery (fixed plant)  Machinery (portable)  Hand tools 
 Laser (Class 2 or above)  Elevated work platforms  Traffic Control 
 Non-powered equipment  Pressure Vessel  Electrical 
 Vibration  Moving Parts  Acoustic/Noise 
 Vehicles  Trailers  Hand tools 
Other/Details:       
Manual Tasks / Ergonomics 
 Manual tasks (repetitive, heavy)  Working at heights  Restricted space 
 Vibration  Lifting Carrying  Pushing/pulling 
 Reaching/Overstretching  Repetitive Movement  Bending 
 Eye strain  Machinery (portable)  Hand tools 
Other/Details:       
Biological    (e.g. hygiene, disease, infection) 
 Human tissue/fluids  Virus / Disease   Food handling 
 Microbiological  Animal tissue/fluids   Allergenic 
Other/Details:       
Chemicals     Note: Refer to the label and Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for the classification and management of all chemicals. 
 Non-hazardous chemical(s)  ‘Hazardous’ chemical (Refer to a completed hazardous chemical risk assessment) 
 Engineered nanoparticles  Explosives  Gas Cylinders 
Name of chemical(s) / Details:       
Critical Incident – resulting in: 
 Lockdown  Evacuation  Disruption 
 Public Image/Adverse Media Issue  Violence  Environmental Issue 
Other/Details:       
Radiation    
 Ionising radiation  Ultraviolet (UV) radiation   Radio frequency/microwave 
 infrared (IR) radiation   Laser (class 2 or above)    
Other/Details:       
Energy Systems – incident / issues involving: 
 Electricity (incl. Mains and Solar)  LPG Gas  Gas / Pressurised containers 
Other/Details:       
Facilities / Built Environment 
 Buildings and fixtures  Driveway / Paths  Workshops / Work rooms 
 Playground equipment  Furniture  Swimming pool 
Other/Details:       
People issues 
 Students  Staff  Visitors / Others 
 Physical  Psychological / Stress  Contractors 
 Fatigue  Workload  Organisational Change 
 Workplace Violence/Bullying  Inexperienced/new personnel   
Other/Details:       
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Step 1 (cont) Other Hazards / Details (enter other hazards not identified on the table) 
Electrolytic Capacitors – Connecting these to a voltage source with reversed polarity could destroy components.  
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Step 5 – Action Plan (for controls not already in place) 
Control Option Resources Person(s) responsible Proposed 
implementation date 
Operating the Power Lifter Keep objects clear of 
Power Lifter frame when 
operating the device 
Operator 04/06/2014 
Electrically Power Devices Connect components to 
circuits that are not live 
Operator 04/06/2014 
Live Circuits Keep foreign objects 
away from live circuits 
Operator 04/06/2014 
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
Step 6 – Approval 
Drafter’s  Comments: 
      
 
Drafter Details:  
Name:  
 
Signature:  
 
Date: /  /  
Assessment Approval: (Extreme or High = VC, Moderate = Cat 4 delegate or above, Low = Manager/Supervisor)  
I am satisfied that the risks are as low as reasonably practicable and that the resources required will be provided. 
 
Name:  Signature:  Date: /  / 
Position Title:  
 
